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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

The Mexican diaspora: On constructing and negotiating mexicanidad in Mexico City 

by 

Armando Guerrero Jr. 

Doctor of  Philosophy in Hispanic Languages & Literatures 

University of  California, Los Angeles, 2018 

Professor Antonio C. Quícoli, Chair 

The ethnic identity of  Mexicans in the diaspora is starkly at odds with the identity ascribed to them 

in Mexico. In Mexico, nationality plays a central role in construction of  a mexicanidad, or a Mexican 

ethnic identity; while in the United States, mexicanidad is constructed and negotiated on a continuum 

of  ethnic authenticity. In the current study, I first set out to describe the typology of  a speech 

community of  heritage speakers temporarily living in Mexico City by analyzing their social 

recognition of  non-standard linguistic variables. I supplement the quantitative data with participant 

observations; these shed light on the relevant linguistic resources speakers use to navigate totalizing 

ascriptions of  identity. 

 I elicited data with a social recognition questionnaire, sociolinguistic interview and careful 

participant observations. The participant pool includes eighteen second generation Spanish heritage 

speakers who enrolled in an education abroad program at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México 
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(UNAM) through the University of  California. I categorized participants’ evaluations of  non-

standard variables into three nested fields, as described in Santa Ana & Parodi (1998). The field 

notes of  my observations were collected throughout six-month. 

 The results demonstrate a unique typology among the select speech community, which 

contrasts the evaluative behavior of  Mexican Spanish monolingual speakers. The observations 

illustrate the unique linguistic resources that become available to speakers for navigating the social 

landscape and to effectively perform mexicanidad through the variable use of  linguistic style. 

Interestingly, among the stylistic resources are the non-standard variables characteristic of  their 

variety of  Spanish. The findings show that variables with a tendency to stereotype speakers are 

repurposed by heritage speakers, who value the variables in the stylistic practice of  performing and 

reaffirming a Mexican ethnic identity, or mexicanidad.  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… la función de un profesor es  

ayudarle al alumno a que brille lo más que pueda  

y si te supera mejor, porque quiere decir que eres buen maestro  

Dra. CLAUDIA PARODI† 

 

1 
CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION 

The prevalence of  the Latino  community in the United States is undeniable, and the palpable 1

cultural influence found in many cities across the country, particularly in urban centers, 

unmistakeable. It is a social position warranted when considering the deeply interrelated histories the 

United States has with many Spanish-speaking countries throughout Latin America. The 

heterogenous population constitutes the largest ethnic minority in the United States, as well as being 

the most prevalent group with an estimated population of  roughly 56.6 million, according to the 

2015 US Census American Community Survey. The Latina/o community is not only the most 

widespread ethnic minority in the country, but together, its members also speak the country’s most-

spoken language after English, Spanish. These speakers represent a wide range of  immigrant 

generations, which also includes current immigrant generations and their children. Notably, 72.9% 

of  Latina/o children under the age of  5 spoke Spanish at home as of  2015, a remarkable 448.12% 

increase from 13.3% 25 years prior in 1990. Moreover, the Spanish language spoken by the 

 In the literature, Latino/a, Hispanic, and more recently Latinx are used interchangeably. Often, more specific ethnic 1

descriptors, such as Chicano/a (or Chicanx) and Mexicano/a, are favored among these ethnic communities.  
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estimated 40 million Spanish-speaking Latina/o speakers include the various dialects spoken in the 

regions from where the different members of  the community have emigrated to live in the United 

States. As a result, the Spanish spoken in the United States is not only colored by common social 

variables that influence language stratification, such as gender, age, socioeconomic status, etc., but 

also by the sociolinguistic markers that are characteristic of  the Spanish spoken in a multitude of  

Latin American countries—a linguistic situation exclusive to the United States. Remarkably, these 

varieties are often spoken concurrently in in Latina/o communities across the United States. The 

cohabitation of  these groups allows language mixing, and possible koineization, to more readily 

occur. The Spanish language, and other shared social norms, unifies these groups while highlighting 

differences to other ethnic groups in the United States.  

 According to the American Community Survey (2014), the largest Latina/o populations in 

the United States are originally from Mexico, with an overwhelming proportion of  63.2%, followed 

by Puerto Rico (9.3%), Cuba (3.7%), El Salvador (3.7%), the Dominican Republic (3.1%), and finally 

Guatemala (2.2%) (these countries represent recorded populations that are greater than one million). 

It is not surprising that the majority of  Spanish speakers in the United States originate from Mexico. 

In fact, the Mexican-origin population has always been the largest Latina/o group in the United 

States since the annexation of  most of  the Southwest after the signing of  the Treaty of  Guadalupe 

Hidalgo in 1848 (officially titled, “Treaty of  Peace, Friendship, Limits and Settlement between the 

United States of  America and the Mexican Republic”), a peace treaty that ended the Mexican-

American War (1846-1848). Although this significant historical event set the foundation for the 

Mexican prominence we observe today in the United States, the countries’ close geographic 

proximity and interconnected economic relationship has facilitated subsequent immigration. 

Notably, there have been migrations to the United States at various periods that have been more 
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consequential than the constant flow. Among these are four events that prompted significant waves 

of  mass migration to the United States from Mexico, including: (1) Mexico’s struggle for 

independence from Spain in the 1800s, (2) the Mexican revolution in the 1900s, (3) the US-

sponsored bracero program in the 1950s/60s, and (4) most recently, the large groups displaced as a 

consequence of  the violence caused directly or indirectly by the war on drugs in Mexico. These 

migrants choose to emigrate in search of  safety and economic opportunity, for themselves and their 

posterity. Consequently, Mexican-origin Latina/o population is the most permeating and privileged 

among the other Latina/o immigrant groups, a point highlighted by the historic proportions of  the 

Mexican-origin community in the United States. In 1860, for example, among the 155,000 Latina/o 

living in the country, 81.1% were of  Mexican-origin; the group has since maintained a majority with 

large margins among the heterogenous Latina/o community (Pew Research Center 2015). These 

migrations have also provided a noteworthy opportunity for language maintenance among Spanish 

speakers and their established communities, an environment unique to Mexican immigrant groups in 

the United States when one considers the more rapid rate of  language attrition from one generation 

to the next among other immigrant groups (Mora, Villa, and Dávila 2005, 2006). These significant 

proportions throughout the history of  the United States have also cleared the path for the relevance 

of  various Mexican cultural norms across the different generations and regions in the United States

—most notably in the Southwest—with growing prominence in other regions, including the 

Midwest. 

 The linguistic expression of  heritage language speakers in the Mexican immigrant 

community is a tangible testament to the community’s rooted cultural foundation. Heritage Spanish 

speakers have wider opportunity to use the heritage language. Spanish as a heritage language is not 

maintained as a result of  some overarching prestige of  the language in the United States, but rather, 
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because it has high cultural value for the speakers in the community. Villa and Rivera-Mills (2009) 

note that there are a multitude of  social nuances in the Southwest that complicate the language 

maintenance/attrition in the region, these include the heterogeneity of  the Latina/o population, 

proximity/distance from the Mexican border, the population’s tendency to ethnic exogamy, and 

more recently the heritage language revival efforts by younger generations. The language is an 

increasingly significant part of  the cultural fabric of  the Mexican community; this is appreciable in 

the plethora of  opportunities that are available for its use, many of  which are outside of  the home. 

The use of  Spanish is common in speakers’ activities throughout the day. Spanish is used in the 

community, and it is consumed via television and radio stations that not only cater to monolingual 

Spanish speakers but also specifically to bilingual heritage speakers who natively speak Spanglish (a 

code-switching combination of  Spanish and English). The motivations for using and maintaining 

Spanish among community members is a worthwhile enterprise that requires a nuanced analysis 

using a more dynamic intergenerational model of  language shift among heritage speakers. 

 Penelope Eckert (2008) describes three distinct waves in the development of  sociolinguistic 

models used to study linguistic variation: (1) The first includes theoretical models that establish 

socioeconomic stratification of  linguistic variation at a macro social level, among the pioneering 

studies, Labov’s (1972) research in New York City is significant for this development in the field. (2) 

Second-wave studies focus primarily on ethnographic approaches that aim to better understand the 

local dynamics of  variation among speakers, these studies specifically seek to identify the local power 

dynamics that may influence a speaker’s linguistic expression, regardless of  the many macro level 

social cues. (3) Finally, third-wave studies focus on the linguistic practice which describes how 

speakers are locating themselves on the social landscape through stylistic practice, or dynamic use of  

social expression, which includes language. The third wave incorporates groundbreaking work in 
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other fields, primarily Sociology and Anthropology, in order to identify the mechanisms by which 

speakers, as social agents with intersectional identities, navigate society. The use of  this innovative 

approach to study language necessitates an understanding of  what the approaches in the first and 

second wave achieve, which primarily deals with static values of  language. In order to discern how 

individual speakers, as agents, position, reposition, and essentially negotiate their social identities 

through stylistic practice, it is essential to gain an understanding of  the social expression (language) 

and the social indexes (ideologies) available to the speakers of  the community, or speech community.  

1.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The approach used to analyze the data presented in the dissertation include theoretical models 

developed by the three approaches described by Eckert (2008) above. The goal of  the multi-

theoretical approach is to outline a more nuanced description of  the language use of  heritage 

speakers. The participants speak Spanish and identify as Mexican. The data was solicited while the 

participants were living abroad in Mexico and studying with UCEAP at the National Autonomous 

University of  Mexico, UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México). This dissertation addresses 

the following research questions: 

1. What is the degree of  the social recognition—as described in Santa Ana & Parodi (1998)—

of  select non-standard Spanish linguistic variables among heritage speakers with some 

formal instruction in Spanish? How does the social recognition of  these variables compare 
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to speakers in Los Angeles with no formal instruction in Spanish? What is the social 

recognition of  non-standard variables after an extended period in Mexico City? 

2. How do Mexican-heritage Spanish speakers describe their ethnic identity? How do heritage 

speakers resist ascriptions of  non-Mexican ethnic identity? How does speakers, through 

stylistic practice, negotiate a mexicanidad identity while in Mexico City? 

These research questions promote a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of  United 

States Spanish. It first identifies the degree of  linguistic unity by identifying the parameters of  a 

speech community. Second, it describes the use of  Spanish in a variety of  unique situations, which 

demonstrates the underlying social motivators for using a particular form over another. The social 

situations described will illustrate how these speakers linguistically maneuver United States and 

Mexican conceptualizations of  Mexican identity, which is significant considering that language and 

nationality have differing social values in either country. The focus on a group of  speakers 

temporarily living in Mexico, a Spanish monolingual context, furnishes the analysis with unique 

social situations. The significance of  choosing Mexico as the research site cannot be understated. 

The country provides an authentic social context that heavily abides by mature linguistic norms that 

will challenge a heritage speaker’s, often misunderstood, linguistic variation with respect to dialect 

and register choice and use. The participants were in contact with Standard Mexican Spanish, and 

thus had to negotiate and accommodate to new norms that—due to the interconnected nature of  

language and identity—directly challenged many notions of  identity. The adamant defense of  

linguistic forms establishes a cultural foundation for a United States variety of  Spanish with a 

Mexican Spanish stratum, which can be characterized by the linguistic variables explored in the 

current study.  
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 The current research contributes to the growing scholarship of  the study of  Spanish, it is 

also among the few contributions that focuses on Mexican rural and popular speech styles; most 

studies by Hispanic linguists describing Mexican Spanish varieties have previously focused on the 

Standard (such as Lapesa 1942; Lope Blanch 1976, 1977, 1983; and Moreno de Alba 2001). The 

current study also contributes to the field by providing a perspective that is seldom considered 

(excluding studies of  border contact)—heritage Spanish-use in a monolingual context such as 

Mexico City.  

The majority of  rural and popular Spanish variants are evaluated favorably by heritage 

Spanish speakers. Parodi (2010, 2011) describes a process of  koineization in the Los Angeles 

metropolitan area that favors rural and popular variants among Mexican and Salvadoran Spanish 

speakers. The model describes a rapid leveling of  linguistic features by the second immigrant 

generation among Spanish speakers in the United States, which she argues highly value many non-

Standard Spanish features due to their local prestige among members of  the speech community. She 

further describes this linguistic situations among Spanish speakers of  Mexican and Salvadoran 

origin, where Salvadoran speakers of  “lowland” Spanish (tierras bajas) opt for the use of  

characteristically “highland” Spanish (tierras altas), effectively accommodating to a variety of  Mexican 

Spanish. Consequently, the features that are maintained in the variety are those with local prestige. 

These conditions provide a possible foundation for a stable linguistic variety among second 

generation speakers of  Spanish, at least in Los Angeles; an indicator that sustained casual language-

use is likely with people from different age groups. Parodi’s model does not require consideration of  

the language attrition documented in Spanish-speaking families because it can assume that second 

generation speakers do not interact in Spanish with third or later generations, who are more likely to 

have undergone significant language attrition (Silva-Corvalán 2004). The model also considers a 
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dialectological perspective, which aims to formally describe linguist varieties in  relation to standard 

language. The social capital of  United States-born Spanish speaker plays a distinguished role in the 

social acceptability of  using Spanish that is near universally stigmatized among Mexican university-

educated speakers. 

1.2. DISSERTATION OUTLINE 

The present dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 outlines current literature on relevant 

theoretical frameworks, the social standing of  Spanish in various contexts across the United States, 

and the intersection of  Spanish and other relevant social variables. The theoretical background 

overviews working theories in language and dialect contact, speech community, and stylistic practice. 

The social contexts of  Spanish covers current understanding of  the use of  Spanish in the United 

States, as well as a more local context, Spanish in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, a region with a 

significant Spanish-speaking population. The intersection of  Spanish and relevant social variables 

explores Spanish in relation to heritage speakers, as well as its intersection with Latina/o identity; 

both of  which are crucial for describing the dynamic use of  the language in unique social contexts 

not previously considered in the literature.  

 Chapter 3 details the methodology, including participants, procedures, and participant 

observation sites. The sample selection criteria and participant recruitment is also described. The 

procedures include the biographical information that was obtained from the participants, the 

procedures used during the sociolinguistic interview, the social recognition questionnaire, and the 
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participant observations. The sites include descriptions of  the locations where the sociolinguistic 

interview and the participant observations took place. 

 Chapter 4 presents the results to the social recognition questionnaire, constituting a 

typology of  the participants’ speech community. The typology includes distribution for non-

standard variables—rural and popular Spanish, Mexican Spanish colloquialisms, and English 

loanwords common in United Sates Spanish. The distribution during arrival encompass Field 1 and 

Field 2 (Field 2.1 & Field 2.2). The results also include a comparison between two heritage-speaker 

speech communities. The participants who travelled to Mexico City have some experience with 

studying Spanish formally, whereas the Los Angeles participants have never studied Spanish (also, 

none completed or have completed high school). Finally, I compare arrival and departure of  the 

Mexico City participants in order to evaluate any changes with regard to the social recognition of  

the non-standard variables, which may arise as a result of  frequent exposure and contact with 

monolingual Spanish speakers.  

 Chapter 5 explores the relationship between language and ethnic identity. I overview the 

Mexican community in the diaspora who are living in the United States, including details such as 

demographics, cultural expression, and socioeconomic status. I also present large-scale data on 

ethnic identity from the 2011 National Survey of  Latinos (NSL), conducted by Social Science 

Research Solutions (SSRS) for the Pew Research Center. These macro descriptions contextualize the 

questionnaire findings on ethnic identity, as well as the participant observations. The questionnaire 

findings show variables that are significant to the participants when describing their ethnic identity, 

such as nationality and language proficiency. The participant observations detail the variable role that 

language plays in the construction and negotiation of  ethnic identity. In this section I describe 

relevant cases that demonstrate the innovative uses that participants develop for language fluency 
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and non-standard variables (rural/popular Spanish and English influence), with a clear focus on 

their effect on identity. 

 Chapter 6 includes concluding remarks on the social recognition of  non-standard Spanish 

among heritage speakers and on the relationship of  language and ethnic identity among the Mexican 

diaspora, particularly those who travel to Mexico. In addition, I describe the implications that the 

findings presented in the dissertation have on the field and in the heritage language classroom.     
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2 
CHAPTER 2 | LITERATURE REVIEW 

It is irrefutable that Spanish plays an important role in the lives of  many Mexican immigrants—their 

children and community. The cultural importance transcends the Mexican population to also include 

other United States-born Latina/os; which results from these groups often sharing the same social 

and professional networks. Latina/os, also referred as “Hispanic” in the literature and official 

government publications, is a diverse ethnic group that encompasses Spanish-speaking people of  

different races and over twenty separate nationalities and individual ethnicities (Casuo & Camacho 

1995). The study of  Spanish in the United States using a sociolinguistic theoretical approach 

enriches the field, as well as the local community, with a better understanding of  the complexity 

across the social landscape these speakers navigate. The Latina/o community in the United States is 

composed of  migrant populations that represent a variety of  different countries from across Latin 

America, which gives rise to a population that reflects a heterogenous mix of  social and cultural 

values, attitudes, and socioeconomic statuses. Spanish plays a distinct role for members in the 

community, though the specific role varies. The practical implications of  variation studies that 

observe stylistic practice include an increased awareness of  the important role language plays in the 

formation of  identity. The importance illustrates the social support Spanish has for maintenance 

among the members of  the group. The effects of  increasing heritage speakers’ language proficiency 

constitute both linguistic and social dimensions. The speaker’s relationship with language, and 

linguistic varieties, is intimately intersected with ideology and power; thus, an increased linguistic 
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awareness has the potential to socially empower a speaker. Valdés (2001) contends that heritage 

language revival efforts have the potential to make valuable contributions toward language 

maintenance. A typology of  the Spanish of  heritage speakers advances this agenda. 

To effectively describe how speakers navigate the social landscape in Mexico, the language 

features analyzed ought to be representative of  the select group of  heritage speakers while also 

contrasting the linguistic choices of  monolingual speakers of  Mexican Spanish—it is important to 

establish a fixed set of  linguistic variables to later analyze their pattern of  use. The dialectological 

approach illustrates these differences. The present research project includes a typology of  the 

linguistic and social boundaries of  this group as a Labovian speech community. I examine a selection 

of  non-standard rural and popular linguistic in the following chapters. I selected these features 

because they are stereotyped in standard Spanishes, and thus, provide the social conditions necessary 

for analyzing mechanisms for the construction and negotiation of  ethnic identity. The current study 

also describes participant use of  non-standard Spanish in the stylistic practice of  performing and 

defining ethnic identity through specific language-affect and use. These interactions took place in 

monolingual Mexico City where here speakers were temporarily studying in Mexico City during a 

six-month semester at UNAM. 

2.1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In the following section I will review the theoretical frameworks that guide the analyses presented 

later in the proceeding chapters; these include theories in language and dialect contact, speech 

community, and stylistic practice. These models correspond with Eckert’s (2008) overview of  the 
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field of  variation studies. She argues that the theoretical approach to the study of  language variation 

has undergone three distinct waves of  that do not supersede one another, but rather provide 

different perspectives on linguistic phenomena. As previously described: First-wave studies, Eckert 

contends, establish socioeconomic stratification in linguistic variation at a macro-level by identifying 

correlations between linguistic variables and the macro-sociological categories of  socioeconomic 

class, gender, ethnicity, and age. The second-wave studies focus primarily on ethnographic 

approaches to better understand the local dynamics of  variation, specifically identifying the locally-

defined categories of  speech communities. Finally, third-wave studies emphasize the linguistic 

practice in which speakers place themselves on the social landscape through stylistic practice. The 

approaches presented in the third wave shifts the perspective from variation as a reflection of  social 

space, to variation as one of  many resources for the construction of  social meaning. This approach 

assumes that language variation is not static, but rather a dynamic product of  social negotiations 

among social agents, or speakers. My theoretical approach to language variation and ethnic identity 

assumes these constitute an interrelated linguistic practice. 

 In order to describe how speakers construct and negotiate social meaning, it is crucial to 

identify linguistic features that are representative of  a speech community by evaluating a group’s 

affect toward form. The identification of  prominent linguistic features in a speech community 

provide a linguistic product that is informed by social interactions. The correlations of  linguistic 

variables with broad and locally-defined social categories is directly influenced by relations of  power; 

these relations are realized in everyday local dynamics of  meaning-making, which constitutes stylistic 

practice. The choice of  language-use determined by local and macro-indexes illustrates individual 

struggles to promote or thwart specific social meanings. Consequently, the social meaning that is 

negotiated represents intimate aspects of  a speakers’ identity, which has the potential to reveal the 
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gaps in our understanding of  the different cultural needs of  the select group, as well as areas where 

social support is warranted. The nuances of  social stereotypes are revealed in language-use because 

it is heavily influenced by them—language reflects these social dynamics. The discourse analysis of  

language choice and use while considering the local space (chronotope and scale), of  linguistic 

stereotypes provides a more comprehensive picture of  the broader power dynamics that influence a 

specific social group. This nuanced approach to timescale contextualization, Blommaert (2005) 

argues, offers new directions for complexity-oriented research as opposed to current linear models. 

A focus on heritage speakers who are not only visiting Mexico for an extended period of  time, but 

are also studying Spanish, is a methodological asset since it inherently fosters questions of  what is 

standard and non-standard, “correct” or “incorrect”, in Spanish during group members’ social 

interactions. In the most critical speakers, it arouses reflection of  these imposing ideologies, which 

specifically target their language-use, language that is linked to the shared experience of  the broader 

community. In other speakers the influence may be more understated, it may include a subtle shift in 

preference for linguistic forms, for instance. Nevertheless, these actions represent the struggle of  

adopting Mexican norms to reinforce or reject mexicanidad, the most salient ethnic identity among 

participants. 

2.1.1. Language & dialect contact 

The geographic migration of  populations initiates a series of  social, cultural, and economic 

phenomena; among these is language and dialect contact. The linguistic product of  language and 

dialect contact is varied among populations, though the effects can range from superficial language 

mixing—where speakers may add a handful of  loanwords to their linguistic repertoire—to 
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systematically prompting internal language change. Among the linguistic areas influenced by varying 

degrees are phonetics, morphology, and lexicon. According to Mahootian (2005), language change is 

notable once speakers adopt an orderly pattern to communicate with each other that is distinct from 

preexisting patterns. 

 There is a general human tendency for individuals to adjust social features in response to 

contact with different groups of  people, this includes language. As Trudgill argues, such linguistic 

adaptation may be a subset of  a “much wider tendency for human behavior modification in social 

interaction” (1986:161), representative of  a “universal characteristic of  human behavior” (Trudgill 

1986). As a result, the observations of  human behavior can illuminate social structures that are 

otherwise covert. The adaptation of  linguistic features has been well-documented, from the possible 

short-term effects of  human interaction on individual interlocutors (such as in accommodation, e.g., 

Giles 1984) to more permanent and generalized effects that can be observed throughout a 

population, or speech community (such as dialect acquisition, e.g., Chambers 1992).  

 In accommodation theory, Giles (1984) argues that speakers, as social agents, adjust 

linguistically to their interlocutors, these adjustments include language convergence and divergence with 

the addressee. Additionally, the accommodation is influenced by the interlocutors’ perceived social 

capital/power at the time of  the speech act. Giles establishes that speakers conform to expected 

social norms based on a variety of  variables. Shortly after Giles’ observations in support of  

accommodation theory, Allan Bell introduced the Audience Design model. Bell (1984) reasons that 

the scope of  influence on speakers’ accommodation is much greater, adding that adjustments are 

also influenced by the speaker’s audience. Additionally, Bell (1984) notes that language convergence 

and divergence during accommodation can be determined by a desire to foster solidarity or 

disassociation with a group by creating a tangible expression to express the impulse. In the study, the 
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author analyzed the speech of  radio news observers in New Zealand, the results indicated that 

speakers adjusted their speech based on the social status of  the radio station. Regardless of  the 

observers’ social class, the speakers accommodated to the preferred linguistic variety of  the social 

class that the radio station represented; the audience favored less flapping (e.g., in butter)—a language 

characteristic of  New Zealand’s well-educated, “high class” —when that was the expected audience 

of  the radio station. 

 The social effects that accommodation theory reveals are short-term changes to speech, 

quick adjustments during a speech act between interlocutors of  different linguistic backgrounds. 

However, it only represents the immediate process by which permanent and stable linguistic changes 

can be established through more sustained social contact. The linguistic changes that arise out of  

stable language contact include subtle dialect changes, as considered by Munro, Derwing, & Flege 

(1999). The authors find evidence that adults undergo a linguistic process of  dialect acquisition 

during their perceptual study investigating the speech of  Canadians in Alabama. The local listeners 

from both Canada and Alabama perceived the study participants, Canadian immigrants, as having 

“an intermediate degree of  ‘American accent’” after a period of  stable contact. Munro. et al. 

observed that the immigrant adults acquired phonetic features that were perceptually distinguishable 

to different audiences. The distinction is sufficient to establish the linguistic feature as a social 

marker of  a group, the authors note, providing more evidence to the social power of  language.  

 The product of  language contact is more nuanced than short-term accommodation and 

perceptual similarities. Trudgill demonstrates that linguistic features are not acquired equally across a 

population. He centers his study of  this phenomena on immigrant populations due to the likelihood 

of  dialect contact, and therefore dialect accommodation and acquisition. When he compared adults 

and children, Trudgill (1986:38) notes that although children have “greater acquisitional flexibility,” 
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due to their age falling within the critical period of  language acquisition, the ability to easily acquire 

new dialects nevertheless is limited. The limitations described by Trudgill vary in degree and are 

determined by the different linguistic areas—though he was specifically interested in the acquisition 

of  phonological features. He notes that “even young children… are subject to limits on degree of  

accommodation, with certain more complex phonological contrasts and allophonic conditioning 

patterns not being acquired correctly unless speakers have been exposed to them in the speech of  

their parents” (Trudgill 1986:38). Trudgill argues that acquiring the phonological system of  a contact 

dialect indicates mastery of  the variety due to the difficulty of  acquiring these features, including in 

children who have greater flexibility. He also notes that the features that are most susceptible to 

influence are lexical because these easily highlight a speaker’s in-group and out-group memberships

—these features include specific language that is socially characterizing, such as slang and social 

group jargon. 

 As mentioned above, the effects of  dialect and language contact are varied and unique to 

each contact community. In the United States, Spanish and English language contact is often 

described as unstable; there are frequent examples of  language attrition, and preference for English.  

In fact, some researchers have hypothesized that if  immigration from Spanish-speaking countries 

were to cease altogether, Spanish would disappear just as quickly as other minority languages (Bills 

2005; MacGregor-Mendoza 2005) The process is common among Spanish-speaking communities, as 

attested by these studies, and there is clear evidence that it accelerates in later generations of  

speakers (Silva-Corvalán 2004). Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that language attrition is minimal in 

first generation immigrants, and not necessarily generalized among second generation speakers. In a 

study of  Spanish-speakers in New York City, Ortheguy (2011) demonstrates that the contact lects, or 

variety in contact, and the reference lects, or root variety, are assumed to be, in the early stages of  
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the immigrant experience, identical in their grammars. The shared grammar among immigrants 

remains largely unchanged throughout life for first generation immigrants, and is handed down 

unchanged to their New York City-born, second generation children. Nevertheless, it is common to 

observe change in the patrimonial grammar when there is English language influence; this is 

especially true in the second generation, but not uncommon among the first. The primary factor 

motivating language attrition among Spanish-speaking speech communities in the United States is 

the dominant social role that English plays, which significantly lowers the prestige associated with 

Spanish. Fishman (1964) hypothesized that this typically occurs by the third immigrant generation. 

Nonetheless, the resilient local prestige that the Spanish language has within these linguistic 

communities paves the way for a counter effect to the dominant role of  English; this sustained 

effort promotes the maintenance of  Spanish among speakers (Villa & Rivera-Mills 2009). The use 

of  Spanish reflects the significance of  the language among a diverse group of  primarily Latina/o 

ethnic communities. The linguistic product of  Spanish and English-use has been previously 

identified in research projects focused on the language production of  bilingual speakers (e.g. 

Zentella 1997). 

 In most of  the regions in the United States where Spanish is prevalent, it does not only co-

exist with English, but also alongside other varieties of  Spanish. These varieties are not only 

formally diverse but also reflect heterogenous social backgrounds that influence their structure and 

use. The aforementioned phenomenon is particularly salient in many large urban centers in the 

Southwest (California and Arizona), the Northeast (New York), the Southeast (Florida), and more 

recently the Midwest (Illinois) (Beaudrie & Fairclough 2012) . The product of  this contact has varied 

linguistic and social consequences, many of  which are highly dependent on the local ideology of  

speakers toward other social groups. The contact of  different varieties of  Spanish in the United 
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States, involving Mexican speakers, has been extensively described for communities in Chicago, 

mexiqueños/mexiricans or Mexicans/Puerto Ricans (Potowski 2011, Johnson 2005) and Los Angeles, 

Mexicans/Salvadorans (Parodi 2011, 2014; Raymond 2012, 21014; Parodi & Guerrero 2016).  

 Potowski (2011) describes a situation where there is limited contact between speakers of  

Mexican and Puerto Rican descent; she demonstrates that the children of  these mixed families, 

adolescents in high school, do not appear to develop a new pattern of  language, in fact, there is a 

strong preference for maintaining the social differences between the two ethnic groups. A similar 

situation is described by Johnson (2005), in her study of  Mexican-heritage and Puerto Rican-heritage 

speakers at local Chicago high school. In contrast, the social environment in the Los Angeles 

metropolitan area favors a social mechanism for the development of  a new, mixed variety following 

sustained dialect contact—koineization. Parodi (2014) argues that the mechanism is possible because 

of  the local prestige that a linguistic variety of  Spanish enjoys over another in the Los Angeles 

metropolitan area, adopted by both Mexican and Salvadoran heritage speakers (the two most 

consequential Latina/o groups in the area). The prestige that one variety has over another is the 

result of  members from these distinct communities engaging socially and negotiating social capital. 

These unique contact situations often reference the ideologies of  the countries represented among 

its members, which replicate these sentiments in the United States. The unique ideologies provide 

contrasting perspectives that are prone to being challenged, a characteristic of  the difference in their 

social value. Interestingly, the differing perspectives do not remain static or permanently challenged, 

but are negotiated and reconciled through necessary varied, frequent, and continued interaction 

among speakers. The end-product of  the social negotiation reflects linguistic change directly 

influenced by meaningful contact. Kerswill and Williams (2000) argue that “the propagation of  

change must be a direct consequence of  the interaction between individuals”. Thus, it is likely that 
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there are more opportunities for meaningful interactions among different Spanish-speaking groups 

in a city like Los Angeles versus one like Chicago, which is insinuated in the different findings that 

describe variation. The geographic location of  Los Angeles in the Southwest provides a complex 

linguistic reality, as described by Mora, Villa, and Dávila (2005, 2006), which is different for the 

Midwest.     

 Parodi (2011, 2014) asserts that koineization occurs between Mexican and Salvadoran 

Spanish varieties in Los Angeles as a consequence of  sustained contact, producing what she termed 

Los Angeles Vernacular Spanish (LAVS). According to Trudgill (1986), the principle linguistic 

processes involved in koineization are dialect mixing, dialect leveling, and simplification. The dialect 

mixing of  the different varieties of  Spanish occurs after sustained long-term contact as a result of  

interactions that lead to language accommodation (as described by Giles 1973), even if  only briefly 

or sporadically. The emergent expansion of  variants of  individual linguistic variables then gets 

reduced through leveling and simplification. Leveling describes the process where differences 

between regional varieties are reduced, features that make varieties distinctive disappear, and new 

features emerge and are slowly adopted by speakers. Finally, simplification refers to an increase in 

regularity of  the emergent features. The outcome is a linguistic product that has had the differences 

of  a multiple varieties reduced and simplified; this mechanism is seldom described in sociolinguistics 

for Spanish speakers in the United States due to the overshadowing of  its contact with English and 

the proceeding language attrition by the third generation (Silva-Corvalán 2004). Nevertheless, 

shedding light on social interactions that give rise to the long-term dialect mixing that is 

characteristic of  the heterogenous Spanish-speaking community provides a more nuanced 

description of  the select group’s language-use in different contexts. These observations provide 

evidence for Villa and Rivera-Mills (2009) model of  language maintenance in the Southwest.  
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 Parodi (2011) argues that Spanish among speakers in Los Angeles undergoes a process of  

koineization whose linguistic product is adopted by Mexican and Salvadoran heritage speakers alike. 

Even though the Spanish that Salvadoran-heritage and Mexican-heritage speakers have access to at 

home is typologically distinct, Parodi observes that their production outside of  the home is 

indistinguishable from one another. Belén Villarreal (2014) confirms this observation in school-aged 

children in Los Angeles’ public schools. In her study, she demonstrates that Mexican and 

Salvadoran-heritage speakers converge on a variety of  lexical choices as well as phonological and 

morphological features. She notes that speakers demonstrate a clear preference for linguistic variants 

of  the more prestigious Mexican variety. The study focuses on linguistic variables initially identified 

by Parodi in Los Angeles among university students of  Mexican and Salvadoran-heritage—the 

participants in her study, students who were either enrolled at a local research university or a 

community college. Parodi (2011) observed that Salvadoran speakers were perceptively converging 

to Mexican Spanish, their speech indistinguishable. She deduced that the dialect convergence among 

Salvadoran speakers is a consequence of  linguistic reduction and simplification after observing these 

speakers use Spanish with linguistic production characteristic of  Mexican Spanish. In her analysis, 

the convergence is perceptively apparent due to the contrasting linguistic typology of  Mexican and 

Salvadoran Spanish. Among the features Parodi identifies in her studies in Los Angeles are the 

elimination of  velar /n/, reduction of  use of  the personal pronoun vos, aspiration of  coda /s/, 

aspiration of  /x/, elimination of  final /d/, neutralization of  /r/ and /l/, and the maintenance of  

stressed vowels. These correspond with features that are characteristic of  lowland Spanish (or tierras 

bajas Spanish varieties), which characteristically contrast the features that shape highland Spanish (or 

tierras altas varieties). Mexican Spanish is a highland Spanish variety—represented in Los Angeles 

with varieties from the states of  Guanajuato, Jalisco, and Michoacán—and it characteristically does 
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not present the aforementioned linguistic variants found in lowland Spanish. Parodi further argues 

that it is not necessary that all these linguistic characteristics be present to indicate, mark, or 

stereotype either variety; these are sufficiently distinct in the Los Angeles metropolitan area to mark 

speakers as regionally distinct. The most representative of  these features include: the aspiration of  

phonemes /s/ and /x/, and the velarization or lack of  velarization of  /n/—these variants 

immediately mark and identify speakers as Salvadoran—a Latina/o group that is significantly 

represented in Los Angeles, though it only constitutes less than 5% of  the total Latina/o population 

in the United States.  

 The social hierarchy that Salvadoran and Mexican-origin speakers preserve from their 

respective countries is replicated in the perceived linguistic prestige of  these dialects, which are 

representative of  each region. The pervasiveness of  highland Spanish over lowland Spanish in the 

Southwest is primarily due to the extensive established history of  the variety in the area. The 

linguistic and social differentiation of  highland and lowland Spanish offers a workable analytical 

starting point to determine the shifting preferences of  linguistic variants among Spanish speakers in 

Los Angeles. The typology is useful because the speakers of  these two varieties represent the two 

most abundant Spanish-speaking populations in the area, both of  which dwarf  other Spanish 

dialects. These populations offer a window to the unique social configurations among Spanish-

speakers, with each other and with other English speakers. According to Parodi (2014), these 

communities co-exist in diglossia, a social situation where Spanish (language B) lacks the prestige of  

English (language A). English, as language A, is favored during formal contexts and settings while 

being esteemed highly in most other cases, whereas Spanish is restricted to the informal, often 

disregarded realm of  language-use. Although there is appreciable fluidity among speakers, Spanish 
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and English generally co-exist as separate registers of  the same linguistic repertoire among Los 

Angeles Spanish speakers (in particular, the working class), as illustrated by the following figure:  

 

!  

Figure 1: A model of  Spanish and English diglossia in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. 

Consequently, the separation of  registers along these language boundaries limits the linguistic 

competence many speakers have in Spanish because it is restricted to informal contexts. This is 

especially true when considering formal registers—a space where English is pervasive and highly 

preferred. The following model illustrates the diglossia that results from the dialect and language 

contact observed in the Los Angeles metropolitan area: 

SPANISH and ENGLISH in Latina/o community 

Standard American English (A)  

Chicano Spanish (B) 
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Figure 2: The model of  diglossia among Spanish-speaking community in Los Angeles, as illustrated 

in Parodi (2009). 

The figures above, together, demonstrate a Spanish-speaking population that has a unique and 

complex sociolinguistic organization. The language, or variety, with prestige is represented as A in 

front of  B. The ethnolinguistic repertoire of  these speakers is influenced by English (often including 

a range of  English varieties), as well as competing migrant varieties of  Spanish that are often both 

characteristically popular and rural. The heterogeneity among this linguistic community presents a 

complex social structure where changing patterns require an analysis that considers cultural 

relativism to understand group nuances.  

2.1.2. Speech community & indexical order 

The theoretical framework offered by Labov’s (1972b) speech community is a useful operational tool in 

sociolinguistics for grouping speakers based on their perceived attitude toward linguistic form. 

Labov’s concept of  speech community, which he defines as “[the] participation in a set of  shared 

SPANISH among the working class  

Chicano Spanish (A)  

Non-Mexican Spanish (B)

SPANISH among the middle/upper class 

Standard Mexican Spanish (A) 

Chicano Spanish (B)  
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norms… which may be observed in overt types of  evaluative behavior, and [in] the uniformity of  

abstract patterns of  variation” (1972b: 120-121), unifies social groups of  speakers based on their 

evaluation of  linguistic form. Labov contends that speakers of  a group not only share a language 

variety or varieties, but more importantly, these groups can also share values and attitudes about 

language-use, varieties, and social practices. These communities develop when people share various 

opportunities for social interaction, which subsequently allows groups with shared beliefs and value 

systems toward linguistic form and style to flourish. The theoretical concept of  the speech 

community emboldens the significance of  language as a social tool that represents, embodies, 

constructs, and constitutes meaningful participation in society and culture. The framework 

demonstrates that a mutually intelligible symbolic and ideological communicative system is accessible 

by those who share  in the knowledge and practices across social contexts. In essence, speech 

communities are not only linguistic groups but are also political and historical sites where social 

meaning is intrinsic in speech, and is persistently negotiated by the actors who use it. 

 The speech community demonstrates a group of  people who speak the same language but 

who do not necessarily constitute a collective group unless they share common world views or other 

social beliefs. In order to acquire these shared social activities, speakers must undergo socialization in 

the community. The process of  socialization overtly and covertly teaches speakers the symbolic 

capital of  linguistic variables. Language socialization also includes acquiring the norms that govern 

how and when to use linguistic form. Speech communities can also be communities of  practice, 

which maintain the essential characteristics of  a speech community but are also identified and 

defined by their relationship with space, place, affiliation, and practices. The fundamental similarities 

between the speech community and the community of  practice is that they each independently 

establish a system where social interaction and symbols are shared, learned, and taught among large 
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groups of  speakers. Notably, individuals are aware of  this shared system. The system is neither 

permanent, nor static; speech communities and communities of  practice are sites where language 

ideologies and social identities are constructed and negotiated. 

The Labovian model of  speech community contends that speakers classify linguistic 

phenomena as either an indicator, marker, or stereotype; this classification or affection toward linguistic 

form is stratified across broad social variables. Among the relevant social variables are age, gender, 

and social class. Specifically, Labov (1972b) defines indicators as any linguistic feature that socially or 

regionally characterizes speakers within a speech community or social sphere, but which are not 

perceived as marked in any way by the speakers themselves. These features are nevertheless 

identified by language specialists, or linguists. Markers, on the other hand, are features that are 

socially recognized and index a community or social group for the speaker, but are not connections 

that bear any stigma at this degree. These include the semiotic act of  noticing the features but not 

bringing ideology to bear on the relationship noticed. Finally, stereotypes are perceived by the 

interlocutor and are clearly stigmatized. It is possible for speakers to stigmatize a feature but also not 

be aware of  their own use in specific contexts; in other words, stigmatization does not translate to 

lack of  use. According to Labov (2006:53), stratified societies create subgroups of  people who 

exhibit accord in their use and interpretation of  socially valued variables. He further argues that this 

occurs to such an extent that any given social group will not participate in the production or 

reproduction of  another group’s linguistic expression, especially when these expressions indicate 

that groups belong to different communities of  practice. A speech community can be distinguished 

from the whole population on the basis of  the variation in language-use and regularity of  judgement 

of  a few key linguistic features. The crucial criteria in determining linguistic unity of  a speech 

community among a multitude of  individual speakers are production and evaluation of  significant 
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linguistic features. The production of  particular language and attitudes toward its use not only 

establish a speech community (or linguistic unity), but also has the potential to shed light on the 

social nuances that characterize the broader community and its individual members via participant 

observations of  stylistic practice. 

 The unit that is measured in the speech community is the linguistic variable, a component 

with variants that are distinctly valued in society. These variants may lack social value inherently, but 

at any given time can be judged by listeners in a community as formal, colloquial, or intimate.  The 

speech community, in essence, represents the linguistic unity of  a group of  speakers through an 

adequate demonstration that a set of  diverse linguistic variables are shared across the community, in 

production and social recognition. Santa Ana & Parodi (1998) propose a model of  the speech 

community that reworks Labov’s model, which can be considered operationally restrictive, into a 

general typology. The categories of  indicators, markers and stereotypes are replaced by a hierarchy of  

four fields. The individual speaker is located in any of  these fields according to their observed 

recognition of  the social valuation associated with the variables. The four fields include: (1) Speakers 

demonstrating no knowledge of  linguistic variables that are generally stigmatized at the macro social 

level. (2) Speakers registering an awareness of  the aforementioned variables. (3) Speakers 

demonstrating an awareness of  stigmatized variables as well as regional variables. (4) Lastly, speakers 

adopting and modeling standard variants over local and regional ones. The hierarchy proposed by 

Santa Ana & Parodi loosely correspond with Labov’s three categories, however, they do not 

presuppose direct attitudes toward linguistic variables, but rather, awareness of  the macro-socio 

attitude toward these variables. In the study, Santa Ana & Parodi (1998) identified a subgroup of  

community members who spoke a regional vernacular that was not distinguishable linguistically by 
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distinct features, or socially by age, region, or family, and whose speakers appeared to be unaware of  

the social evaluations of  locally stigmatized markers.  

 Silverstein (2003) describes a similar classification to the speech community, which he terms 

indexical order. The framework Silverstein provides also adds flexibility to Labov’s static interpretation 

of  social variables. In Silverstein’s indexical order, language and its use are dependent on the agent 

and their relationship to ideology, an addition to Santa Ana & Parodi’s reworking of  the speech 

community. Silverstein (2009) defines indexicality, the process that arises from the classification, as 

“the principle of  contextualization of  linguistic and other signs-in-use, seen as a component of  the 

meaning of  the occurring sign-forms. Indexicality is revealed in the way that, by degrees, linguistic 

and other signs point the users of  these signs to the specific enveloping conditions in which they use 

them.” Silverstein further argues that “signs point to context in two ways: indexical signs link users 

to contextual conditions of  which users have knowledge, independent of  the occurrence of  the 

particular indexical sign at issue; indexicals also link users to contextual conditions that, for those 

users, come into being only as a function of  the occurrence of  the indexical sign at issue […]. For its 

users, the occurrence of  an indexical sign is an event that, like a mathematical function, maps a 

context configured in a certain way into a context now configured perhaps another way” (2009:756).  

 The indexical order integrates three orders of  indexicality, which include the following: (1) 

The first order encompasses observable linguistic practice that is comprised of  linguistic forms that 

are linked to specific sociodemographic context from the outside (e.g., by linguistic observation). (2) 

The second order is reflexive perception and it includes the linguistic forms that are linked to a 

specific sociodemographic context from the inside (such as by in-group members), and hence can be 

used as contextualization cues. (3) Finally, the third order is ideological conceptualization, which 

includes linguistic forms that are widely perceived as being ‘emblematic’ for a given 
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sociodemographic context and are often revealed in speaker stylization. The process of  mapping 

social meaning that Silverstein describes in the indexical order is an inevitable byproduct of  linguistic 

communication;  as Blommaert notes, “apart from referential meaning, acts of  communication 

produce indexical meaning: social meaning, interpretive leads between what is said and the social 

occasion in which it is being produced” (2005:11). He adds that “through indexicality, every 

utterance tells something about the person who utters it—man, woman, young, old, educated, from 

a particular region, or belonging to a particular group, etc.—and about the kind of  person we 

encounter—we make character judgements all the time, and labels such as ‘arrogant’, ‘serious’, 

‘funny’, ‘self-conscious’, or ‘businesslike’ are based almost exclusively on how people communicate 

with us. Every utterance also tells us something about the utterance itself. Is it serious or banter? Is 

this an anecdote, a joke, an order, a request? Is the speaker sure/sincere/confident of  what they say? 

What kind of  relationship between the speaker and the hearer is articulated in this utterance—is this 

a friendly or a hostile utterance? And every utterance tells us something about the social context in 

which it is being produced: is this a formal or an informal occasion? Are things such as social class 

gender, ethnicity, or professional status played out in the utterance? Are social roles reinforced or 

put up for negotiation? Are social rules being followed or broken? And so on. Indexical meaning is 

what anchors language usage firmly into social and cultural patterns” (2005:11-12). A notable 

distinction compared to the classification of  speech community is that the indexical order 

emphasizes a speaker’s agency or choice to index ideologies, social icons, and other socially 

meaningful social variables when selecting a register, dialect, or language to use in any given social 

context. The  model argues that linguistic choice is motivated by the social context as much as the 

interlocutors in question, as noted above. Asif  (2007) further adds that “in general […] the social 

effects mediated by speech are highly context-bound or indexical in character: they are evaluated in 
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relation to the context or situation at hand, including those aspects of  the situation created by what 

has already been said or done. Either an utterance is felt to be appropriate to the situation as already 

understood, or it alters the context in some recognizable way, transforming it into a situation of  an 

entirely different kind.” 

The role that linguistic ideologies play in shaping language-use by social actors cannot be 

overstated, it is a powerful social motivator. Linguistic ideologies can be described as “any set of  

beliefs about language articulated by users as a rationalization or justification of  perceived language 

structure and use” (Silverstein 1979). These undergo a social process of  recursivity, where beliefs 

become pervasive in society because of  their repetition across institutions and populations (Irvine & 

Gal 2000). A speaker’s choice of  variable language form, which indexes ideology is described as 

stylistic practice, or the communicative mechanism that encourages a speaker to use one form over 

another based on social context and ideology. Blommaert observes, “while performing language use, 

speakers […] display orientations towards orders of  Indexicality—systematically reproduced, 

stratified meanings often called ‘norms’ or ‘rules’ of  language and always typically associated with 

particular shapes of  language (i.e. the ‘standard’, the prestige variety, the usual way of  having 

conversation with my friends etc.).[…] Stratification is crucial here: we are dealing with systems that 

organize inequality via the attribution of  different indexical meanings to language forms (e.g. by 

allocating ‘inferior’ value to the use of  dialect varieties and ‘superior’ value to standard varieties in 

public speech)” (2005:73). The author also describes extensive use of  ideology by speakers, which 

include both broader social beliefs as well as local ideology. The indexical order and subsequent 

indexicality illustrate how speech communities engage with linguistic form by stylistically using social 

icons within a community to index specific and relevant social cues. The typological descriptions of  

speakers’ language-use in a community highlight salient characteristics of  their identity that may have 
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otherwise gone unnoticed in the convoluted use of  language. The configuration of  individuals and 

groups on the social landscape, as revealed by speakers’ relationship with ideology, sheds light on the 

power relations between interlocutors, but also illustrates a singular perspective of  the broader 

power dynamics influencing a speaker’s agency and identity.  

 García (1984) and Santa Ana (1991) have independently identified speech communities of  

Latina/o populations in the United States. However, this research has principally focused on 

English, and unfortunately only represents a fraction of  the linguistic production of  this group. The 

linguistic repertoire that speakers rely on during day-to-day interactions is much more extensive, and 

includes  a range of  Spanishes. It is imperative to identify the linguistic boundaries of  the speech 

community, as well as the social cues that influence its use in order to more specifically analyze social 

meaning. The theoretical framework that the speech community presents is useful when language-

use and variation are examined with the goal of  describing new emerging linguistic varieties. 

Nevertheless, the framework is limited by its dialectological perspective and its attempt to provide a 

description of  a variety in relation to a standard language, instead of  describing language as a 

product of  identity work.   

2.1.3. Stylistic practice 

When the investigative goal is not to specifically provide a description of  a linguistic variety but to 

understand linguistic practices and social meaning, the theoretical framework of  stylistic practice 

provides a more robust operational tool for analyzing these more dynamic social processes. The 

approach does not aim to provide a formal description in relation to a standard, but rather focus on 

the unique ways that speakers use language as a resource for self-positioning on the social landscape. 
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The framework analyzes speech within a local system of  semiotic contrasts within the community 

of  practice, the approach seeks to understand the nature of  social categories, how they interact, 

work, and are constructed in speaker interaction. The stylistic practice approach assumes categorical 

identities are negotiable and constructed in social interaction, and the analyses focus on processes in 

which language and identity interrelate and shape social meaning. The selection of  linguistic 

variables for making stylistic moves is based on a speaker’s interpretation of  the meaning potential 

achieved with the available resources. Some styles, for instance, depend on an appearance of  

stability, such as corporate male styles.  

The mechanism of  stylistic practice can be traced to Fischer (1958), in a study where he 

analyzed the variable production of  the ending -ing, it was velarized among adolescent boys and girls 

but not always. His research showed that 10-year old boys stylistically deviated from other speakers 

by velarizing the ending (-ing) during formal sections of  a sociolinguistic interview used for data 

elicitation when compared to other contexts. Labov (1972), and more recently Kerswill & Shockey 

(2007), generally describe stylistic practice as a speaker’s paid attention to speech; therefore, a 

methodical approach to a speaker's language choice and use. The speakers in Fischer’s study can be 

said to have been paying close attention to their speech during the formal sections of  the interview, 

indexing perceived expectations of  formality for the given context—influenced by the age, gender, 

and other social categories expressed by the interlocutor, as well as the interview location, and other 

relevant variables. These variables—constituting different situations or contextual factors—can be 

described as the speaker’s audience, and individual members of  a community will vary their speech 

depending on this audience within the community (Bell 1997), a phenomenon also observed in 

accommodation theory. 
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 Quist (2008) defines stylistic practice as the process through which signs and differences 

become meaningful resources in daily enterprises and activities. She adds that stylistic practice covers 

the processes that connect a speaker’s different social resources—linguistic and nonlinguistic—in 

meaningful relationships in association with the participants’ identity negotiations. A style, in this 

context, is characterized as an aggregate or cluster of  social resources that become socially 

recognizable in relation to other resources. These include the ethnolingusitic variables made socially 

meaningful by the interlocutors through social interaction. Stylistic practice, then, is the activity in 

which speakers make meaning through the manipulation of  stylistic elements, or clusters of  

resources. Things become stylistic resources as a result of  their place in local discourse—in 

collaboration with the interlocutors in a given discourse determined by chronotope and scale. 

However, many resources have established values, and speakers select resources on the basis of  their 

potential comprehensibility for the audience (Eckert 2003). Eckert argues that “stylistic practice 

involves adapting linguistic variables available out in the larger world to the construction of  social 

meaning on a local level” (2003:44).  

Stylistic practice, as a theoretical framework, does not challenge a traditional variation 

approach, but offers an extension of  it. The pioneering studies of  traditional variation analyses 

sought patterns of  variation across large populations (Labov 1966; Trudgill 1974; Wolfram 1969), 

and focused on identifying correlations of  linguistic variables with broad social categories, such as 

class, age, and gender. The productivity offered by analyses using a stylistic practice model is that 

these demonstrate how language-use among speech community members is rich with variability that 

is linked by co-occurrence to local ideology in the enterprise of  creating social meaning. The 

ideologies that speakers index in a given context sheds light on the individual’s identity vis-à-vis 

ideological power. Notably, these indexes are not static, they are variable and together demonstrate a 
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speaker’s stylistic practice during discourse. Quist (2008) argues that the methodological use of  

ethnography is central to studies of  stylistic practice because it is believed that in order to examine 

the construction and organization of  the social meaning of  linguistic variation we need to know 

about the local context and local uses of  linguistic resources. The approach seeks to discover social 

meanings and categories, instead of  presupposing them as a traditional variation approach does 

(Eckert, 1996, 2000, 2001). 

2.2. THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF SPANISH 

In the following sections I broadly describe the state of  the use of  Spanish in the United States. In 

addition, I will provide the description of  the local use of  Spanish in a statistically relevant region in 

the Southwest, the Los Angeles metropolitan area. These descriptions represent the social contexts 

in which speakers must navigate their use of  Spanish. As a non-dominant language in the United 

States, it does not enjoy the same prestige as English. Nonetheless, local prestige is characteristic of  

the different varieties of  United States Spanish, and it often elevates one variety at the cost of  

others, as observed by Parodi (2014).  

2.2.1. Spanish in the United States 

The study of  Spanish in the United States and its speakers has been approached from a variety of  

fields and methodologies. A goal sought by many in the field of  linguistics during the 1960s and 

1970s was to refute previous scholarly beliefs on bilingualism. The linguistic phenomena, code-
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switching, characteristically bilingual, was denounced early in its study, it was viewed as random 

“speech mixture” by many scholars (including Espinosa 1917; Haagen 1938; McKinstry 1930; and 

Weinreich 1953), and therefore considered undesired language behavior that was attributable to 

deficits in intelligence, manners, or linguistic mastery; and whose end was the deterioration or 

decadence of  language and society. The research at the time was adamant about these findings, and 

this wave against bilingualism prompted a line of  scientific inquiry during the 1950s that was 

concerned with addressing the so-called grammatical ‘mistakes’ that were indicative of  linguistic 

‘deterioration’ among speakers of  Spanish in the United States. An example of  such a research 

project was Baker’s (1977) published examples of  vernacular speech that suggested how to correctly 

rephrase them individually due to their undesired nature. Nevertheless, the interest in bilingual 

education during the 1960s and 1970s highlighted the relevance of  research on United States 

Spanish, placing it at the forefront of  linguistic studies—many authors were successful at describing 

Spanish/English bilingualism, including Canfield (1967); Cárdenas (1970, 1975); Craddock (1973); 

Harris (1974); Hernández-Chávez, Cohen, and Beltramo (1975); Pfaff  (1979); and Sánchez (1972). 

These studies approached Spanish locally, and came to show that bilingualism was not a 

deterioration of  the language but the unique expression of  a particular group of  speakers. As a 

result, the field developed with a more nuanced understanding of  the different speech communities 

of  Spanish speakers across the United States—speakers who represent a multitude of  countries, 

cultures, and naturally, linguistic varieties. 

The outcome of  the extensive research on the subject encompassing different communities 

has been that bilingualism is now undoubtedly proved to be natural behavior that arises from 

contact situations in all parts of  the world; and code-switching, a characteristic linguistic product of  

bilingual speech, a grammar-govern social expression. In Zentella’s (1997) seminal ethnolinguistic 
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study—where she followed school-aged children in their local communities in a Spanish-speaking 

community in New York while documenting their language choice and use—she evidenced how 

Spanish is not random “speech mixture”, but follows very organized linguistic patterns that shift as 

they are context-dependent. Although the academic field has made great strides in negating the 

results of  early research on the subject, the negative perceptions from this research on Spanish in 

the United States still pervade public thought to this day. These perceptions are so pervasive that 

they have become emblematic linguistic ideologies that Spanish/English speakers must socially 

maneuver socially (Lipski 2007; Zentella 2002; Ortheguy 2007). It is worth noting that negative (or 

positive) attitudes toward language variables is an attribute of  the attitudes social actors have toward 

the speakers who use particular linguistic features, and not inherently about language. 

Zentella (1997) also observed how language competency is not static among speakers, and 

their language production is subject to both internal and external changes, which illustrates linguistic 

variation that is not only dependent on social context but also across time. She identifies this 

characteristic phenomenon of  United States Spanish by following up with the participants of  the 

original study years after the initial recordings took place in order to document these relevant 

changes. These findings elucidate the heterogeneity of  the cohesive social group, a group that highly 

values Spanish language with less regard to the knowledge or production of  nuances that are often 

stigmatized in standard Spanish, which hints at the plausible speech community it fosters. Sánchez 

(1982) describes the linguistic continuum that speakers can access when they communicate 

linguistically, she notes “[where] a Chicano Spanish speaker can fall at one or more points” (14), 

adding that this is the case because “individuals exhibit various levels of  language proficiency in the 

two languages and various patterns of  language choice according to function and domain” (Sánchez 

1982:9). The author also notes that a community or speaker produces differences in language-use 
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dependent on whether they natively acquired a ‘standard’ or ‘popular’ variety. She argues that 

speakers who learn the standard also learn the difference between ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ registers 

while those who learn non-standard Spanish are not as proficient when producing more formal 

registers (Sánchez 1982:16). She observes that speakers of  non-standard Spanish use ‘urban’ or 

‘rural’ varieties within a local context, which is indicative of  the heterogeneous Spanish-speaking 

community in the United States; much in the same way that Zentella concludes in her study of  New 

York Spanish. The analysis of  Spanish speakers’ language-use also demonstrates the emblematic role 

that English plays as the ‘formal’ register, which is mostly absent in Spanish-speaking communities 

in the United States who often speak non-standard varieties. The social prestige of  English foments 

the diglossia present in Spanish-speaking immigrant communities—similarly to what has been 

observed in the contact situation in the Los Angeles metropolitan area (Parodi 2009, 2011). A 

secondary, and unique, consequence that the elevation of  English as the language of  prestige is that 

it has the effect of  empowering the local language as a symbolic representation of  the identity of  

these speakers, most notably as Latina/o. The index may be a point of  contention among the 

different communities that constitute the Latina/o community in the United States, but it is 

nevertheless a social marker and stereotype in differing contexts (Negrón 2014). These elevated 

varieties undergo the linguistic process of  enregisterment, and the outcome of  this process is that 

the perception of  nuances among the varieties are normalized, causing the ideology of  its elevated 

status to become recursive in the populations. 

The social perception that speakers have toward linguistic form sheds light on the 

significance a feature has within a community, its saliency an indication of  the different emblematic 

representations of  identity. If  a speaker strongly rejects linguistic form characteristic of  another 

group, they are taking a clear stance on the perceived social capital of  that form in relation to how 
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they position themselves socially. The delineations made by social agents inform a speaker’s identity 

while also being influenced by the expectation of  that identity. Hence the apparent negotiation of  

power in identity construction, according to Bucholtz & Hall (2004).  

2.2.2. Spanish in Los Angeles 

The study of  Spanish in the United States has inevitably inspired studies of  Spanish focused on 

speakers throughout the country, including the Los Angeles metropolitan area. The region is home 

to the most populous Spanish-speaking population; the speech style of  this population offers to 

expand our current understanding of  United States varieties of  Spanish, and the state of  the 

language in general. Spanish-use in the Los Angeles metro area is empirically exciting and 

theoretically complex due to its heterogeneity. As Santa Ana notes, “there is an ‘anguish of  

definition,’ since the speech community… is qualitatively different and more complex than other 

ethnic dialects such as Black English because two languages are involved” (1991:1). The difficulty of  

involving multiple languages is reflected on the characterization of  the people who grow up in the 

Los Angeles area because many of  the Spanish speakers would not use the term ‘Chicanx’ to define 

their identity, for instance. Spanish-speakers in the area defer to nationality labels such as ‘Mexican’, 

or for more all-encompassing terms, ‘Hispanic’ and ‘Latina/o’. Therefore, when studying Spanish as 

spoken by this population of  speakers, it is important to note the various linguistic varieties that 

form part of  their linguistic repertoire, and more importantly, how these varieties interact and are 

used in informal and formal contexts to inform the speakers’ multiple intersectional identities. It 

should be noted that this heterogeneity is representative of  a cohesive group, which I loosely refer to 
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as Latina/o . How individuals and social groups choose to refer to their ethnic identities inevitably 2

shifts because of  the politics surrounding how specific labels describe an identity. These are 

influenced by power dynamics that develop at broad social, as well as local levels. 

Parodi (2004, 2011, 2014) approached the study of  Spanish in Los Angeles from a solely 

dialectological perspective; her description of  the language spoken in this area includes the historical 

motivators for its prestige. She coined the term Los Angeles Vernacular Spanish, or LAVS, to refer 

to the vernacular, or most intuitive, variety of  Spanish that is spoken across the Los Angeles 

metropolitan area. As a study on language variation using a traditional approach, she contrasts the 

newly identified variety to Standard Mexican Spanish, which is primarily acquired in schools and 

other formal institutions. She describes LAVS with unique linguistic variables prominently found in 

rural and popular Mexican Spanish while also being strongly influenced by English. The influence 

of  English on speakers’ use of  Spanish ranges from limited, idiosyncratic, and individual to 

universal, broad shifts to linguistic form. The English loanwords acquired by this group is 

noteworthy because these are not limited to bilingual speakers of  both Spanish and English, but 

rather are generalized across the first and second generation of  speakers. More importantly, many of  

these are adapted to the morphological rules of  Spanish, demonstrating their admission to a Spanish 

language repertoire. The adaptation of  English loanwords differs across Spanish varieties. This 

difference is dependent on the status of  Spanish, whether it is the official language or it is not; in 

this respect, the social context of  Spanish in the United States is unique. For example, Guerrero 

(2013) observes that in Los Angeles the word for ‘shorts’ is adapted as ‘chores’. The morphology of  

Spanish pluralizes a lexeme with the addition of  the plural morpheme /s/ when it ends in a vowel or 

 It is worth noting that ethnic identification is a dynamic personal choice on behalf  of  the speaker, as will be analyzed 2

later.
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/es/ when it ends in a consonant. However, in monolingual contexts where speakers have access to 

a standard, they adapt the same loanword for ‘shorts’ as ‘chorts’ or ‘chors’. The former respects Spanish 

grammar by adding the correct plural morpheme /es/ to the singular ‘chor’ or ‘chort”’ whereas the 

latter adheres to the spelling and loose pronunciation of  the word’s linguistic origins, ‘chorts’. This is a 

tangible example of  the different avenues that speakers have for acquiring new linguistic variables. It 

also demonstrates that Spanish-speaking communities in the United States are primarily oral 

communicators whereas speakers in a monolingual context access not only oral representations of  

the English loanwords but also their written form, which are supported by language academies and 

dictionaries. In essence, Spanish in Los Angeles preserves the orally acquired ‘chores’, which is highly 

representative of  rural and popular communities in Latin America who have also adapted the lexeme 

similarly, through an oral mode of  communication. The aforementioned provides an example of  the 

necessity to distinguish between standard forms of  Spanish and the non-standard more typically 

spoken in the Untied States, a consequence of  the origins of  many of  these communities, and the 

subsequent social interactions that these develop while in the United States. 

In her findings, Parodi (2009, 2011) demonstrates that the Spanish in Los Angeles is not 

sporadic, but is rather a stable koine that has undergone rapid linguistic leveling by the second 

generation. The stability is due to the rooted history in the region with respect to the language and 

culture. The history includes the continuous and steady stream of  immigration; a social situation 

that does not readily allow Spanish to easily dissipate though language attrition is generalized (Mora, 

Villa and Dávila 2005, 2006), which paves the way for a stable koine. Parodi argues that popular and 

rural linguistic variables in Mexican Spanish varieties—as observed by Mexican linguists Lapesa 

(1942), Lope Blanch (1976, 1977), and Moreno de Alba (2001)—have socially expanded, and are 

now normalized among the select population. LAVS, Parodi contends, more closely resembles rural 
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and popular Mexican Spanish than it does standard Mexican Spanish. The linguistic base of  the 

Spanish of  these speakers is derived from popular and rural Mexico. The social contributions of  

migrants cannot be overstated is significant waves of  Mexican immigration from the states of  

Michoacán, Guanajuato, Zacatecas, and Jalisco have noticeably added to the already established 

Spanish variety that predated the Treaty of  Guadalupe Hidalgo (Samora 1971; Bustamante 1978). 

Most notable is the influence of  Jaliscan Spanish (from the state of  Jalisco, Mexico) on the Spanish 

spoken in the area. These linguistic undertones are not specifically limited to Los Angeles, but 

includes Spanish speakers who identify as Chicanxs across the state of  California, and more 

generally the Southwest (Villa & Rivera-Mills 2009). Santa Ana notes, “it can be asserted with 

reasonable certainty that rural Jaliscan is the Spanish dialect baseline for California 

Chicanos” (1991:18). The pervasiveness of  Mexican Spanish, and the representation of  various 

regions in Mexico effectively establishes Mexican Spanish varieties as the dominant regionally 

Spanish dialect. The second largest Spanish-speaking group in Los Angeles, Central Americans, for 

instance, acquire LAVS due to the social dominance of  its speakers. 

The variety’s unique prestige in the United States promotes accommodation among speakers 

of  other dialects, in addition to the native acquisition and adoption occurring among young 

speakers. Villarreal’s (2015) dissertation found evidence for the proliferation of  LAVS among 

children of  Salvadoran heritage—the features of  LAVS, a highlands Spanish variety, were both 

produced and perceived more frequently than many characteristically Salvadoran forms, a lowlands 

Spanish variety. The perception toward non-LAVS, or Salvadoran forms, which included lexical, 

phonetic, and the subject pronoun vos, was primarily one of  stigma—students heavily stereotyped 

speakers of  Salvadoran Spanish over LAVS speakers. Raymond (2012) observes similar phenomena 

among Salvadoran-heritage speakers of  LAVS and their choice to use the subject pronoun tú over 
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vos; he found that the social capital of  tú over vos influenced speaker choice and use. The 

characteristically Salvadoran linguistic feature is stigmatized in the area, and the subject pronoun 

characteristic of  Mexican Spanish speakers, normalized due to its heightened prestige among the 

speakers in the speech community. The stigma toward Salvadoran forms clearly illustrate the 

ideologies of  language prestige that are transplanted (and later reinforced) from many Latin 

American countries. These are also fomented in the United States, again a product of  the Mexican 

hegemony within the Latina/o community. Nonetheless, this is representative of  the heterogeneity 

previously described among this population as a whole. There are competing ideologies that 

influence speakers’ agency and ultimately, ethnic identity, which can then be observed externally.  

The proliferation of  LAVS among Latina/o communities gives the variety its prestige; and 

speakers of  the variety have their own beliefs toward linguistic form which identifies the group as 

different or separate, such as the stigmatization of  the characteristically Salvadoran subject pronoun 

vos. Parodi & Guerrero (2016) described a unique pattern of  valuation toward select non-standard 

forms among speakers of  LAVS, which is the foundation for determining a speech community, or 

linguistic unity among a community of  practice. The valuation patterns identified in the study 

contrast Standard Mexican Spanish, which universally stigmatizes non-standard features for their 

lack of  social prestige. The aforementioned supports the possibility of  a unique variety in the United 

States that is socially sustained as a result of  the stable flow of  immigration from Latin America to 

the various relevant regions in the United States. Parodi & Guerrero (2016) further argue that the 

history of  the Southwest, Mexico geographically to the south, and the use of  Spanish, provide the 

necessary foundation for the formation and maintenance of  the United States variety. It is elevated 

as a prestigious linguistic variety and immigration maintains its use despite reported language 

attrition among later generations within a family unit. Mora, Villa, and Dávila (2005, 2006) argue that 
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language maintenance among the Spanish-speaking population in the Southwest is possible due to 

the complexities in the region. Villa and Rivera-Mills (2009) note that an intergenerational approach 

to the study of  variation is necessary to fully understand the stratification of  linguistic variables in 

the area.  

Moreover, Silva-Corvalán (1994) notes that grammatical changes to Spanish spoken in Los 

Angeles do not represent ‘borrowings’ of  English syntax, but rather mappings of  American 

pragmatic and semantic patterns onto extant Spanish forms, accompanied by generalization or 

reduction of  linguistic forms. It is a noteworthy contribution because it illustrates the significance of  

identity on linguistic form; in this case, American pragmatic and semantic patterns directly influence 

a speaker’s language production. A speaker in Los Angeles is most intimately tied to American 

pragmatics and semantics as well as American conceptualizations of  mexicandidad. The product of  

mapping American pragmatics and semantics onto Spanish is a rich example of  the linguistic 

innovation of  this group, it provides the base for a unique United States Spanish molded to the 

experiences of  the diaspora in the United States.  

2.3. THE INTERSECTION OF SPANISH & RELEVANT SOCIAL VARIABLES 

In the proceeding sections, I present a description of  Spanish-use specific to heritage speakers, as 

well as a brief  summary of  the social relationship between Spanish and Latina/o identity; both of  

which are heavily influenced by the social context where the language is used. 
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2.3.1. Spanish & heritage speakers 

The term “heritage language speaker” is relatively new, Lacorte and Canabal (2003) point out. There 

have previously been other terms used in the literature to refer to a similar group of  speakers: ’home 

background speaker’, ‘native speaker’, ‘quasi-native speaker’, ‘bilingual speaker’, ‘semi-lingual 

speaker’, ‘residual speaker’ (Draper and Hicks 2000; Valdés 1997), ‘ancestral language’, ‘home 

language’, ‘language of  origin’, ‘immigrant minority language’ (Van Deusen-Scholl 2003), and ‘false 

beginners’ (González-Pino 2000). Fishman (1999) defines a heritage language as “a language of  

personal relevance other than English”, he later divides heritage language into three categories: 

indigenous—the language of  indigenous populations; colonial—non-indigenous language that were 

already established before the United States came into being (such as Dutch, Swedish, Finnish, and 

Welsh); and immigrant—languages brought to the United States due to immigration (Fishman 

2001). Moreover, Van Deusen-Scholl (2003) notes that “the most commonly agreed-on definition 

sees the heritage learner as bilingual in English and a home language other than English with varying 

degrees of  proficiency in the home language”. The degree of  proficiency in the heritage language 

and the ethnic identity of  this group have been the most salient elements in its characterization.  

 Valdés (2001) provides three main criteria for the identification of  heritage language 

speakers, including: Speakers who were raised in a home where a non-English language was spoken. 

They speak or have perceptive knowledge of  the heritage language. They are to some degree 

bilingual in English and the heritage language. The author develops on Sánchez’ observation of  a 

continuum of  linguistic abilities of  heritage speakers; she seeks to represent the vast range of  

speakers on a continuum that acknowledges a speakers immigrant generation—from the recently 

arrived immigrant with incipient knowledge of  English, through the near-native speaker of  English 

or Spanish, to a third-generation heritage speaker of  Spanish who retains minimal Spanish-language 
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abilities (Valdés 2001). In the continuum, balanced bilinguals are at the center, and primary 

competency of  English (language A) or Spanish (language B) at either side (Valdés 2001); the 

continuum helps us better understand heritage speakers’ language competency in both languages as 

socially dynamic, and it includes all bilinguals. Arnhart, Arnold and Bravo-Black (2002) also describe 

several types of  heritage speakers, which can fall within Valdés’ proposed continuum, these include 

the following: diglossic bilinguals—speakers whose language choice is context dependent; proficient 

bilinguals—speakers who speak both language, though they may not be literate in both language; 

passive bilinguals—speakers who understand the language perceptively but do not speak it; and 

covert bilinguals—speakers who refuse to use the language and insist on not understanding it, often 

motivated by external social factors.  

An essential quality of  Valdés’ continuum of  linguistic competency is the speaker’s ability to 

move along different points throughout their lives—an observation made in Zentella’s (1997) 

longitudinal inquiry into the language-use and choice of  Spanish-heritage speakers in New York City. 

Thus, different variables contribute to a speaker’s choice, use, and ultimately competence of  either 

languages of  their bilingual repertoire, of  which none represent the degradation of  the language. 

Zentella (1994) argues that the influence that social variables have on the production of  a speakers 

linguistic repertoire represents the innovation and agency of  the speakers amid power dynamics that 

are too often outside of  their control. The diaspora is necessarily different from the heritage culture, 

though they both share experiences that are essential to their identities.   

An alternative categorization of  bilingual proficiency is provided by Liberman (1972), 

instead of  using a continuum, Liberman envisions a speaker’s linguistic proficiency as belonging 

within different levels where social contexts motivate its use. These include the following: stable, 

dynamic, transitional, and vestigial levels. Sánchez (1982:12), who organizes bilingualism according 
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to these categories, details stable bilingualism as describing the situation of  the Mexican-American 

border, where Spanish and English maintain all of  their functions on either side. Dynamic bilinguals 

is used to describe a situation where there are overlapping language functions. This is the type of  

bilingualism that represents the majority of  United States bilinguals, especially second generation 

speakers. Transitional and vestigial bilingualism represent the last two steps toward monolingualism, 

where language attrition is at a “more advanced stage in which one language completely appropriates 

some of  the functions of  the other, displacing it little by little” (Sánchez, 1982, p.12). As previously 

mentioned, Zentella (1994) argues that a focus on individual and community changes on the 

continuum promotes local linguistic innovations and speaker agency, instead of  a focus on shift or 

loss which does neither. Language attrition is only one aspect of  the bilingual experience, it 

represents a linguistic competence shift that is iconic of  the values of  a speaker’s community, it 

illustrates the dynamics that mold our language choice and use. The attrition is less about a speaker’s 

language proficiency and more about the social variables fomenting this behavior among the 

Spanish-speaking community. Nonetheless, Spanish continues to prosper despite attrition, and much 

is due to the heritage language movement that developed in order to specifically preserve language 

and culture (Petyon, Ranard, and McGinnis 2001).  

There is strong evidence that suggests bilingual competency and linguistic behavior is 

essential to speakers’ identity, which is observed in the influence iconic characteristics have on 

speakers (Benjamin 1997). For instance, the saliency of  code-switching in bilingual speech has been 

exploited in marketing; Bishop (2008) finds that code-switching enhances message recall, the 

perception of  advertiser cultural sensitivity, and expectations concerning empathy and 

responsiveness of  a service provider. The affect that code-switching fosters among bilingual 

speakers speaks to the central role that this linguistic phenomenon plays in the identity construction 
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and negotiation of  the group. Anzaldúa (1987) and González (2001) propagate the idea, “I am my 

language”, and further reinforces the intimate relationship between language (variety and style) and 

identity, especially for this group of  speakers.  

2.3.2. Spanish & Latina/o identity 

In the United States, the children of  immigrants from Latin America are known to perform ethnic 

identity in many different and variable ways (Jiménez 2010); these include employing an 

ethnolinguistic repertoire that includes different varieties of  English and Spanish (Bailey 2000; 

Negrón 2014). Consequently, it is the continuum of  Spanish language competency among this select 

population of  speakers that becomes the most emblematic icon for negotiating a Latina/o identity. 

For instance, when Mexican Americans travel to Latin America, say Mexico, they specifically 

emphasize a Mexican identity through the language-use of  Spanish as they would in the United 

States. However, in Mexico, ethnic categorization is distinct from what is socialized in the United 

States, an identity based on a mestizo, criollo, or indígena continuum is more influential for the social 

categorization of  the population; these broad social categories are indexed via an interplay of  social 

class, social status, and race (from most significant to least) (Messing 2007). The performance of  

mexicanidad is done by peoples born in the Mexican Republic, a social membership Mexican 

Americans inherently do not posses because they were born in the United States. The population in 

the diaspora is involuntarily filtered and is generally unable to nest within the Mexican 

conceptualization of  a Mexican ethnic identity, despite the populations instinctive efforts to perform 

such identity through language choice and use, and indexing of  various relevant social icons.   

These differences in approach to Mexican ethnic identity are confronted and ultimately 
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negotiated by Mexican Americans within a social context in Mexico, the vast majority of  whom are 

intentionally ascribed a gringa/o, norteamericana/o, and pocha/o  identity by Mexican residents . The 3 4

first two—gringa/o and norteamericana/o—deny a Mexican ethnic identity altogether, and the latter—

pocha/o—only minimally takes into account Mexican heritage, though pejoratively. Interestingly, the 

parents of  Mexican Americans, those who migrated to the United States after adolescence, are 

uniquely isolated from the experiences of  this particular speech community of  bilingual heritage 

speakers. The isolation is mostly due to their nationality; this population approaches ethnic identity 

in much the same way as Latin Americans do. Nevertheless, the approach is reflected on social 

performance, effectively in language choice and use, which allows speakers to reinforce a Mexican 

identity while in the United States or Mexico . The performance is unquestioned because these 5

speakers have access to a linguistic repertoire that is rooted in Mexican culture—rural and popular 

Mexican Spanish. In contrast, Mexican Americans, must confront emblematic Mexican discourses 

on language, ethnicity, and identity when visiting Mexico, and socially interacting with the population 

in the country is a site of  friction. These discourses, which reject the diaspora, are regularly etched 

throughout Mexican society through their recursion in the different productions of  literature as well 

as popular narrative .  6

The performance of  ‘varying degrees’ of  Latina/o, Mexican, Hispanic, and sometimes even 

 persona que vive en los EE.UU. de origen mexicano (“a person that lives in the United States that is of  Mexican origin”) 3

(Diccionario de uso, reuso y abuso de la letra ch en México)

 In order to distinguish the various Mexican groups, a specific typography will be used throughout this section. Mexican 4

residents refers to Mexicans who have not emigrated Mexico; Mexican immigrants refers to Mexicans who emigrated 
Mexico; and Mexican Americans refers to the United States-born children of  those who emigrated Mexico.

 The question of  identity for first-generation United States immigrants suffers from a distinct complexity; it often 5

invokes discourses of  being a traitor or abandoning Mexico, thus representing a diminished patriotism compared to 
Mexicans who remained in the country; but they are nonetheless still ascribed a Mexican identity because of  various 
social indexicals.

 Including famed Mexican authors, such as Octavio Paz, and a plethora of  popular soap operas.6
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Chicanx identities among Mexicans Americans is a tool for highlighting differences and/or 

similarities among Mexican residents, Mexican immigrants, and other Mexican American heritage 

speakers. These ‘varying degrees’ of  ethnic identity are in stark contrast to the performance of  a 

Mexican ethnic identity in Mexico, which mostly focuses on social class groups. As a result, in 

pursuance of  performing a Mexican ethnic identity in Mexico, Mexican Americans are required to 

socially negotiate disparities between self-ascriptions and foreign ascriptions of  ethnic identity. The 

select population resists nationality-based categories of  identity because they are foreign-born and 

inherently unable to adopt a Mexican ethnic identity within the limitations of  nationality. Mexican 

Americans identify as Mexicans like Mexicans in Mexico; though they recognize the difference 

among the two.   

Language is nevertheless central in the formation of  cultural subjectivities and thus in 

resisting ascriptions of  non-Mexican or gringa/o, norteamericana/o, and/or pocha/o identities among 

Mexican Americans in Mexico by the local population. Mexican Americans can defiantly invoke 

ethnic identity in terms of  culture, history, and a shared immigrant experience where Spanish 

language plays a key role. Among heritage speakers, speaking Spanish like their parents, family, and 

their Latina/o communities in the United States proudly highlights their Mexican heritage and in-

group status; as noted by Negrón (2014:99). The author argues that Dominican-Americans school-

aged Spanish/English speakers in New York, specifically use Spanish in order to index a Latina/o 

ethnic ethnicity. The identity is reinforced by other social conceptualization of  latinidad, or a shared 

Latina/o experience, which is sustained in the United States, and is built on shared histories and 

common trajectories, almost entirely disregarding nationality of  origin (Negrón 2014). 

Mendoza-Denton & James Gordon (2011) note that there is a relationship between language 

change and variation, variation and difference, and difference and identity; consequently, language 
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change can reference changes in a speaker’s identity. It follows that speakers’ daily micro stances, 

social innovations, creations, manipulations, and maneuvering react to identity, a product of  

negotiations within social dimensions. Further, Bucholtz & Hall (2004) argue that identity is not 

reflected on language-use, but rather is an outcome of  language-use—a quintessentially social form 

of  human communication. The authors assert that the shared use of  linguistic characteristics sheds 

light on the various ways that speakers position themselves in relation to the social landscape of  a 

particular context or situation. Hill (2008) provides an example of  ethnolinguistic resources available 

to a subgroup of  United Stateas speakers to socially position themselves, through language choice 

and use, in furtherance of  creating a particular kind of  “American identity”. She describes this 

persona, or identity, “as informal and easy going, with an all-important sense of  and a hint—not too 

much, but just the right non-threatening amount—of  cosmopolitanism, acquaintance with another 

language and culture” (2008:128-129). According to Hill, this persona is indexed through the use of  

a set of  ethnolingusitic resources she calls mock Spanish; this style is the use of  Spanish language 

words and phrases such as mañana (=tomorrow), adios (=goodbye), hasta la vista (=see you later), and 

macho man, as well as the invention of  words meant to generalize Spanish grammar and sound like it, 

such as correctomundo and el cheap-o. The iconization of  these snippets of  Spanish is not without 

consequence, and their use often corresponds to broader social prejudices or stereotypes. For 

instance, the use of  Spanish grammar or pronunciation is effective in constructing this particular 

American identity because of  the social references made, though these references simplify the 

complexities of  whole populations by reinforcing limiting categories that are often demeaning. The 

use of  mock Spanish, Hill (1995) argues, indexes “highly negative racializing representations of  

Chicanos and Latinos” (680), such as Schwarzenegger’s use of  “hasta la vista, baby” in the Terminator 

film before blasting a victim (Hill 1995:683), which highlights representations of  the machista 
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stereotype to ‘toughen’ the character in the film for effect. The use of  mock Spanish locates Spanish 

and its speakers to an area in the social imagination that is unknown and disorderly, represented with 

denigrating stereotypes, effectively leading to erasure of  the group’s personal depth. Importantly, the 

speakers who use mock Spanish are principally middle- and upper- income, college-educated white 

(Hill 2008:128-129); this is significant since it shows that these positions are carved by specific social 

groups within larger populations, some of  these beliefs, or ideologies, may be reproduced broadly, 

while others may only remain local.  

Irvine & Gal (2000) describe the social mechanism, consisting of  three phases, for the 

construction of  language ideologies: these include iconization, recursivity, finally leading to erasure. 

The first, iconization, refers to the process by which social behavior is selected as representative of  a 

social group it is differentiating from others; this process is followed by recursivity, or the 

reproduction of  the belief  produced by iconization; finally, erasure simplifies the group represented, 

which creates stereotypes that can be damaging to individuals even though they have little influence 

over the process. It is crucial that these connection be observed critically so as to avoid assumptions. 

These ideologies have real-world implications and the power to deny whole communities access to 

public resources, such as housing if  Spanish indexes undesirable traits for the listener. It is 

entertaining to hear the Terminator use mock Spanish to realize a character, but it has severe and 

real consequences when someone attempts to secure housing and these icons are unwittingly 

referenced.  

Zentella (1997) argues that linguistic practice is a mechanism by which identities are 

socialized, an essential aspect of  human behavior, which furthers the necessity for a critical approach 

to the phenomena. Goodwin (1994) observes the emergence of  such practices during childhood 

play, where speakers index broader social ideologies. These indexes reflect the identity constructed 
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by the speaker during a given time, while also including individual manipulations based on personal 

experience. In the United States, childhood identities are framed by stereotypes, nativism, and 

preferences for light skin and standard speech (Bloom 1991; Armendáriz 2000), these identities are 

represented in language choice and use. 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3   
CHAPTER 3 | METHODOLOGY 

The research site and design of  the study were carefully chosen and formulated in accordance with 

the language and dialect contact models previously discussed. The methodology and procedures 

were selected in order to elicit the richest examples of  Spanish-use in a variety of  monolingual 

contexts. In particular, the design seeks to fill a void in the field of  sociolinguistics and Latina/o 

studies, which has only recently begun to observe empirical data on the linguistic experiences of  

Spanish speakers outside of  the United States. This distinct social context prompts social situations 

and interactions where this select group of  speakers is more likely to use Spanish with the intent to 

reinforce, construct, and negotiate ethnic identity. Additionally, the condition provides the inter-

ethnic interactions that foster the formation of  new, integrated social networks that coalesce to a 

speech community.  

 The current study relies on the experiences of  eighteen (n=18) students who traveled to 

Mexico City and enrolled at the National Autonomous University of  Mexico (or Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México) in 2014 through the UCEAP travel abroad program at the University of  

California. In the following sections, I will provide a description of  the sample selection criteria, as 

well as the recruitment process for participant pool. A detailed description of  the procedures 

undertaken will follow, which includes an overview of  biographical information to better 

contextualize the participants in the study. Then, I will describe the procedures for the 

sociolinguistic interviews, the social recognition questionnaire, and finally the participant 
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observations. In this chapter, I will also provide a description of  the location where the 

sociolinguistic interviews took place, as well as the social contexts that the speakers navigated during 

the participant observations; these social contextualizations represent the social landscape where 

identity work occurs and is essential for interpreting the issues of  ethnic identity problematized here.  

3.1. PARTICIPANTS 

There were a total of  twenty-four (n=24) potential participants from the selection pool, which 

included students enrolled in the Field Research Program (FRP) and those enrolled in the Education 

Abroad Program (EAP). The main difference between the programs is that FRP started in Mexico 

City for the first four weeks, then students enrolled in this program traveled to various sites across 

Mexico, mostly southern states, in order to conduct independent research on a topic of  their 

choosing; whereas participants in the EAP remained in Mexico City for the duration of  the program 

(a total of  six months). 

3.1.1. Sample selection criteria 

There were two crucial selection criteria: First, participants be enrolled in either UCEAP program 

available in Mexico City—FRP or EAP—this ensured ample accessibility to interviews and 

observations. Second, speakers be bilingual heritage speakers of  Spanish and English. Benmamoun, 

Montrul & Polinsky (2013) provide a broad definition of  the term “heritage speakers”, which they 

describe as referencing second generation immigrants—the children of  first generation immigrants
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—living in a bilingual environment from an early age, typically before the critical or sensitive periods. 

The authors then argue that heritage speakers are dominant in the language of  the host country, 

unlike first generation immigrants who are dominant in their native language, and may or may have 

not undergone L1 attrition in specific aspects of  their grammar. The UCEAP students in either FRP 

and EAP met this criterion, all of  which where motivated to enroll in the program to improve their 

Spanish via formal instruction. Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show the self-reported language-use

—English, Spanish, or English & Spanish—for home, neighborhood, and school with adults and 

siblings/peers, among the participants: 

 

Figure 3: Participant self-reported language-choice at home with adults and siblings. 
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Figure 4: Participant self-reported language-choice at neighborhood with adults and peers. 

 

Figure 5: Participant self-reported language-choice at school with adults and peers. 

3.1.2. Recruitment 

The recruitment for the study took place during the first week of  July 2014 at the Casa de la 

Universidad de California en México (La Casa) located in the neighborhood of  Chimalistac in Coyoacán, 

Mexico City. During the first day of  the recruitment process I introduced myself  as a graduate 

student in the Department of  Spanish & Portuguese at the University of  California, Los Angeles 
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(UCLA) who was conducting research on student experiences with UCEAP and travel abroad 

programs in Latin America. I emphasized that participation in the study was voluntary and 

participants who volunteered to sign up would be eligible to enter a raffle for a chance at a 

compensation of  $1,000 MXN (or $60 USD); this included participation in the sociolinguistic 

interviews and participant observations. I collected a sign-up sheet with interested participants’ 

names, email, and whether they were enrolled in FRP or EAP. Throughout the remainder of  the first 

week I spoke with participants who signed-up to volunteer in the study to ensure they met the 

minimum criteria described above.   

 A total of  eighteen (n=18) participants volunteered and were eligible for the study, out of  all  

of  the students enrolled in both travel study programs. The selected eighteen (n=18) participants 

were both Spanish heritage speakers and enrolled in either FRP or EAP for Fall 2014; six (n=6) were 

enrolled in FRP and twelve (n=12) enrolled in EAP. 

3.2. PROCEDURES 

Once eligibility for the study was established, I scheduled to interview the participants during the 

subsequent weeks. The interviews consisted of  gathering biographical information, conducting 

semi-structured sociolinguistic interviews and social recognition questionnaires. The biographical 

information gathered includes basic identifying information such as name, date of  birth, self-

identification of  ethnicity, and place of  birth. The self-identification of  ethnicity selected by the 

participants during this phase of  the interview is presented below: 
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Table 1: Participant self-reported ethnic identification in the biographical information sheet.  

The self-reported identification provides another data point for establishing shifting identities that 

are dependent on varying social contexts. The biographical information collected also includes 

questions on travel locations and frequency, as well as home, school, and neighborhood language-use 

Participant ID Self-Identification (ethnicity)

1 White

2 Latina

3 Latino/Mexican American

4 American/Bay Area

5 Native American

6 Mexican American

7 Mexicana/estadounidense

8 Mexican

9 Mexican

10 Latino

11 Mexican

12 Latino

13 Latino/Hispano

14 Latina

15 Latina

16 Mexican/Latina

17 Latina

18 Mexican American
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growing up and current with adults or peers (siblings/cousins) (see Appendix 1 for complete 

information sheet). 

 Following the collection of  biographical data, participants were asked to complete a Likert-

type scale for eight (n=8) questions about Mexican ethnic identity (see Appendix 2). 

3.2.1. Sociolinguistic interview 

The next procedure included conducting semi-structured sociolinguistic interviews of  naturalistic 

speech that were audio-recorded in a relaxed, though formal, setting in Spanish. The duration of  the 

interviews were between forty-five minutes to one hour, and they consisted of  a variety of  questions 

that elicited natural speech, as well as questions that probed ethnic identity. The questions slightly 

differ from the first and last interview with the goal to gauge shifts as well as to account for the 

evolution of  the participants’ experience (see Appendices 3 & 4 for complete interview prompts). 

 The participants’ self-identification was elicited during the sociolinguistic interviews as well

—an alternate method that supplements the self-reported ethnic identification on the biographical 

information form. In the interviews, the participants identified as follows: 
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Table 2: Participant self-reported ethnic identification in the sociolinguistic interview.  

Although half  of  speakers self-reported their ethnicity as Latino or Latina in the biographical 

information forms, these same speakers did not do so during the interview; rather, they opted for 

mexicano, mexicana or other nationality-based ethnicities. These shifts in reported identification 

highlight the fluidity of  ethnic identity among this select group of  speakers when code-switching 

Participant ID Self-identification (ethnicity)

1 Estadounidense

2 Mexicana

3 Mexicano

4 Mexicano

5 Salvadoreño

6 Mexicana

7 Mexicana/Oaxaqueña

8 Mexicana de Michoacán

9 Mexicana

10 Mexican American/Fronteriza

11 White

12 Del Valle de San Fernando/del Norte

13 California/mexicano

14 California/mexicana

15 Mexican American/California

16 Mexicana

17 Guatemalteca

18 Mexican
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from English to Spanish. It is also likely that speakers use their ethnolingusitic repertoire to highlight 

salient forms that index particular and desired ethnic identities for a given social context, as 

described in Benor (2010); the biographical information form vs. an interview. 

 These interviews are an important investigative tool for exploring the research questions 

presented earlier. A discourse analysis of  the interview transcripts provides the data to socially map 

speakers’ experiences with identity in this novel social context. The nuances observed using this 

model shed light on the construction and formation of  ethnic identity via speakers’ social stance in 

relation to the social landscape within the interview context and their previously held beliefs on 

ethnicity. The data gathered in the sociolinguistic interviews also provides a productive starting point 

for observing the various ethnolinguistic resources that speakers can make use of  in order to 

maneuver the social landscape outside of  the formal research setting. 

3.2.2. Social recognition questionnaire: Non-standard Spanish variables 

A detailed questionnaire on the social recognition of  particular linguistic variables followed the 

sociolinguistic interview. I selected the linguistic variables and variants in the questionnaire due to 

their comparative difference to Standard Mexican Spanish, and because they are not the clear 

outcome of  English linguistic influence. The potential typological differences are significant because 

they can not only demonstrate linguistic variation in United States Spanish, but they also provide 

tangible features that can describe the unique characteristics of  a speech community. For instance, 

Parodi (2004) described a variety of  Spanish in the Los Angeles metropolitan area that was unique in 

contrast to Standard Mexican Spanish. LAVS, she argued, preserves many of  the linguistic 

characteristics of  rural and popular Mexican Spanish while also including influence from English. 
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 Although the participants in this study are not all from Los Angeles, there is evidence that 

supports the expansion of  many of  the linguistic characteristics of  the variety across the state, and 

the Southwest (Mora, Villa, and Dávila 2005, 2006). The features in Los Angles Vernacular Spanish 

(LAVS) that are characteristically rural and popular are found in the variety due to the specific 

populations that have migrated to these regions from Latin America, which effectively support its 

maintenance and prestige. The majority of  the immigration from Latin American is rural and 

working-class; the group retains linguistic variables characteristic of  their place of  origin, which are 

observed broadly in these regions.  

 The following table includes the rural and popular Spanish variants analyzed in the 

subsequent chapters, colloquial lexemes and English loanwords as distractors (see Appendix 5 for 

complete questionnaire): 
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Table 3: The linguistic variants prompted in the social recognition questionnaire. 

  

The variants presented in Table 3 are representative of  a United States variety, which has a rural and 

popular linguistic base as a result of  the immigrant population that uses it. The present study 

describes the similarity to the evaluative patters of  the participants in the current study. The rural 

and popular features directly tested include: lexical items (haiga, nadien, polecía, muncho, aigre, dotor, and 

asina for haya, nadie, policía, doctor, mucho, aire, and así); morphological and phonetic categorical 

features, such as the generalization of  the plural morpheme final —s in second-person preterite 

(comistes and dijistes for comiste and dijiste); the impressionistic production of  phoneme /f/ as [x] or [h] 

Rural & Popular 
Spanish

Spanish 
Colloquial

English 
Loanwords

Haiga Huevones Marqueta

Comites Patas Lonche

Nadien ‘Bia Carpeta

Polecía Harta Cloro

Muncho Tele pa’trás

Aigre Re feo

Asina Golpiaron

Ajuera pa’

Semos

Andábanos

Quedrá 

Quiéramos

Dijistes

Dotor

Güerfana
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before diphthong [we] (ajuera for afuera)l; the epenthetic /g/ before diphthong [we] (güerfana for 

huerfana); the conjugation of  the verb ser in first-person plural (semos for somos); the ending —nos in 

the second-person conjugation of  the imperfect (andábanos for andábamos); stress placement in the 

second-person conjugation of  the present subjunctive (quiéramos for queramos); the use of  a different 

irregular verb conjugation of  the future  (quedrá for querrá). These linguistic features have all been 

identified in studies of  popular Mexican Spanish (Lope Blanch 1983, 1995); these features can also 

be appreciated in older texts written in Spanish, both from Latin America and Spain, as many of  the 

features are considered “archaisms” due to their more prominent use in historical Spanish. Although 

many of  these forms are actively used today across speech communities.  

 The speakers’ social recognition of  the aforementioned linguistic characteristics was 

prompted with several sentences that included a variety of  distractors—colloquial Spanish and 

English loanwords. The linguistic features found in colloquial Spanish, which are used informally by 

all social classes, include the following: huevones (for perezosos), patas (for pies), ‘bia (for había), harta (for 

mucha), tele (for televisión), re feo (for muy feo), golpiaron (for golpearon), and pa’ (for para). I selected these 

distractors due to their markedness among the Spanish-speaking community, and because they are 

well-known colloquialisms in Latin America, mainly Mexico. In addition, many of  these are quickly 

stigmatized by speakers who have obtained formal instruction in Spanish, in the Untied States and 

other Spanish-speaking countries. The prompts also included English loanwords, as distractors. I 

selected these because of  their frequency in United States Spanish, all which are used in Los 

Angeles, for instance (Guerrero 2013). These include: marqueta (for supermercado), lonche (for 

comida), carpeta (for alfombra), cloro (for blanqueador), and pa’trás (for devolver). It is important to note 

that many of  these loanwords are adapted differently in varying social sites, for instance, in Mexico 
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City lonch is preferred over lonche but is used to refer to a smaller lunch instead of  just lunch in 

general like in Los Angeles. 

 The dissertation used a similar research model to Parodi & Guerrero’s (2016) study of  LAVS 

in Lynwood, CA, which is a study that is part of  a larger variation project that seeks to characterize 

the typology of  LAVS across communities in the Los Angeles metropolitan area with high 

concentrations of  working-class Spanish speakers. The current study supplements this questionnaire 

with more non-standard variants for analysis, as well as an analysis of  their use outside of  an 

interview context, a limitation of  the LAVS typology project.  

 The social recognition questionnaire was read out loud to participants in a relaxed and 

informal register. I documented participants recognition of  the social value of  the variables by 

prompting them to identify elements in the sentence that stand out for him and explain why that is. 

All participants were eager to identify inconsistencies and “incorrect” Spanish, though it was not the 

vocabulary I used in the interview. I categorized their responses within one of  three fields described 

in Santa Ana & Parodi (1998). The authors design a model that reworks Labov’s  indicators, markers, 

and stereotypes. The Santa Ana & Parodi approach the speech community as a typology of  the 

social recognition of  stigmatized variables. The typology includes four fields: variants are nested in 

Field 1 when the speaker has no knowledge of  the generalized stigma associated with the variable at 

the macro level. In Field 2 when there is awareness of  stigmatized variables but the speaker does not 

specifically locate the stigma on the social landscape. Finally, in Field 3 when the speaker has 

awareness of  both stigmatized and regional variables, including the meta-linguistic knowledge to 

locate these on the social landscape. The authors subsequently describe a fourth nested-field among 

these, which denotes that a speaker demonstrates awareness of  stigmatized variables while also 

explicitly modeling the standard variants over regional ones. Field 4 is intended to encompass usage 
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of  a particular variant among the population; because the social recognition questionnaire does not 

capture linguistic production, Field 4 is omitted in the present study. Field 4 would provide a rich 

discussion of  language use outside of  an interview setting. The current study modifies the 

framework provided by Santa Ana & Parodi (described above) by representing Field 2 in the current 

study as the sum of  Field 2.1 and Field 2.2, which represent Field 2 and 3, respectively, in the Santa 

Ana & Parodi model. Field 2 and Field 3, as described in Santa Ana & Parodi (1998), denote varying 

degrees of  stigma. Therefore, combination of  Field 2 and Field 3 provides an overview of  

participant social recognition of  stigma and can be juxtaposed with Field 1, which represents no 

social recognition. A discussion of  Field 1 and Field 2 provides insight into the social recognition of  

variables. 

3.2.3. Ethnography: Language & ethnic identity 

In order to provide a comprehensive description of  the ethnolingusitic repertoire of  the participants 

in the study, I took detailed field notes of  participant observations. These data provide a qualitative 

insight into the dynamic and fluid ways in which speakers self-identify, but more importantly, how 

this self-identification is negotiated through linguistic practice among other Spanish speakers, 

primarily Mexican monolingual Spanish speakers living in Mexico. I use a discourse analytical 

approach to analyze the data and supplement the findings with the social recognition questionnaire.  
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3.3. THE SITES 

The data collection took place in Mexico City, Mexico, in the neighborhoods, or delegaciones, of  

Coyoacán, Benito Juárez, Cuauhtémoc, and Tlalpan. In the following sections I provide descriptions 

of  the setting for the sociolinguistic interview, as well as the participant observations.  

3.3.1. Sociolinguistic interview & questionnaire 

The interviews took place at the Casa de la Universidad de California en México (La Casa) located in 

Coyoacán, Mexico City; this is also the location where the participants received their orientation to 

the FRP and EAP programs. La Casa was also a meeting location for students with the program 

director and with each other throughout the program, students would often study at La Casa after 

their language lessons or after class at UNAM. La Casa is an off-site campus extension of  the 

University of  California, a scholarly center that seeks to foster new academic initiatives that promote 

innovative research and dialog between academics, researchers, and students, from abroad and 

locally. The site’s sociopolitical significance highlights the importance of  United States-Mexico 

relations, as well as the unique relationship between these populations. For instance, on January 

2014, Janet Napolitano, the President of  the University of  California, launched the UC-Mexico 

Initiative in pursuance of  celebrating the history they share and promoting the key interests of  the 

Untied States and Mexico in academics, government and civil life. The commitment of  the 

University of  California references the shared histories of  these populations—culturally, socially, 

politically, economically, and linguistically. The participants were aware of  this cultural significance 

and proudly represented the University of  California as students, along with their ethnic identities.  
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3.3.2. Participant observations 

The current study was realized in Mexico City, which provided a plethora of  linguistic contexts 

where heritage speakers’ ethnic identity was reevaluated and negotiated alongside decisions about 

language choice. The locations of  the ethnographic observation varied greatly, but included the 

metro, taxis and alternative public transportation, as well as restaurants, parks and other public 

spaces. During the participants’ time at these locations, they not only interacted with university 

students, staff  and faculty but also with other Mexicans in Mexico City outside of  the university’s 

domains. 

 I took detailed field notes in a field diary after every encounter I had with the participants. 

Naturally, I developed better rapport with some students over others. Although I began to foster in-

group relationships with the participants, I was steadfast in documenting situations where language 

played a pivotal role in speakers’ language choice and subsequent use. It is revealing to analyze 

speaker behavior outside of  the formal setting, though it does have its limitations. The result is a 

series of  cases that demonstrate the innovative and variable use of  language among this group of  

speakers. A qualitative approach with participant observations sheds light on the social meaning 

speakers ascribe to language and the identity the wish to achieve with its performance. In my field 

notes I took into account place and time in order to better contextualize the interaction for later 

analysis.  
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4      
CHAPTER 4 | SOCIAL RECOGNITION OF NON-STANDARD SPANISH 

In this chapter I describe the social recognition the participants demonstrated during the social 

recognition questionnaire with respect to the following non-standard variables: rural and popular 

Mexican Spanish variants (haiga, comites, nadien, polecía, muncho, aigre, asina, ajuera, semos, andábanos, 

quedrá, quiéramos, dijistes, dotor, and güerfana); Mexican Spanish colloquialisms (huevones, patas, ‘bia, harta, 

tele, re feo, golpiaron, and pa’); and English loanwords in United States Spanish (marqueta, lonche, carpeta, 

cloro, and pa’trás). I categorized the participants’ individual responses to the stimuli presented into 

three possible “nested-fields”, as described in Santa Ana & Parodi (1998), with the goal of  

establishing a typology—or pattern of  social recognition—of  stigmatized variables among this 

select population. In order to categorize the individual variants, I asked the participants about their 

judgement of  the style of  twenty-five (n=25) sentences, which I read out-loud (see Appendix 5 for 

stimuli) and documented their responses. As described in the methodology, these sentences were 

carefully written, and later read, in an informal register in order to present the stimuli in a familiar 

and relaxed conversation mode. The sentences themselves included the rural and popular Spanish 

variants; with the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms and English loanwords as distractors. In order to 

establish a more nuanced categorization I also asked participants to speculate about the particular 

speakers who would use the style of  the stimuli; which included miscellaneous questions intended to 

inquire about their judgement on formality. These questions were contextual and varied between 
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participants and interviews, but all sought to better understand participants’ judgements toward 

language and the perceived speaker. 

 The typology, presented in the results below, illustrates the linguistic tendency the 

participants had when socially evaluating the select set of  variables at the time of  the interview. I 

selected the variants because they are marked and/or stereotyped by Standard Mexican Spanish 

speakers because they are characteristically non-standard. These variants are evidenced among 

working-class speech, or habla popular, across Mexico (i.e. Lope Blanch & Miguel 1976, Lope Blanch 

1995). The evaluative behavior represents Spanish dialect distribution among the participants, and 

the fields denote speakers’ social recognition of  these variables. As described in Santa Ana & Parodi 

(1998), variants are nested in Field 1 when the speaker has no knowledge of  the generalized stigma 

associated with the variable at the macro-level. In Field 2 when there is awareness of  stigmatized 

variables but the speaker does not specifically locate the stigma on the social landscape. Field 3 when 

the speaker has awareness of  both stigmatized and regional variables, including the meta-linguistic 

knowledge to locate these on the social landscape. The authors also describe a fourth nested-field 

among these, which denotes that a speaker demonstrates awareness of  stigmatized variables while 

also explicitly modeling the standard variants over regional ones. Field 4 is intended to encompass 

usage or production of  a particular variant. A limitation of  the research design is that it does not 

capture production in order to include this data in the analysis. Field 4 is omitted in the present 

study as a result. Field 4 would provide a rich discussion of  language-use outside of  an interview 

setting. The current study modifies the framework provided by Santa Ana & Parodi (described 

above) by representing Field 2 as the sum of  Field 2.1 and Field 2.2, which represent Field 2 and 3, 

respectively, in the Santa Ana & Parodi model. Field 2 and Field 3, as described in Santa Ana & 

Parodi (1998), denote varying degrees of  stigma. Therefore, a combination of  Field 2 and Field 3 
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provides an overview of  participant social recognition of  stigma and can be juxtaposed with Field 1, 

which represents no social recognition. A discussion of  Field 1 and Field 2 provides a general 

overview of  the social recognition of  variables.  

 The findings presented here comprise a typology of  the participants’ evaluative behavior of  

the variables included in the social recognition questionnaire. The typology describes the speakers at 

the time of  the arrival interviews, which I conducted at Casa de la Universidad de California en México 

during the first month of  their stay in Mexico City. The results include participants’ categorizations 

of  non-standard variables in Field 1 or Field 2 (Field 2.1 and Field 2.2). Overall, more than nine 

(n=9) or 50% of  participants had no knowledge of  80% of  the rural and popular Spanish variants; 

63% of  the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms; and 40% of  the English loanwords. Out of  the 

eighteen (n=18) participants, on average twelve (n=12) or 67% had no social awareness of  the non-

standard variants in the questionnaire; ten (n=10) or 56% for the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms; 

and eight (n=8) or 44% for the common English loanwords observed. As illustrated in the 

subsequent sections, these results are similar to the results of  the social evaluative behavior of  rural 

and popular Spanish variants among heritage speakers in Los Angeles County. These heritage 

speakers have not formally studied Spanish or enrolled in a course.  

 In addition, the findings also include a comparison of  Field 1 categorizations between arrival 

and departure—these correspond to the beginning and end of  the six-month Education Abroad 

Programs (Fall Semester) in Mexico City. The social recognition questionnaire was conducted during 

these two periods to document hypothesized changes to the social recognition of  variables after 

frequent contact with monolingual Spanish speakers in a comparatively saturated Mexican Standard 

context—participants entertained meaningful social interactions with speakers of  Standard Spanish 

in ways that are inaccessible to heritage speakers in the United States. These results document the 
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influence this unique social interaction has on speakers’ perception of  non-standard variables. In the 

results comparing both arrival and departure, over nine (n=9) or 50% of  participants had no 

knowledge of  28% of  non-standard variants observed, a 52% decrease; 38% of  Mexican Spanish 

colloquialisms, a 25% decrease; and 20% of  English loanwords, a 20% decrease during arrival. Out 

of  the eighteen (n=18) participants, on average five (n=5) or 28% had no social awareness of  the 

non-standard variants in the questionnaire, a 39% decrease; eight (n=8) or 44% for the Mexican 

Spanish colloquialisms, an 11% decrease; and three (n=3) or 16% for common English loanwords. 

Overall, of  the eighteen (n=18) participants, on average seven (n=7) increased their social awareness 

of  non-standard variants; two (n=2) for the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms; and five (n=5) for the 

English loanwords. 

4.1. THE TYPOLOGY OF A SPEECH COMMUNITY: HERITAGE SPEAKERS IN MEXICO CITY 

The results in the following subsections demonstrate the participants’ social recognition of  variables, 

as measured during the first month of  their stay in Mexico City. The graphs illustrate the number of  

participants that evaluated each variant in Field 1 and Field 2 (Field 2.1 or Field 2.2). The fields 

correspond to the following: Field 1, no knowledge of  the stigma associated with a variable; Field 

2.1, social awareness of  the stigmatized variable; and Field 2.2, social awareness of  both the 

stigmatized and regional variables, including meta-linguistic knowledge of  the specific group of  

speakers. Field 2 represents the sum of  Field 2.1 and Field 2.2 categorizations.  
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4.1.1. Rural and popular Spanish 

On average twelve (n=12) participants evaluated the variants in Field 1 and six (n=6) in Field 2, 

illustrated in Figure 6 below. These include the rural and popular Spanish lexemes haiga, comites, 

nadien, polecía, muncho, aigre, asina, ajuera, semos, andábanos, quedrá, quiéramos, dijistes, dotor, and güerfana. 

 

Figure 6: The average number of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) and average 

who do have social recognition (Field 2) of  rural and popular Spanish variants during arrival. 
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Figure 7: The distribution of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  rural and 

popular Spanish variants during arrival. 

 

Figure 7 shows that among the eighteen (n=18) participants nine (n=9) or more categorized twelve 

(n=12) of  the fifteen (n=15), or 80% of  rural and popular Spanish variants into nested Field 1—

denoting that the speaker had no knowledge of  the stigma associated with the variable at the time of  

the social recognition questionnaire. The individual variants include, from the greatest number of  

participants to the least, dotor (n=18), quiéramos (n=18), güerfana (n=17), muncho (n=16), ajuera (n=14), 
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dijistes (n=13),  aigre (n=13), polecía (n=12), andábanos (n=11), asina (n=10), quedrá (n=10), and haiga 

(n=9). The variants comites (n=8), nadien (n=6), and semos (n=6) were nested in Field 1 by under 50% 

of  participants (though none by under 33%). The majority of  variants—twelve (n=12) out of  

fifteen (n=15)—were nested in Field 1 by at least six (n=6) or 33% of  participants. On average, 

twelve (n=12) or 67% of  participants categorized all of  the non-standard variants in Field 1. Field 2 

averaged six (n=6) participants, or 33%; two (n=2) or 11% in Field 2.1 and four (n=4) or 22% in 

Field 2.2. 

 The variants comites, semos, and nadien represented a unique pattern of  evaluation; these were 

not recognized to have social stigma by the least number of  participants compared to the other rural 

and popular Spanish variants—only eight (n=8) for comites, six (n=6) for nadien, and six (n=6) for 

semos. 

4.1.2. Mexican Spanish colloquialisms 

On average ten (n=10) participants evaluated the variants in Field 1 and eight (n=8) in Field 2, 

shown in Figure 8. These include the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms huevones, patas, ‘bia, harta, tele, re 

feo, golpiaron, and pa’. 
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Figure 8: The average number of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) and average 

who do have social recognition (Field 2) of  Mexican Spanish colloquialisms during arrival. 
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Figure 9: The distribution of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  Mexican 

Spanish colloquialisms during arrival. 

Figure 9 illustrates that among the eighteen (n=18) participants nine (n=9) or more categorized five 

(n=5) of  the eight (n=8), or 63% of  the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms in Field 1—demonstrating 

no knowledge of  the stigma associated with those variants. These include pa’ (n=17), tele (n=16), ‘bia 

(n=15), golpiaron (n=14), and huevones (n=10); re feo (n=7) following closely with 39% of  participants. 

The variants harta (n=3) and patas (n=1), however, demonstrate a clear tendency toward recognition 
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of  stigma among the participants, more than any other non-standard variants evaluated; 83% and 

95%, respectively. On average, ten (n=10) or 56% of  participants categorized the colloquialisms in 

Field 1; eight (n=8) or 44% in Field 2—including four (n=4) or 22% for both Field 2.1 and 2.2. 

 The variant patas illustrates a departure for speakers with respect to its social value; more 

participants recognized the stigma associated with the variant than any other. Only one (n=1) 

participant demonstrated no knowledge of  the social stigmatized value of  the lexeme when 

compared to the other Mexican Spanish colloquialisms.  

4.1.3. English loanwords in United States Spanish 

On average ten (n=10) participants evaluated the variants in Field 1 and eight (n=8) in Field 2, 

represented in Figure 10. These include marqueta, lonche, carpeta, cloro, and pa’trás. 

Figure 10: The average number of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) and average 

who do have social recognition (Field 2) of  English loanwords during arrival. 
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Figure 11: The distribution of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  English 

loanwords during arrival. 

Figure 11 shows that nine (n=9) or more of  the eighteen (n=18) participants categorized two (n=2) 

of  the five (n=5), or 40% of  the English loanwords in Field 1—demonstrating no social recognition 

of  stigma associated with the variable—which include cloro (n=17) and carpeta (n=9). The social 

recognition of  the variants marqueta (n=6), pa’trás (n=5), and lonche (n=4) was greater than the 

aforementioned (cloro and carpeta) with 67% (marqueta), 73% (pa’trás) and 78% (lonche) of  participants 
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recognizing the stigmatized variable. On average, eight (n=8) or 44% of  participants categorized the 

loanwords in Field 1; ten (n=10) or 56% in Field 2—including six (n=6) or 33% in Field 2.1 and 

four (n=4) or 22% in Field 2.2. 

 Lonche is an interesting variant among the other English loanwords; it is stigmatized by more 

participants than other lexemes, which illustrate a more varied categorization of  the social 

recognition of  the variant. Out of  the eighteen (n=18) participants only four (n=4) had no 

knowledge of  the social stigmatized value of  the lexeme.  

4.2. HERITAGE SPEAKERS IN LOS ANGELES & MEXICO CITY 

In this subsection, I illustrate the social recognition rural and popular Spanish for participants in 

Mexico City and Los Angeles County. The graphs illustrate the percentage of  participants that 

demonstrated no social recognition for each variant (Field 1). The  results compare the participants 

of  the current study, a group of  speakers studying at UNAM, with speakers who were randomly 

selected in Los Angeles. All of  the participants are heritage Spanish-English bilinguals. 

4.2.1. Social recognition of  non-standard Spanish: Mexico City & Los Angeles 

On average 67% of  participants in Mexico City demonstrated no social recognition of  rural and 

popular Spanish variants; 81% of  participants in Los Angeles, represented in Figure 12 below. 
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Figure 12: The average number of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) and average 

who do have social recognition (Field 2) of  rural and popular Spanish variants in Mexico City and 

Los Angeles. 
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Figure 13: The distribution of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  rural and 

popular Spanish variants in Mexico City and Los Angeles. 

Figure 13 illustrates the percentage of  participants in Mexico City and Los Angeles who did not 

express social recognition of  the stigmatized value of  the rural and popular Spanish variants. The 

Mexico City participants are representative of  students with some formal instruction in Spanish, 

whereas the participant sample in Los Angeles had none. 

 Among the  fifteen (n=15) variants, 50% or more of  the participants for each site did not 

demonstrate knowledge of  the social value of  twelve (n=12) rural and popular Spanish lexemes. 
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These include quiéramos, dotor, güerfana, muncho, ajuera, dijistes, aigre, polecía, andábanos, quedrá, asina, and 

haiga. The results for comites are interesting because it is the only variant with under 50% of  

participants from all three sites who did not recognize the social stigmatized value. Nadien and semos 

represent similar a percentage of  participants in Los Angeles who lack social recognition of  their 

stigmatized value, but much lower for Mexico City participants. 

4.3. THE INFLUENCE OF MEXICO CITY ON HERITAGE SPEAKERS: ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE 

The results in the following subsections demonstrate the participants’ social recognition of  variables, 

as measured during the first as well as the last month of  their stay in Mexico City—comparing their 

social evaluations during arrival and at departure. The graphs illustrate the number of  participants 

that evaluated each variant within Field 1—no knowledge of  the stigma associated with a variable. A 

decrease in the number of  participants who evaluate a variant within Field 1 demonstrates an 

increase in the awareness of  the stigma associated with the variable; on the other hand, an increase 

in evaluation within Field 1 illustrates a decrease of  social awareness of  the stigmatized variable. A 

comparison with Field 2 is not presented in this section; the categorization of  Field 1 suffices to 

demonstrate change in social recognition between two phases that constitute interviews conducted 

roughly six months apart.  

 The methodology for obtaining the data was similar to the elicitation strategies used during 

arrival—though the departure interviews encompassed various sites, such as restaurants and cafes. 

The findings illustrate a significant change in the evaluative behavior of  rural and popular Spanish 

variants and English loanwords among the participants. It is worth noting that not only did 
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participants have more frequent contact with standard Spanish, but they were also enrolled and 

studied at UNAM for one semester while living in Mexico City for six months. The results illustrate 

these influences. The Education Abroad Program provided participants with ample opportunities to 

become aware of  stigmatized variables and negotiate their social value in sitio.  

 It is interesting that Mexican Spanish colloquialisms did not see the same change in social 

recognition, such as those observed in rural and popular Spanish and English loanwords. 

4.3.1. Rural and popular Spanish 

On average twelve (n=12) participants categorized the variants in Field 1 during arrival and five 

(n=5) during departure; an average of  seven (n=7) participant decrease, represented in Figure 9. 

Figure 14:  The average number of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  rural 

and popular Spanish variants during arrival and departure. 
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Figure 15: The distribution of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  rural and 

popular Spanish variants during arrival and departure. 

Figure 15 above demonstrates the number of  participants who did not express social recognition of  

stigmatized variables at the time of  arrival and at the time of  departure. Among the eighteen (n=18) 

participants nine (n=9) or more increased awareness of  five (n=5) of  the fifteen (n=15), or 33% of  

socially stigmatized variants and eight (n=8) participants demonstrated an increased awareness of  

the stigma associated with another four (n=4) variants. A total of  nine (n=9) variants, or 50% of  

variants evaluated, were nested within Field 1 by at least 45% of  participants (or n=8). These results 
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demonstrates an increase in social recognition of  stigmatized or regional variables for half  of  the 

variants tested. These include muncho (n=15), dijistes (n=12), aigre (n=11), asina (n=10), and polecía 

(n=10) with 50% of  participants and haiga (n=8), comites (n=8), quedrá (n=8), and güerfana (n=8) with 

45% of  participants. In contrast, nadien (n=6), dotor (n=5), semos (n=2), quiéramos (n=1), ajuera (n=0), 

and andábanos (n=0) illustrate only minor differences among the participants. There was a difference 

of  seven (n=7) or 39% of  participants whose social awareness of  variants increased, from an 

average of  twelve (n=12), 67% participants having no knowledge during arrival to five (n=5), or 

28% during departure—a 58% decrease.  

 The rural and popular Spanish variants, ajuera and andábanos, are interesting because they 

maintained the same social recognition between arrival and departure, unlike the majority of  the 

lexemes evaluated. The participants who had no knowledge of  the stigmatized variable changed by 

fourteen (n=14) participants for ajuera and eleven (n=11) for andábanos, respectively; which produced 

zero change. 

4.3.2. Mexican Spanish colloquialisms 

On average ten (n=10) participants evaluated the variants in Field 1 during arrival and eight (n=8) 

during departure, represented in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: The average number of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  Mexican 

Spanish colloquialisms during arrival and departure. 
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Figure 17: The distribution of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  Mexican 

Spanish colloquialisms during arrival and departure. 

Figure 17 above demonstrates the participants’ social recognition at the time of  arrival and at the 

time of  departure. Among the eighteen (n=18) participants nine (n=9) or more demonstrated an 

increased social awareness of  only one (n=1) of  the eight (n=8), or 13% of  socially stigmatized 

variants evaluated. These results demonstrate a significant increase in the social recognition of  only 

one of  the variants tested, ‘bia—represented as a decrease in Field 1 categorization (no social 

recognition). Field 1 decreased by ten (n=10) participants during departure compared to arrival. The 
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variant huevones only saw an increased difference of  four (n=4) participants becoming aware; harta, re 

feo, and pa’ illustrated minor increases in the number of  participants, with differences of  one (n=1) 

for harta, two (n=2) for re feo and two (n=2) for pa’, respectively; whereas either variants patas and tele 

demonstrated no change at all. Interestingly, golpiaron is the only variant that demonstrated a drop in 

participants who are aware of  social stigma, with two (n=2) participants no longer identifying the 

stigmatized variable. On average, two (n=2) or 11% of  participants increased their social awareness 

of  variants, from an average of  ten (n=10), 56% participants having no knowledge during arrival to 

eight (n=8), or 44% during departure. 

 The colloquialism ‘bia represents an interesting finding; unlike the other Mexican Spanish 

colloquialisms, this variant demonstrated a sharp increase among participants who recognized the 

social stigma associated with the variant during departure when compared to arrival. During arrival 

fifteen (n=15) participants did not recognize the social stigmatized value of  the variant, by departure 

that number had been reduced to only five (n=5) participants. 

4.3.3. English loanwords in United States Spanish 

On average eight (n=8) participants evaluated the variants in Field 1 during arrival and three (n=3) 

during departure; an average decrease of  five (n=5) participants, shown below in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: The average number of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  English 

loanwords during arrival and departure. 
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Figure 19: The distribution of  participants who have no social recognition (Field 1) of  English 

loanwords during arrival and departure. 

Figure 19 demonstrates the participants’ social recognition at the time of  arrival and at the time of  

departure. Among the eighteen (n=18) participants nine (n=9) or more showed an increased 

awareness of  only one (n=1) of  the five (n=5), or 20% of  socially stigmatized variants included in 

the questionnaire. These results demonstrate a significant increase in the number of  participants 

who are aware of  stigma associated with only one of  the variants tested—carpeta, with an increase of  

nine (n=9) participants socially recognizing the variant. The variants marqueta, pa’trás, and lonche saw 
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an increase of  six (n=6) for marqueta, five (n=5) for pa’trás, and four (n=4) for lonche, respectively. 

The lexeme cloro illustrated no change, with seventeen (n=17) participants remaining unaware of  the 

social stigma the loanword has in determined social spheres of  monolingual speakers. On average, 

five (n=5) or 28% of  participants increased their social awareness of  the variants evaluated, from an 

average of  eight (n=8), or 44% of  participants having no knowledge during arrival to three (n=3), or 

16% during departure. 

 Among the United States Spanish English loanwords evaluated, the variant cloro did not see 

an increase in the social recognition among participants—seventeen (n=17) participants during 

arrival and the same seventeen (n=17) during departure.  

4.4. DISCUSSION 

The results presented above provide an overview of  the linguistic evaluative behavior of  the 

participants within the first month of  arrival and and last month until departure in Mexico City. 

These findings indicate that speakers have little to no knowledge of  most of  the stigmatized 

variables tested in the social recognition questionnaire on arrival—though this changes to varying 

degrees over time. The social recognition of  these variables changed noticeably during departure 

phase of  the social recognition questionnaire, which represented a span of  six months 

corresponding to the participants’ enrollment at UNAM. In the three linguistic variable categories, 

an average overall increase of  the number of  participants that demonstrated social recognition of  

the stigmatized variables, or decrease of  Field 1 categorization, which denotes no knowledge of  the 

stigmatized social value of  linguistic variants. 
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 In the following subsections I offer a discussion of  these findings with the goal of  

understanding how social recognition is influenced by dialect contact, and more specifically, 

heritage/monolingual speaker contact. Although the participants lack the linguistic social skills 

necessary to maneuver what they expect to be familiar situations, they are able to actively engage 

with the tools available to them in their ethnolingusitic repertoire, and in the end, modify and adapt 

to variable social linguistic norms.  

4.4.1. The typology of  a speech community: Heritage speakers in Mexico City 

Unsurprisingly, on average, more participants had no knowledge of  the social stigma associated with 

a greater number of  rural and popular Spanish variants than they did for Mexican Spanish colloquialisms 

and English loanwords. On average 67% of  participants reported no knowledge of  the stigmatized 

rural and popular Spanish, an 11% difference from the 56% of  participants with no knowledge of  

the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms and a 23% difference from 44% of  participants for English 

loanwords. The participants generally expressed no knowledge of  the social stigma associated with 

rural and popular Spanish variants when compared to English loanwords and Mexican Spanish 

colloquialisms. The English loanwords and Mexican Spanish colloquialisms observed here are used 

broadly in Southwestern United States, all of  which are marked as colloquial, informal, or slang 

among speakers. Mexican Spanish colloquialisms and English loanwords do not only constitute a 

portion of  the speakers’ lexicon, but these also represent the most perceptively salient variables in 

the speech style of  the group. There are many Mexican Spanish colloquialisms that are marked 

within the community as slang and improper use of  Spanish outside of  a colloquial setting. For 

instance, heritage speakers often have a clear notion that patas refers to animal hooves and pies is the 
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“proper” or “correct” word-choice outside of  the home in more formal contexts. Nonetheless, 

speakers often muse about the familiar memories that the word patas invokes, particularly in parent-

child relationships where parents refer to their children feet as patas. These references often times do 

not include the broader, macro-socio value of  the non-standard variant, which heritage speaker have 

limited accessibility due to the infrequent use of  Spanish in diverse settings. The aforementioned is 

reflected in the data collected during the arrival; a greater number of  participants not only reported 

social awareness of  this stigmatized variant but they also recognized its value in the social landscape 

as a colloquialisms restricted to specific contexts—most of  the participants noted that the word was 

slang and should explicitly not be used in formal contexts.  

 The social stigma recognized in patas provides an insight into the linguistic judgement 

presented by speakers. Linguistic variables maintain their broader stigma due to their social 

references, and society’s affect toward the people who use the variable. However, heritage speakers 

do not value linguistic variables similarly; their evaluative behavior and the social recognition of  the 

stigma of  linguistic variants is heavily influenced by the unique experiences of  this population. The 

experiences include the limited and infrequent use of  Spanish, its almost restricted use in the home 

and community. The intimate sites of  Spanish-use among this population shape speakers’ perception 

of  the social value of  the language. The stigma does not necessarily bear the same weight as it 

carries in broader social contexts, due to the unrestricted use of  non-standard Spanish in the United 

States—with the exception of  Spanish classrooms who are restricted by institutions governing 

language-use, and “correct” language.    

 Similarly to patas, harta, re feo, and huevones are marked by speakers of  this speech community, 

though not by many. The participants generally offered formal alternatives while commenting on 

their restricted use in the home, recalling intimate anecdotes of  their use in the community. 
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Although speakers recognized their stigmatized value, it appeared dissimilar to the value registered 

by speakers of  standard Spanish. In contrast, the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms pa’, tele, golpiaron, 

and ’bia  demonstrated a much lower number of  participants who demonstrated social recognition 

of  the social stigma associated with these variants, which can be explained by their general use 

across different Spanish-speaking interlocutors and settings—participants found it more challenging 

to locate the social value of  these variants, immediately acknowledging the lexemes as general 

Spanish. The dichotomy described above is apparent in the following example: the variant pa’, on 

one extreme, was not socially recognized by 94% of  participants compared to patas, which was not 

recognized as a stigmatized variant by only 5% of  participants., The stark contrast is due to the 

social value these lexemes have among the local speech community, and the markedness of  each. 

The use of  pa’ is only perceived as a spoken or oral contraction of  para, whereas patas is weighed 

down by the references of  its informal nature in ways that pa’ is not socially approached. The 

influence of  the community and home cannot be overstated, it is in these social sites that speakers 

establish the social value that will later be negotiated-in-use. In the case of  the Mexican Spanish 

colloquialisms, the influence is palpable, the variants that are used in the community and have 

developed social indexing value represent a greater awareness among participants than variables that 

do not develop a social indexing value for speakers, such as the contraction pa’ for para.  

 Similarly, English loanwords are salient markers among the heritage Spanish-speaking 

population, which is reflected on the average number of  participants that express social recognition 

of  these variants—a total of  56% of  participants, which is greater than 44% for colloquialisms and 

33% for non-standard variants. English loanwords are marked as heritage speaker “additions” or 

“modifications” to Spanish and are often recognized and stigmatized as non-Spanish. In general, the 

participants often categorized variables within one of  three linguistic varieties, English and Spanish, 
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but also the alternative combination of  both, Spanglish. For heritage speakers there is a distinction 

between English, Spanish and Spanglish, and due to these perceived divisions, English loanwords are 

social recognized more frequently than non-standard variants or Mexican Spanish colloquialisms 

because they fall within Spanglish. The strong reservation to recognize English loanwords as 

exclusively Spanish fosters a strong sense of  social awareness of  these variants, and consequently, 

stigma, which can be exacerbated in prescriptive settings—in and out of  the classroom. Among the 

English loanwords, the variants lonche, pa’trás, and marqueta represented a greater number of  

participants with social awareness, which is due to their quick associations as English loanwords. In 

contrast, on average, significantly more participants demonstrated less knowledge of  the variants 

cloro and carpeta as loanwords, which can be explained by the lexemes generalized use by Spanish 

monolingual and heritage speakers alike—cloro is used by many monolingual Spanish speakers to 

refer to bleach instead of  the standard variant, blanqueador; and carpeta is used in Standard Mexican 

Spanish, though when referring to ‘folder’ not the false cognate of  ‘carpet’. 

 The results indicate that at least nine (n=9) or 50% of  participants, as a speech community, 

express no social recognition of  the following fifteen (n=15) rural and popular Spanish variants: 

dotor (100%), quiéramos (100%), güerfana (94%), muncho (89%), ajuera (78%), dijistes (72%), aigre (72%), 

polecía (67%), andábanos (61%), asina (56%), quedrá (56%), and haiga (50%). These findings are not 

intended to shed light on the participants’ production of  these variants, but rather to illustrate the 

social value they associate with them as a speech community—for this group, the aforementioned 

variants do not mark a speaker socially like they do for a speaker of  Mexican Standard Spanish, who 

likely stereotypes speakers who use these forms. The speech community does not accept all non-

standard variants, however, the following variants showed no recognition by under 50% of  

participants, demonstrating an increase in awareness of  the stigmatized variables: comites (44%), 
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nadien (33%), and semos (33%) were socially recognized as stigmatized variables compared to the 

aforementioned. The case of  comites and dijistes is interesting because it shows the acceptance of  an 

alternative non-standard variant over another—dijistes and comites are different non-standard 

conjugations of  the second-person preterite. The speech community has social awareness of  these 

these stigmatized variants, which influences their affection toward the form and subsequent use.  

 A majority of  participants (50% or more) demonstrated no knowledge of  the following five 

(n=5) Mexican Spanish colloquialisms: pa’ (94%), tele (89%), ‘bia (83%), golpiaron (78%), and huevones 

(56%); re feo (39%) followed closely. The variants harta (16%) and patas (5%), however, were 

recognized by most of  the participants. The higher frequency of  social recognition for harta and 

patas demonstrates the informal social status these lexemes have for the speech community; 

participants recognize that these variants are not acceptable linguistic forms in formal contexts and  

thus offered the standard, more formal equivalent for each more often than they did for other 

variants. Similarly to the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms, a higher number of  participants 

recognized the socially stigmatized value of  English loanwords, with the exception of  cloro and 

carpeta, which were not recognized by 94% and 50% of  participants, respectively. The social 

recognition of  stigmatized value for the variants marqueta, pa’trás, and lonche was greater than the 

previous two, only 33% of  participants expressed no knowledge of  marqueta, 28% for pa’trás, and 

22% for lonche. It should be noted that the expectation is that the ideal Standard Mexican Spanish 

speaker will have a social recognition of  stigmatized variables universally, though the reality may very 

well be different across Standard Mexican Spanish speakers. Nevertheless, this theoretical approach 

aids in demonstrating the particular “rhythm” of  evaluative behavior of  this group of  participants 

when compared to a dialectal ideal, essentially approaching variation from a dialectological 

perspective.  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 The social recognition of  the rural and popular Spanish variants comites, semos, and nadien 

during arrival is interesting because speakers immediately rejected them. The participants’ rejection 

often came with correction, noting comistes or comiste for comites; semos for somos; and nadie for nadien. 

However, it should be noted that speakers did not necessarily perceive the stigmatized value of  these 

variants, rather, they rejected the words as “incorrect” Spanish. Conversely, the Mexican Spanish 

colloquialism patas was not quickly rejected and classified as “incorrect” Spanish, but participants 

had a clear idea that the word was slang. The references were rarely to broader social icons for 

speakers who use patas—within monolingual contexts. Speakers referenced personal events, which 

often included the family; the variant is limited to these informal and intimate social settings. 

4.4.2. Heritage speakers in Los Angeles & Mexico City 

The participants in Los Angeles County are very similar to each other and the Mexico City group 

imitates the pattern. In general, heritage speakers—either with no formal education in Spanish 

(diaspora in Los Angeles) and speakers with some formal education (diaspora in Mexico City)—do 

not perceive the social value of  stigmatized variants. When social value was perceived, it represented 

a negative marker that denoted a speaker as uneducated and unknowledgeable of  Spanish grammar. 

Recognition of  the social value for most of  the rural and popular Spanish variants was low, with the 

exception of  comites. The variant comites is interesting because it contrasts its other non-standard 

equivalent, comistes, and the standard comiste. Most speakers did not recognize the stigmatized value of  

dijistes (from the same questionnaire), which indicates that speakers are choosing this variant over the 

comites, or dijites. The lack of  proliferation of  this variant is due to its more rural nature, most 

immigrant populations represent small towns, or pueblos, where the use of  comites, dijites, etc. is 
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limited. On the other hand, comistes and dijistes is common even among working class Spanish 

speakers in larger cities, such as Mexico City. The variants semos and nadien are unique because they 

are not socially recognized by most speakers in the Los Angeles sample, but are by the Mexico City 

participants—a possible explanation is the exposure and formal instruction in Spanish, as is the case 

of  many of  the other non-standard variables observed here. 

4.4.3. Arrival & departure: A comparison 

Language contact is one of  the most effective mechanisms for impulsing linguistic change. The six-

month stay in Mexico City and subsequent enrollment at UNAM demonstrably affected participants’ 

social recognition of  stigmatized variables. The number of  participants with social recognition of  

stigma for non-standard variants decreased by 58%—during arrival 67% of  participants did not 

recognize the stigmatized non-standard variants compared to 28% during departure. The 

participants demonstrated a much less significant decrease among Mexican Spanish colloquialisms, 

with a decrease of  21%—56% of  participants did not social recognize the stigmatized value of  the 

variants compared to 44% during departure. The English loanwords demonstrated the most 

significant decrease, with a 64% change of  participants who did not recognize the stigma associated 

with the variants—from 44% during arrival to 16% during departure.  

 The participants overwhelmingly recognized English loanwords during departure, a 64% 

change; on average 44% did not register the variants stigmatized value during arrival, compared to 

17% during departure. During departure 100% of  participants recognized the stigmatized value of  

four (n=4) of  the five (n=5) variants—marqueta, lonche, carpeta, pa’trás—whereas participants 

demonstrated no change with respect to cloro. The clear change in social recognition of  the 
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stigmatized value of  these lexemes is not surprising when one considers how marked these are in a 

monolingual Spanish context. The marked and stereotype status of  these English loanwords among 

Standard Mexican Spanish speakers is not due to a lack of  loanwords in monolingual dialects, but 

rather, due to the linguistic adaptation of  these loanwords compared to loanwords in those contexts. 

There is no alternative English-loanword equivalent for marqueta, carpeta and pá’trás among Standard 

Mexican Spanish speakers, but there is for lonche, which is lonch. There is a tendency for popular 

dialects to adapt loanwords to respect the phonology of  Spanish, and heritage speakers are no 

exception due to the popular/working-class linguistic base of  the dialects they speak. Nevertheless, 

the lack of  use of  these words by monolingual speakers in Mexico makes them targets for linguistic 

negotiation, the result is that these variables are more salient among the heritage speaker population 

and thus susceptible to change. The lexeme cloro demonstrates this; due to its use across monolingual 

and bilingual populations, the lexeme is not marked and therefore its status not negotiated nearly as 

much as other loanwords, which assimilate little to no change. 

 Similar to the English loanwords, non-standard variants also demonstrated a significant 

change of  58%; on average 67% of  participants did not recognize the stigmatized value of  the 

variants during arrival compared to 28% during departure. The following variants demonstrated the 

most significant changes from arrival to departure, with more than a 50% change: nadien (100%), 

asina (100%), comites (100%), muncho (94%), dijistes (92%), haiga (89%), aigre (85%), polecía (83%), and 

quedrá (80%). The variants güerfana (47%), semos (33%), dotor (28%), and quiéramos (6%) demonstrated 

a much lower percentage change, and ajuera (0%) and andábanos (0%) had no change from arrival to 

departure. The non-standard Spanish variants that underwent the most significant change are also 

words that are most common, which makes them more susceptible to negotiation—similar to the 

English loanwords. 
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 Interestingly, the Mexican Spanish colloquialisms presented only a 21% change overall; from 

56% during arrival to 44% during departure. The fact that Mexican Spanish colloquialisms are in the 

linguistic repertoire of  both bilingual and monolingual speakers creates a situation where these 

variants are not negotiated in the same way as the stigmatized non-standard variants and English 

loanwords; colloquialisms are not marked or stereotyped by monolingual speakers to an extent that 

influences how the participants socially recognize them. The participants maintain a similar pattern 

of  social recognition of  these Mexican Spanish colloquialisms throughout their stay in Mexico City.  

 The rural and popular Spanish variants that represented the least change with regard to the 

social recognition of  its stigmatized value are ajuera and andábanos. In contrast, the other variants 

demonstrated a sharp rise in social recognition—a decrease in Field 1 categorization—of  the rural 

and popular Spanish variants. In Mexico City there are few opportunities to use these variants 

without being marked or stereotyped as uneducated—participants noted that they would be the 

target of  ridicule when using these forms. 

 The significant change of  the informal contraction ‘bia compared to the minute change 

observed in pa’ is interesting and has no clear explanation. The frequency and ubiquity of  pa’ and 

‘bia during during arrival is comparable, however, ‘bia increase in social recognition—represented by 

a decrease in Field 1 categorization—is the result of  the variant’s stigma among monolinguals 

speakers in Mexico City, and subsequent pressure to hypercorrect.  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5 
CHAPTER 5 | LANGUAGE & ETHNIC IDENTITY 

In this chapter I show the social and identity demography that contextualizes Latina/os in the 

United States as a heterogeneous ethnic group in front of  the general population. The social 

landscape that Latina/o-identified communities navigate provides insight into the extra-linguistic 

influences that affect construction of  ethnic identity. An understanding of  the social variables that 

influence the ethnic identity of  Mexicans in the diaspora is critical in order to more thoroughly 

observe the relationship between language and identity. According to Bucholtz & Hall (2004), 

language-use does not reflect speakers’ identity, instead, identity is the outcome of  language-use. For 

instance, the use of  medical jargon does not reflect a medical physician identity, but rather, speakers 

perform a medical physician identity as a product of  language-use (in conjunction with the 

performance of  other social styles, which may include clothing and non-verbal communication). The 

distinction is crucial because it presupposes that identity is not static, it is flexible within the social 

constraints of  the broader society and the local community. This flexibility is dependent on 

speakers’ awareness and access to linguistic resources, including interpretations of  the social 

meaning of  those resources. Bucholtz & Hall (2004) contend that speaker awareness of  the social 

dynamics of  relevant variables gives way to speaker agency over the performance of  identity as a 

product of  language-use—in essence, speakers may manipulate identity with the use of  particular 

linguistic repertoire. As speakers navigate the social landscape they are constantly facing shifting 

interpretations of  linguistic variables, which reflect shifting social attitudes toward a group or groups 
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of  people. As a result, speakers continuously construct and negotiate identities in reaction to shifts 

in the social landscape; this constitutes stylistic practice. It is expected that speakers will negotiate 

the meaning of  social variables relevant in identity in situated actions constituting cultural shocks. In 

these instances, speakers’ social behavior may not fully accomplish the expected outcome in the new 

context, and gives speakers an opportunity to overtly or covertly identify and experiment with 

different resources in order achieve the desired goal. The social variables range from general social 

behavior (fashion and clothing) to subtle yet significant language variants. Often, speakers innovate 

on various linguistic dimensions, including phonetics, phonology, morphology, lexicon, semantics, 

syntax, and pragmatics.  

 In the following sections I will demonstrate how the broader demographic presented first 

influences how speakers use language. The data I obtained to measure this influence is principally 

participant observations, which I gathered throughout my six-month field work in Mexico City. The 

field notes consist of  participant observations of  linguistic experiences with non-standard Spanish 

among the group. The observations took place in a variety of  social contexts, including, restaurants, 

parks, and public means of  transportation like the metro and taxis, etc. (as described in 

Methodology). My field notes and field diary document linguistic interactions that implicated ethnic 

identity, as well as detailed descriptions of  the social contexts that participants explored while in 

Mexico’s capital. In these social contexts, speakers had the opportunity to develop conversations 

with various interlocutors—including program participants and many monolingual speakers of  

standard Spanish who resided in Mexico City.  

 I collected participant observations in a field diary and field notes for all of  the interactions I 

had with the participants; however, I naturally collected significantly more observations from the 

more frequent interactions. Thus, the cases I present below are limited to the one participant whose 
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experience I collected more thoroughly due to our frequent contact. The approach more vividly 

illustrates the shifting notions of  identity in one speaker, which demonstrates the variable roles that 

language plays in identity construction. The selected observations highlight interactions where the 

participant, who I call Adrian for anonymity, depended on newly acknowledged ethnolinguistic 

resources in the construction and negotiation of  ethnic identity. In order to observe this fluid use of  

linguistic variants in identity work, I focused on the use of  non-standard variables, as these are often 

integrated in the negotiation of  ethnic identity due to their sustained social value locally. The 

aforementioned is particularly true among heritage language learners who adamantly assume a 

Mexican identity (like most Mexican-origin heritage speakers) but have also acquired a meta-

linguistic awareness of  non-standard variables and their social value in standard Spanish. A Mexican 

identity, coupled with acquisition of  standard Spanish, and an awareness of  non-standard Spanish 

variables, allows for an analysis of  the interaction between language and identity among this group. 

On one hand standard Spanish develops linguistic proficiency, but on the other, non-standard 

Spanish is riddled with linguistic variants that develop cultural proficiency among heritage speakers. 

In situated actions, speakers negotiate and reconcile these social nuances that shape their attitudes 

toward language form. 

5.1. THE MEXICAN COMMUNITY IN THE UNITED STATES 

The Mexican population has an extensive history in the United States, which has positioned it as the 

most proportionally significant minority group among other ethnic groups in the country. The 

relevance of  the Mexican population—and more broadly the Latina/o community—is evident in 
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the development of  the immigrant group when compared to other historical immigrant populations. 

Although, the Mexican-origin population in the United States amounts to over 35.7 million 

(American Community Survey 2015), the recurrent narrative about the group is a singular immigrant 

experience—either approached positively or negatively. The social standing of  the group is severely 

affected by the recursivity of  negative ideologies regarding the immigrant experience (when and how 

they migrated to the United States), which distorts how the community is perceived by erasing its 

complexity and intra-group heterogeneity. The effects these ideologies have on the Mexican-origin 

community range from harmless nuisances to potentially excruciating burden. For example, the 

prejudice that a person has a strong work ethic for manual labor has minimal effects compared to 

the ideologically motivated perception that immigrants, and particularly Latina/o immigrants, are 

violent criminals, which can potentially elicit defensive behavior that is detrimental to the population. 

The social reaction to the mere perception of  the community can thwart social mobility and hinder 

broader opportunities for the group in lasting ways. It is unarguable that the immigrant experience is 

an exceptional aspect to the population’s common group identity; however, there are cultural 

nuances characteristic of  the group that further illustrate distinct dimensions not suggested in the 

group’s experience with immigration. These dimensions illustrate complexities that resist totalizing 

stereotypes, prejudices and other assumptions about the ethnic group, which can be destructive. The 

result is an appreciation for the cultural diversity and social heterogeneity of  the group; this can have 

wide consequences with potential benefits for members of  the community—in and out of  the 

heritage language classroom.  

 The meaningful cultural icons and norms that influence the ethnic identity of  the select 

group are salient when the social productions of  the shared histories that bind the United States and 

Mexico is explored. Stylistic practice sheds light on the cultural influences affecting language-use in 
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the performance of  ethnic identity; these influences include the use of  particular linguistic variables 

and performing certain in-group behavior. The elements relevant in the construction of  mexicanidad, 

or Mexican identity, are accentuated in language-use. A concrete example of  such an experience is 

the ambient personal ties that members of  the Mexican-origin population in the United States 

sustain with populations residing in Mexico—these include family, friends, as well as other members 

in their social network. These ties are often maintained for years after emigrating Mexico. The 

enduring relationships are facilitated by current advances in technology, which allow populations 

separated geographically to communicate with migrating populations instantaneously and constantly 

using social media as well as other readily accessible and ubiquitous communication services. The 

continuous availability provided by these technologies fosters an ambient intimacy that is similar to 

other personal and physical social relationships. The aforementioned social organization has the 

potential to reveal insights on linguistic mechanisms and other social phenomena. For instance, the 

maintenance of  Spanish in the community among the Mexican diaspora in the United States can 

partially be explained by these ambient relationships. Mexican immigrants do not immediately cut 

their social ties, despite an inability for many to return to their country of  origin. The habitual 

contact nourishes the use of  Spanish by providing a space for Mexicans in the diaspora to interact 

with populations residing in Mexico—a reality that was formerly limited to the communications 

technology and methods that were available at the time. It is likely that the method of  preserving 

these relationships will continue to evolve, which is enabled by the universal availability of  current 

advancements in communications technology. These relationships are remarkable because they offer 

the population in the diaspora an accessible situated site for communication in Spanish—verbal and 

non-verbal.  
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 Relatedly, the complex social organization of  the community can also provide interlocutors 

with ample opportunities to reconcile cultural and social differences between differing perspectives, 

which are influenced by the social approaches to culture and ethnic identity in Mexico and the 

Untied States. The different approaches are likely to prompt speakers to negotiate ethnic identity. 

Negotiating ethnic identity between two groups that approach culture differently, yet identify 

similarly to an ethnic identity, which encompasses cultural and linguistic norms, is revealing. The 

social interactions of  the Mexican diaspora (a community that to the United States) and Mexicans (a 

population that continues to reside in Mexico) provide a distinctive opportunity to observe the 

influence of  cultural norms on language-use. The diaspora often highlight Mexican identity in these 

bicultural exchanges, which represent contrasting cultural interpretations of  social variables that are 

significant to the ethnic identity of  the Mexican diaspora, mexicanidad. More significantly, these 

interactions demonstrate the affinity for a Mexican ethnic identity among the population in the 

diaspora. The affinity persists despite Mexican conceptualizations of  Mexican identity—the diaspora 

strongly identifies with their ancestral country of  origin, Mexico.  

 In the following subsections I describe the general social demographics of  Mexicans in the 

United States as well as provide an overview of  the broader demography of  Mexican identity in the 

diaspora.  

5.1.1. The diaspora in the United States: Demographics, cultural expression, and socioeconomic status 

The Mexican community in the United States constitutes a diaspora with a considerable population. 

The term diaspora, which was first used to describe the biblical dispersion of  Jews in Israel, can be 

loosely defined as the dispersion ethnic groups—people who share culture, religion or language—to 
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a geographic region other than their place of  origin. The Mexican population in the United States is 

Mexico’s most consequential community in the diaspora, which is unsurprising given that Mexicans 

have principally immigrated to the United States. The extensive immigration history between the two 

countries can be traced to before the annexation of  Mexican territory to the United States after the 

signing of  the Treaty of  Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, which ended the Mexican-American War 

(1846-1848). Due to this history, migration between the countries is common. However, it is 

noteworthy that Mexican migrant populations maintain intimate ties with relationships that continue 

to reside in Mexico. The Mexican population in the diaspora continues to to preserve economic and 

personal commitments to their country of  origin. The group provides overwhelming financial 

support in the form of  remittances, which often becomes a necessary or even primary source of  

dependable income for the population in Mexico. The diaspora in the United States provides nearly 

95% of  all remittances in Mexico; these have increased year over year (Banco de México 2017). The 

reality is that there is a social, economic, and bicultural exchange in the United Starts and Mexico, 

and these help maintain culturally meaningful identity among the diaspora. Mexicans in the United 

Sates have deep-rooted ties to Mexico that inspire these consequential exchanges; particular in 

language-use, which is highly susceptible to these nuances. 

 The group’s intimate relationship to Mexico can potentially influence language-use directly, 

and by extension ethnic identity. For example, the relationships that the population in the diaspora 

maintain are often very personal and idiosyncratic; their influence manifests as a latent longing and 

nostalgia for Mexico—the country, the people, the language, and the food. These social variables 

acquire ethnolinguistic value for the social enterprise that is the construction and negotiation of  

ethnic identity in the United States. Notably, the nostalgia is not exclusive to first generation 

immigrants, it also encompasses later immigrant generations who may have never lived or even 
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visited the country. The passion among the diaspora for tangible contemporary cultural expressions, 

such as music, art, and television is palpable in heavily Mexican-influenced locations. Interestingly, 

many members of  the diaspora adopt these contemporary expression even if  they never lived in 

Mexico; illustrating its social value. The favorable attachment toward Mexican culture cannot be 

overstated, it is a commanding force that supports the population’s conservation of  the use of  

Spanish in the home and among the community as a significant cultural expression. Spanish plays an 

essential role among the vast Mexican diaspora in the United States because it is synonymous with 

the population and its identity. Language, and specifically Spanish, is also the site in which the 

stylistic practice of  constructing and negotiating mexicanidad is salient due to its relevance to the 

group’s identity. According to the Pew Research Center (2012), although an overwhelming 87% of  

Spanish speakers believe immigrants need to learn English in order to succeed in the country; most 

(95%) Spanish-speaking adults believe it is important for future generations to be able to speak 

Spanish. The affinity toward the language due to the strong Mexican cultural influence is crucial to 

understanding the community.  

 According to the Migration Policy Institute’s 2015 report for the Rockefeller Foundation-

Aspen Institute Diaspora Program (RAD), there are approximately 23.3 million first generation 

Mexican immigrants and their children currently living in the United States. These figures are 

conservative, the inclusion of  third and later generations would raise these figures by another 12.4 

million. The 2015 American Community Survey estimates the total Mexican-origin population at 

35.7 million—the most substantial Latina/o group in terms of  population size. The current size of  

the population is attributed to various periods of  large migration from Mexico to the United States. 

Among these are: the migrations during the struggle for Mexican independence, the Mexican 

revolution, the United States-funded bracero labor program in the twentieth century, and more 
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recently, as a consequence of  the relentless violence stemming from the country’s ongoing drug 

conflict. These migrations have not only accelerated the population increase, but they have also 

contributed to the proportional expansion of  the Mexican-origin population in the United States 

when compared to other foreign-born groups. In 2015, Mexicans in the diaspora accounted for 

63.3% (or 35.7 million) of  the United States’ Latina/o population—the largest share for ethnic 

groups of  any origin. Recently, the proportion of  Mexicans among Latina/os peaked in 2008, when 

the proportion of  the population reached an all-time high of  65.7%. The recent modest decline is 

primarily the effect of  more rapid population growth among other non-Mexican Latina/o groups 

and to an overall decrease in immigration from Mexico (Pew Research Center 2016). In addition, the 

decline is also influenced by many members of  the diaspora choosing to return to Mexico. Despite 

recently declines, the population remains substantial, and together with a heterogenous 

demographic, they undoubtedly produce bilateral cultural exchanges that have lasting effect—

linguistically and otherwise.  

 The social reality for United States Latina/o, and the Mexican diaspora specifically, is that 

there is bicultural influence from both the United States and Mexico. Language-use reflects these 

cultural influences, it particularly informs the identity that is performed linguistically. Luján (2017) 

describes a cultural exchange among the Mexican immigrant population that encourages a bilateral 

process that embraces both an Americanization and a Mexicanization of  cultural expression among 

the diaspora. She argues that culture is influenced bilaterally in contact situations. The cultural 

exchange that Luján outlines is especially prominent among the second and later generations in the 

diaspora, whose members are social agents, and “ambassadors”, of  both the United States and 

Mexican cultural expressions. The bicultural exchange is facilitated by a strong sense of  ethnic 

community, which allows for the maintenance of  significant cultural norms among the group. 
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Cultural expressions made salient in this process can either be elevated, and broadly adopted, or be 

rejected altogether by the community.  

 In the United States, for instance, Spanish plays an important role in the conceptualization 

of  Mexican culture among diaspora in the United States; its central role in cultural expression 

preserves it as the language of  choice in a variety of  social settings in which ethnic identity is 

highlighted, or performed. The primary reason that Spanish is socially valuable in identity work is its 

elevation as a marker of  cultural authenticity among the select community, which allows for in-group 

cultural expression and ethnic identity performance. The general use of  Spanish in the United States, 

and its elevation as a cultural marker, is significant because the language is generally not socially 

prestigious in the United States. It is neither supported by institutions as more than transitional nor 

is its use advanced broadly in society despite the sizable population that uses it. On the contrary, 

Spanish often indexes stereotypes and other detrimental ideologies about Latina/os. In 2008, Newt 

Gingrich, then Republican presidential candidate, notoriously spoke of  English as the language of  

the future while passionately delegating Spanish the language of  the “ghetto”. Despite the lack of  

institutional and broad social support, the language is frequently used in various communities in the 

diaspora. The use that arises out of  necessity—especially among recent immigrants—motivates 

other social uses for the language among members of  the local community. Spanish can form part 

of  an ethnolingusitic repertoire that indexes Mexican cultural identity in its in-group use. The use of  

Spanish as an authentic Mexican cultural expression is problematic for speakers with limited 

proficiency in the language; these members of  the community don’t cease to perform mexicanidad, if  

they wish they rely on other social cues that index the ethnic identity. Identity, after all, is a 

performative combination of  verbal and non-verbal styles situated in social interaction.  
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 It is worth noting that Mexicans in the United States diaspora do not enjoy similar prestige 

and social standing across the country. The prestige of  an ethnic group with a distinctive linguistic 

variety has consequential effects over the linguistic style of  the speakers of  other varieties of  the 

language. The social standing of  the Mexican community compared to other Latina/o communities 

is locally-dependent, differing between regions. Mexicans in the diaspora are heterogenous. The 

history of  a particular region determines how formidable the ethnic group will be in the area, which 

ultimately includes their cultural and social production. For instance, Mexicans have always lived in 

what became the state of  California after the annexation of  the Southwest with the signing of  the 

Treaty of  Peace, Friendship, Limits and Settlement between the United States of  America and the 

Mexican Republic, commonly known as the Treaty of  Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. The Treaty 

ended the Mexican-American War (1846-1848), but the relationship between the two countries 

persisted. The extensive history between the two countries lays the foundation for the diaspora to 

retain abundant Mexican cultural and social norms, and Americanizing others, while living in the 

United States.  

 The degree of  cultural preservation and development depends on a particular location’s 

history . In the United States, the Mexican population is broadly dispersed, which provides an 7

opportunity for a wide range of  variable bicultural productions in communities with prominent 

Mexican populations. These regions broadly include the states of  California, Texas, Illinois and 

Arizona; these states are densely permeated with Mexican cultural norms. The degree of  influence is 

proportional to the considerable populations living in the respective states, which can be more 

pronounced within smaller municipalities that are dense with a Mexican population. According to 

the US Census (2010), the following six metropolitan statistical areas are home to the largest 

 this is true of  other Latina/o communities in the diaspora living in the United States.7
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Mexican-origin communities in the United States diaspora, each of  which amass populations of  over 

one million. In California these include the Los Angeles-Long Beach area, leading with a population 

of  4.5 million, followed by 1.7 million in Riverside-San Bernardino area. In Texas, there is the 

Houston-Brazoria area and Dallas-Fort Worth area with 1.5 million each. In the state of  Illinois, the 

statistical area of  Chicago has a population of  1.4 million. Finally, the city of  Phoenix in Arizona 

with a 1.1 million. Although these metropolitan statistical areas represent the most substantial 

Mexican populations in the diaspora, their proportion to other Latina/o groups is dependent on the 

particular area. As such, the metropolitan area with the highest concentration of  the Latina/o 

community originating in Mexico is Phoenix, AZ (91.4%); followed by Riverside-San Bernardino, 

CA (88.6%); Dallas-Fort Worth, TX (84.6%); Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA (79.3%); Chicago, IL 

(79.2%); and lastly Houston-Brazoria, TX (78.8%).  

 There are niches across the country with inevitably denser Mexican-heritage populations 

than the already considerable numbers described above in the overview of  the larger metropolitan 

statistical areas. The Brownsville-Harlingen-San Benito, TX—a statistical area where Mexicans in the 

diaspora consist of  97% of  the total Latina/o community—is the most concentrated, for example. 

This statistical area is followed by Fresno, CA and El Paso, TX, both with 95%, respectively (US 

Census 2010). The data is impressive, and no doubt provides evidence that supports the population’s 

Mexicanization of  United States American culture (at minimum within these localities), but it also 

alludes to the reality that there are even denser niches within the larger statistical areas. These smaller 

and denser niches represent communities with even greater concentration than the statistical area 

might represent as a whole. The higher concentrations in these niches are possible because of  the 

strong historical ties that influence the population and its considerable proportions. These 

appreciable populations foster unity among in-group members, which further reinforces cultural 
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norms and attracts new immigration. When new migrants enter the United States, they gravitate 

toward Latina/o-dense cultural, social, and economic city centers. Consequently, migration 

exacerbates the community’s already dense concentrations, which further strengthens ethnic unity 

and provides the community with potentially fresh perspectives on identity as well as new resources 

for its negotiation—linguistic or otherwise. The movement of  immigration also facilitates the 

incorporation of  contemporary cultural norms, which supports a maintenance of  cultural ties to 

modern-day Mexico. The demographic data sheds light on the prevalence of  the community while 

also demonstrating why the Mexican diaspora and its cultural productions are favored socially at the 

local level. Subsequently, the size and proportion of  the population is influential to the cultural 

prestige and generalization of  linguistic and non-linguistic norms across the speech community. 

 For example, the Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA metropolitan statistical area is home to a 

smaller city niche that is significantly more concentrated compared to the already sizable population 

in the statistical area as a whole. The city of  Lynwood in Southeast Los Angeles, occupying a small 

area of  just under five square miles, has a total population of  70 thousand. According to the US 

Census (2010), the Latina/o community amounts to above 95% of  the total population and is home 

to a considerable Mexican-origin population. The Mexican population in Lynwood constitutes 84% 

of  the total city’s population (US Census 2010), a proportionally more significant sum—both visibly 

and audibly—when compared to the overall general (and Latina/o) population across Los Angeles 

County. Accordingly, there are tangible cultural productions throughout this city that brilliantly 

epitomize the cultural influence of  the dense Mexican population in the region. The iconic shopping 

center, Plaza México, is an unmistakable representation of  Mexican cultural expression in the 

diaspora. The shopping center boasts the architecture and cultural experience of  a typical plaza at 

the center of  an ordinary Mexican pueblo, or town. The architecture of  Plaza México in Lynwood is 
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Spanish colonial, which is appreciated across rural Mexico. The plaza also houses a number of  

Mexican restaurants while also hosting many relevant cultural events for the local community, most 

of  which hare centered around Mexican culture. The combination of  functionality and cultural 

familiarity continues to draw more visitors to Plaza México, and to the city of  Lynwood.   

Figure 20: Kiosko en Plaza México, Lynwood CA, by Armando Guerrero Jr.; November 14 2015 

As shown in Figure 20, the plaza convincingly reproduces a traditional kiosko, as well as other 

architectural icons that are characteristic in small towns and villages across Mexico—where most of  
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the working-class Mexican immigrant population in the United States originates. Evidently, the 

diaspora preserves a strong affinity toward familiar Mexican architectural cues, in the design and 

function of  the cities they govern and where they also live (such as the city of  Lynwood). The plaza 

also integrates elements that are characteristic of  larger cities, but recognized throughout Mexico, 

such as a replica of  Mexico City’s iconic Ángel de la Independencia, or Independence Angel. 

 

Figure 21: Ángel de la Independencia en Plaza México, Lynwood CA, by Armando Guerrero Jr.; 

November 14 2015 
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Figure 21 shows the replica of  the architectural urban icon, the Ángel de la Independencia. The 

structure is noteworthy because the vast majority of  working-class Mexican immigrants in the 

United States originate in rural and popular Mexico, seldom are they from larger cities. The 

combination of  culturally significant urban and rural iconography demonstrates the progress and 

adaptation that the Mexican diaspora make in an urban center such as Los Angeles, while still 

maintaining deep-rooted ties to the Mexico they remember. The result, what Parodi (2011) terms a 

“rur-urban” community that fuses rural and urban social qualities, linguistic and non-linguistic. The 

unique mixture of  rural and urban elements cultivates a rururban cultural environment, a perceptible 

manifestation of  rural migrants now living in large metropolises. 

 The city of  Lynwood is demonstrably a prime example of  Mexican immigrants establishing 

an impressive social enclave in the United States in which their history, culture, and identity is at the 

forefront. Although these niches often ease the transition migrants must face when entering the 

country, they do not translate to broad socioeconomic success for community. The Mexican 

diaspora in the United States is disadvantaged socioeconomically compared to other immigrant 

groups. Mexicans in the diaspora have the lowest levels of  educational attainment and household 

income, as well as the second-lowest rate of  employment among other diaspora groups studied by 

the Migrant Policy Institute (2015). In the same study, of  the total Mexican-origin population, 51% 

(age 25 or older) completed high school, compared to 87% for the total general population in the 

United States. Relatedly, only 6% (age 25 or older) held a bachelor’s degree as the highest academic 

credential held, compared to 20% of  the general United States population. The attainment of  

advanced degrees (master’s, advanced professional, or PhD) is only 2% compared to 11% of  the US 

population as a whole. There are improvements in educational attainment between first and second 

immigrant generations: 58% of  the first generation is likely to not have a high school education 
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compared to only 22% of  the second generation, similarly only 5% of  the first generation has a 

bachelor’s degree compared to 12%. Among the second generation 4% percent hold an advanced 

degree and among the first generation only 1% (Migration Policy Institute 2015). According to a 

2015 educational attainment study by the Washington DC-based research group ¡Excelencia in 

Education!, only 1% of  all PhDs awarded between 2002 and 2013 were earned by Latina/o adults 

while representing 4% of  the university professoriate, though 20% of  the US population is between 

the ages of  18 and 44.  

 Additionally, households that are headed by members of  the Mexican diaspora have a lower 

median annual income than United States households overall: $36,000 compared to $50,000. On the 

other end of  the socioeconomic gamut, only 3% of  households have annual incomes that exceed 

$140,000, the threshold for the top 10% of  United States households. Among the 15 groups in the 

RAD diaspora profile reported by the Migration Policy Institute (2015), Mexican and Ethiopian 

diaspora households are least likely to have annual incomes in the top decile of  United States 

income distribution. These data translate to lower quality employment among the population; 

members of  the diaspora were in professional or managerial occupations at a rate lower than the 

general United States labor force, 11% compared to 31%. 

 The community’s history, cultural expression, and socioeconomic demographics shape the 

ethnic identity of  the group by establishing a distinct otherness. Due to this perceived social 

distinction, the context produces ideologies that are then indexed in stylistic practice; speakers 

construct, negotiate, and challenge conflicting ideologies in situated social interactions. In essence, 

the social context in which they are socialized influences their linguistic choices, particularly with 

regard to identity.  
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5.1.2. Latina/o in the diaspora & ethnic identity 

In the early 1970s, the government of  then-President Richard Nixon, adopted the term “Hispanic” 

as an all encompassing ethnic category for populations originating in Latin America and Spain. The 

US Census at the time primarily relied on the following limited categories to monitor these group: 

“Spanish-Americans", "Spanish-speaking Americans", or "Spanish-surnamed Americans”, as well as 

the use of  an extended form where individuals opted for labels of  nationality. The incorporation of  

the pan-ethnic term in the 1980 Census was the result of  a number of  years where Mexican-

Americans and other Latina/o organization lobbied the United States congress. At the time, tracking 

the socioeconomic tendencies of  these groups was inconsistent and elusive, the use of  “Hispanic” 

to denote the population was beneficial to this enterprise. Later in 1997, the government also 

adopted the term Latino due to its more extensive use in the western United States, compared to the 

eastern part of  the country which preferred Hispanic. By the time the 2000 US Census was 

administered, the identifiers included Spanish/Hispanic/Latino. These terms have always aroused 

debate, though their inclusion is beneficial among Latino communities who could now be accounted 

for in demographic data of  the United States.  

 Remarkably, these pan-ethnic terms have not been fully embraced by the population and are 

consequently seldom used among members of  the community. A 2011 National Survey of  Latinos 

(NSL), conducted for the Pew Research Center by Social Science Research Solutions (SSRS) between 

November 9 and December 7, 2011, focuses on Latina/os’ ethnic identity, behaviors, views about 

social issues, and language use. The respondents of  the survey were randomly selected and include a 

nationally illustrative sample of  1,220 Latina/o adults, representing all 50 states and the District of  

Columbia. In the survey, a majority (51%) of  respondents said that they principally identified with 
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their family’s country of  origin—opting to use such terms as Mexican, Salvadoran, Puerto Rican, 

Cuban or Dominican. Inversely, only 24% of  respondents to the survey preferred the pan-ethnic 

labels “Hispanic” or “Latino"; and the remaining 21% of  respondents said they would use the term 

“American” to describe themselves, a percentage that, unsurprisingly, raises to 40% among those 

born in the diaspora. Across Latina/o subgroups, the less educated and Spanish dominant are more 

likely than the more educated and English dominant to use the family’s country of  origin to describe 

their ethnic identity. The survey data indicates that 63% of  Spanish-dominant Latina/os prefer to 

use their family’s country of  origin to describe themselves ethnically; and 57%, nearly as many 

Latina/os with less than a high school diploma, say the same. In contrast, 33% of  the English-

dominant Latina/o say they call describe their ethnic identity as their family’s country of  origin. 

Generally, Spanish dominance and fluency corresponds to individual affinity toward the heritage, 

and subsequent desire to self-identify with the family’s country of  origin. Notably, it is also Spanish-

dominant Latina/o and those with less than a high school diploma that use the terms 

 As a whole, Latina/o populations acknowledge their heterogeneity compared to other 

minority groups; 69% of  survey respondents don’t perceive significant cultural similarities whereas 

only 29% do. Among college-educated Latina/os, 74% say Latina/os in the United States constitute 

many different cultures, while just 25% say they share a common culture. These results are similar 

among the foreign born (71% versus 27%), the Spanish dominant (70% versus 28%), and Mexican-

origin Latina/o (67% versus 30%). Even among those who are were born in the United States with 

US-born parents, nearly twice as many say United States Latina/os have many different cultures as 

say they share a common culture—62% versus 36%. Nonetheless, the intrinsic heterogeneity does 

not imply that there is no unity among the members of  the community, even while they represent a 

diverse variety of  Spanish-speaking countries. In fact, the evaluation of  social behavior is similar 
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across Latina/o populations, particularly the affection toward Spanish, which is characteristic of  the 

group. The respondents of  the same survey expressed a strong, and shared connection to the 

Spanish language. Not only do 82% of  Latina/o adults say they speak Spanish, an impressive 95% 

agree that it is important for future generations to continue to speak it. Despite the higher use of  

English and lower use of  Spanish among later generations, the use of  Spanish persists among the 

third generation. The use of  Spanish encompasses most daily activities such as listening to music, 

watching television or even thinking; it is clear from the survey data that significant shares of  third 

generation Latina/os use Spanish (Pew Research Center 2011). 

 The views representative of  the group as a whole are influential to individual speakers’ 

stylistic practice and self-positioning on the social landscape. When speakers forge the linguistic and 

non-linguistic expression of  their own identities, broader tendencies in society become central. 

These tendencies, or normative behavior shaped by ideology, are either advanced in the process of  

ideological recursivity or challenged through the innovative use of  social markers.  

5.2. QUESTIONNAIRE FINDINGS: ETHNIC IDENTITY AMONG HERITAGE SPEAKERS 

In anticipation of  the sociolinguistic interview, I asked participants to offer a response to ten (n=10) 

questions that inquired about Mexican ethnic identity, shown in Table 4 below (see Appendix 2). 
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Table 4: The ethnic identity questions in the biographical information sheet. 

The participants recorded their responses on a on a 7-point likert scale; their responses, shown in 

Figure 22 below, were condensed as follows: a rating of  1 to 3 represented disagreed, a rating of  4 

represented neutral, and a rating between 5 to 7 represented agreed. 

Figure 22: Participant responses to questions on ethnic identity in biographical information sheet. 

Q# Question

2 To be Mexican you have to be born in Mexico

3 To be Mexican one of  your parents has to be born in Mexico

4 To be Mexican you have to speak Spanish

5 Someone born in the United States can be Mexican

6 Mexicans in the United States are likable

7 Mexicans in Mexico are likable

8 Mexicans in Mexico City are likable

9 Mexicans have a favorable view of  people from the United States
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The data presented in Figure 22 serve as the starting point from which the participants navigate their 

performance of  ethnic identity outside of  the formal setting of  an interview. The table represents 

their recorded responses. These are particularly productive during the participant observations 

presented in this chapter. The participants responded the questions in Table 4 as follows: Question 

1 asked “have you met a Mexican national before coming to Mexico”, all eighteen (n=18) 

participants answered yes. Question 2 asked “to be Mexican you have to be born in Mexico”, (n=14) 

disagreed, two (n=2) were neutral, and two (n=2) agreed. Question 3 asked “to be Mexican one of  

your parents has to be born in Mexico”, nine (n=9) disagreed, three (n=3) were neutral, and six 

(n=6). Question 4 asked “to be Mexican you have to speak Spanish”, eleven (n=11) disagreed, three 

(n=3) were neutral, and four (n=4) agreed. Question 5 asked “someone born in the United States 

can be Mexican”, one (n=1) disagreed and seventeen (n=17) agreed. Question 6 asked “Mexicans 

in the United States are likable”, one (n=1) disagreed, ten (n=10) were neutral, and eight (n=8) 

agreed. Question 7 asked “Mexicans in Mexico are likable”, one (n=1) disagreed, six (n=6) were 

neutral, and eleven (n=11) agreed. Question 8 asked "Mexicans in Mexico City are likable”, two 

(n=2) disagreed, six (n=6) were neutral, and ten (n=10) agreed. Finally, Question 9 asked “Mexicans 

have a favorable view of  people from the United States”, six (n=6) disagreed, seven (n=7) were 

neutral, and five (=5) agreed.  

 It is interesting to note that the participants’ responses demonstrate that mexicanidad is not 

geographically restricted to Mexico. The majority, or 78%, does not agree that Mexicans are only 

born in Mexico, 94% agrees that someone born in the United States can be Mexican. Roughly half, 

or 50%, disagreed that in order to be Mexican one of  your parents must have been born in Mexico, 
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whereas only 33% agreed and 17% were neutral. When asked if  Mexicans in the United States, 

Mexico, and Mexico City are likable, participants made minor distinctions, rating all three groups 

similarly—mostly agreeing or remaining neutral. Notably, 61% disagrees that in order to be Mexican 

you have to speak Spanish, only 22% agreed and 17% were neutral. In general, participants did not 

have a consensus on whether Mexicans had a favorable view of  people from the Untied States; 33% 

disagreed, 37% were neutral, and 30% agreed.  

 The responses to the above questions shed light on the motivation to manifest particular 

social behavior. Specifically, the data illustrates the participants’ overwhelming affinity toward 

mexicanidad; this affinity will be influential in the observations presented in the following subsection, 

where ethnic identity is central to heritage speakers’ language use in Mexico.  

5.3. PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS: STYLISTIC PRACTICE AMONG HERITAGE SPEAKERS 

The participant observations are an integral part of  the dissertation because they shed light on 

variable ways that heritage speakers position themselves linguistically on the social landscape. When 

speakers use non-standard language (unexpected language) in settings where standard language is the 

norm (expected language), linguistic and social differences are highlighted; these differences have the 

potential for use in identity work, or stylistic practice, due to their revealing nature. As Bucholtz & 

Hall (2004) explain, identity is most salient when people are least similar—linguistically or otherwise.  

Stylistic practice illustrates the social cues that influence speakers’ language-use, and subsequent 

identity. The language speakers choose and use to construct identity is what Benor (2010) describes 

as the ethnolingusitic repertoire. 
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 In the following subsections, I present select examples of  one of  the eighteen (n=18) 

participants,; these cases showcase distinct social interactions where language and identity are 

implicated. I limited my observations to non-standard language and mexicanidad as ethnic identity. I 

documented these interactions in my field notes across a six-month stay in Mexico City—the 

duration of  the education abroad program in 2014. The examples I present highlight the role of  

Spanish fluency, the use of  non-standard Spanish, and the role of  English in the construction of  

ethnic identity among the participants. The use or lack of  Spanish-use is used as a measure of  ethnic 

authenticity among some participants, as demonstrated below. Language-use of  non-standard 

Spanish is also used to reinforce the speech community’s shared sense of  ethnic identity, shifting the 

role that stigmatized language plays in settings where standard Spanish is preferred. And varieties of  

English are curiously used as ethnic identity markers of  mexicanidad, a direct consequence of  the 

proliferation of  specifically Mexican American culture in the diaspora.  

 These results are consequential as they demonstrate the social value of  non-standard 

linguistic variables to heritage speakers in the diaspora as a result of  their passionate affinity to the 

ethnic identity of  their cultural heritage.  

5.3.1. Spanish fluency: continuum to totalizing social category 

Although participants acknowledged in their responses that it is not necessary to speak Spanish in 

order “to be” Mexican, Spanish fluency continues to play a significant role in delineating ethnic 

identity among heritage speakers. The specific role that Spanish fluency plays is as variable and 

elusive as the linguistic proficiency among these select speakers. A Pew Research Center (2012) 

demographic exposé of  Latina/os in the United States found that Spanish is important to the 
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identity fo the group. Naturally, distinct linguistic forms then have the potential to be identified and 

used in the performance of  identity, where style is used as a means to index social cues, and thus 

construct identity. The resources used in this process include include a variation of  phonology, 

morphology, lexicon, semantics, syntax, and pragmatics. Among Latina/o communities in the 

United States, particular use of  Spanish can specify ethnic identity and cultural heritage, which 

exemplifies the heterogeneity and complexity of  the community as a whole. For instance, Bailey 

(2000) identified the use of  specific varieties of  both Spanish and English to index a Dominican 

identity among young black Dominican Americans—among the variables are characteristically 

Dominican lexical items. The study demonstrates speakers use language in variable ways to perform 

desired ethnic identities. As such, language fluency and expressive fluidity is uniquely remapped to a 

continuum of  ethnic authenticity—more fluency or perceived linguistic fluidity is likened to a more 

authentic ethnic identity, conversely, a lack of  fluency amounts to a weakened authenticity. A 

metalinguistic awareness of  this continuum of  authenticity serves as a commanding impulse for 

heritage speakers to immerse in the heritage language. The participants often referenced a desire for 

more fluency as a primary reason for studying abroad during the arrival interview and throughout 

the duration of  the program. The group is passionate about their decision to study in Mexico over 

studying in other programs offered by their university; the passion stems from the cultural familiarity 

of  Mexico, which is unsurprising given the cultural influence in the United States, particularly in the 

enclaves discussed earlier. In general, the participants were inspired to travel and study in Mexico for 

similar reasons. They remarked that living in Mexico will support their efforts to attain a more 

authentic ethnic identity; in order to reach this goal, it was necessary to aspire to greater intimacy to 

the culture, the language, and its people. The expectation is that Mexicans in the diaspora do not 

need to justify a Mexican ethnic identity, but rather polish an inherent ethnic identity. These are 
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among the varied ideological that influence heritage speakers to study abroad—observing that both 

linguistic and cultural ideologies play central roles. 

 Case 1, presented in the following excerpt, is from a transcript of  the first sociolinguistic 

interview with Adrian , a self-identified Mexican American participant. In the excerpt, Adrian 8

defends the notion that speaking better Spanish makes him a better, or more authentic, Mexican. It is 

clear that Adrian approaches the interaction from a perspective that challenges local notions in 

Mexico about identity and Spanish fluency.    

(1) Sociolinguistic interview, Adrian on language fluency (my translation)

01 Armando: ¿Por qué decidiste estudiar en el extranjero?
    Why did you decide to study abroad? 
 
02 Adrian: Quería tener la experiencia de vivir en otro
    I wanted to experience living elsewhere 
 
03 lado y aprender cosas diferentes
    and learn different things 

04 Armando: ¿Y por qué escogiste México?
    And why did you choose Mexico? 

05 Adrian: Era fácil escoger México porque soy mexicano 
    It was easy choosing Mexico because I’m Mexican 

06 pero quiero hablar mejor el español y también
    but I want to better my Spanish and also 

07 conocer mejor mi cultura
    get to know my culture better 

08 Armando: Ya hablas español muy bien
    You already speak Spanish very well 

09 Adrian: Sí, lo sé, al menos mejor que mis amigos 

 In order to maintain the participant’s privacy and anonymity, I changed his name to Adrian.8
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    Yes, I know, at least better than my Mexican friends 

10 mexicanos pero todavía no hablo un español 
    but I still don’t speak a correct Spanish 

11 correcto como lo hablan aquí
    like they speak it here 

Case 1 illustrates that Adrian wants to “correct” or “better” his Spanish in order to “become” more 

acquainted with what he strongly believes is also his culture and heritage, which originates in Mexico 

(lines 06,07). The excerpt shows how the speaker remaps language to validate, but more specifically 

to authenticate a Mexican ethnic identity on a continuum, which would enable his own ethnic 

identity to evolve, rather than to adopt a new ethnic identity. The speaker demonstrates his assumed 

Mexican identity as a starting point that he wishes to develop; acknowledging the lack of  

monolingual fluency as a deficiency in that identity. He also immediately rejects a gringx or 

norteamericanx identity altogether, noting his parents’ heritage. The linguistic ideology that 

monolingual fluency is a necessary component for authentic ethnic identity substantiates the  

influence ideologies in the United States, such as the “monoglot” Standard ideology, have over 

language-use in diverse contexts (Silverstein 1996). These ideological influences guide speakers, 

overtly and covertly, to standardize their production of  Spanish; the goal of  this linguistic behavior 

is to more effectively express a Mexican ethnic identity. However, these ideologies are problematized 

in situated actions that highlight ideological differences and approaches.  

 In the case above, Adrian highlights a linguistic ideology, which establishes the belief  that 

monolingual Spanish fluency corresponds to an authentic Mexican ethnic identity. Consequently, the 

use of  multilingual languages or non-standard variables is heavily stigmatized, and perceived as 
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counterproductive to the present social goals. Case 1 demonstrates the manifestation of  these 

ideologies that are steadfast in the United States. Adrian is an example of  a heritage Spanish speaker 

that motivated to study abroad in Mexico and subsequently immerse himself  in the study of  Spanish 

with the purpose of  assimilating a more authentic ethnic identity. Uniquely, the speaker is not 

seeking to now establish a Mexican identity, as a United States American, but rather, wishes to 

enhance an already present Mexican identity by increasing the use of  Spanish fluency. This affection 

toward Spanish and its role in constructing ethnic identity was common among the participants. 

Latina/o heritage Spanish speakers in the United States acquiesce to the role that Spanish plays in 

assuming and performing a Mexican ethnic identity more thoroughly. This sentiment toward 

language fluency sheds light on the linguistic ideologies that guide the behavior in the first place. The 

strong, though not absolute, emphasis on language for expressing and performing mexicanidad as 

conceptualized by the heritage speakers in the program is evident. Linguistic ideologies play a critical 

role in the formation and negotiation of  ethnic identity among this select group, encompassing 

ideologies on linguistic fluency and proficiency, standard and non-standard language, and bilingual 

influence, among others. Consequently, this ideologically influenced conceptualization of  mexicanidad 

motivates speakers to action; the participants in the study are an example, as they chose enroll in a 

language immersion program in order to become more fluent and subsequently perform an 

increasingly more authentic Mexican identity.  

 It is worth noting that in the early weeks of  the program, rural and popular linguistic 

variables did not play a significant role in negotiating identity; these variables were activated much 

later in the program as speakers’ recognition of  their social value was more generalized. The limited 

social recognition of  non-standard variables also restricts the social flexibility speakers have in 

constructing identity, access to ethnolinguistic resources is indispensable in stylistic practice. The 
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transcripts of  the first sociolinguistic interview reveal how the language production is 

characteristically heritage Spanish with regard to non-standard variables among the participants. The 

social recognition questionnaires also demonstrated that the social recognition of  their stigmatized 

value was relatively unimportant among the group during the arrival phase of  the interviews. In 

particular, Adrian had no social recognition of  the stigmatized value for most of  the non-standard 

variables, similar to the other members of  the program, or speech community. As a result, these 

variables had limited use in identity work at this time; they did not play an active role in the 

performance of  ethnic identity. The awareness of  these variables allowed speakers to actively engage 

the relevant variants and use the social indexes in the construction of  identity, which constitutes 

stylistic practice. English loanwords, on the other hand, play a different role. Despite the prevalence 

of  English loanwords throughout Spanish-speaking countries, these variables are counterproductive 

to the performance of  mexicanidad within a United States monoglot ideological framework. The 

participants quickly associate English loanwords with deficiency in Spanish fluency, their inclusion 

resulting in a characterization, not Spanish but Spanglish—denoting a less authentic ethnic identity. 

When living in Mexico, they aspire to fluency and subsequent decrease of  English loanwords. These 

two linguistic goals, a consequence of  the pressures imposed on by the linguistic ideologies about 

their language-use. 

 For Adrian, the primary motivation for studying in Mexico was an affinity for ethnic 

authenticity, one which he believed was achieved by developing language fluency—a pattern among 

the participants of  the study. As described above, this behavior is influenced by linguistic ideologies 

that are prevalent in the United States, and which become salient in distinct social contexts, like 

Mexico City. In Mexico, a Mexican identity is a national identity, and subsequently is not measured 
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within a context of  ethnic authenticity where a continuum of  Spanish linguistic fluency is relevant . 9

To Mexicans, it is unquestionable that Mexicans speak Spanish; although Mexico does not have an 

official language, Spanish, along with Nahuatl, are recognized as national languages. A lack of  

monolingual fluency does no directly question the degree in which an individual is Mexican, but 

rather denotes a clear and total difference and exclusion—an other altogether . For Mexicans in the 10

diaspora, in particular heritage speakers, the consequences include facing ascriptions of  a totalizing 

non-Mexican identity, influenced by the ideologies of  monolingual dominance and national identity.   

 The following cases illustrate the nuanced roles language fluency and dominance play as 

speakers position themselves on the social landscape. Language plays an integral part in speakers’ 

negotiation of  ethnic identity, it makes available to them ethnolinguistic resources for stylistic 

practice. These resources can only become available through social recognition of  relevant linguistic 

variables—their distinctiveness accounting for their utility in identity work. Case 2 and Case 3 are 

data from my field notes, which reflect my diligent observations of  the participants while  we 

patronized tourist and non-tourist locations and local establishments in Mexico City; the 

sociolinguistic interviews took place at the Casa de la Universidad de California en México, or Casa 

California in Mexico City.  

 Case 2 illustrates Adrian’s expressed ethnic identity being challenged by a bystander who 

noticed he was speaking haltingly—not native—while discussing politics passionately. It is worth 

noting, politics is limited to specific topics, and thus the vocabulary heritage speakers can access with 

regard to a more broad range of  topics is limited. All of  which is explained by the finite exposure to 

 Spanish fluency is pertinent in Mexican society within the context of  indigenous communities, where a lack of  Spanish 9

fluency marks indigeneity. The participants are not perceived as indigenous, and therefore not applicable. 

 The indigenous groups being an exception, though many indigenous groups in Mexico self-identify as ethnically and 10

nationally different than Mexican, opting to identify with their particular community. 
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the language, which is remedied by increasing said exposure; including frequency and range of  

topics. During the exchange, the process of  language acquisition is irrelevant. Ideology shapes the 

dialogue and outcome. 

(2) Field diary, Adrian in a restaurant

01 Adrian and I were with his housemate and two of  the housemate’s friends, we 
  
02 were talking about the recent protests in Mexico City for 43 students that went  

03 missing in Ayotzinapa, Guerrero. During one of  Adrian’s speech turns he had a  

04 hard time with political vocabulary and had to constantly search for lexemes,  

05 one of  the housemate’s friends explicitly noticed. Prior to this incident the  

06 setting had been very lax and there was no question that any of  us were not  

07 Mexican, as odd as it may seem it was implied due to the nature of  the  

08 conversation and the overall feeling in the room. The friend abruptly asked  

09 Adrian where he’s from after repeatedly long pauses. Adrian did not hesitate,  

10 he said that he was Mexican from the United States but then everyone laughed  

11 in contradiction. Adrian’s lack of  comfort was visible after this and he held  

12 himself  from speaking as often. 
  

 Adrian, in general, meets most non-linguistic markers of  Mexican style and identity, 

particularly in Mexico’s diverse and eclectic capital—clothing and body language can vary widely in 

the urban center, and therefore it is more difficult to locate a speaker as a foreigner based solely on 
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clothing . Linguistically, there is a dialectal expectation (in addition to the expectation of  11

monolingual fluency), particularly when other ethnic/national indexes align, such as social behavior, 

cultural affinity, etc. In Case 2, Adrian is unable to produce the vocabulary to fluently discuss politics 

and therefore has to visibly search for the right words to use, often anxiously stumbling on his 

speech. Adrian’s behavior is not not uncommon among heritage speakers navigating unfamiliar and 

relatively complex topics. At this moment, an interlocutor, who is not part of  the program, notices 

this speech stutter and almost instinctively proceeds to question Adrian’s identity (lines 08,09); 

unusual in cosmopolitan Mexico City but highly probable within the social context of  the dialogue. 

The interlocutor was curious due to his perception that Adrian is not Mexican, resulting from a 

stutter, and coupled with the social context of  the interaction that increased the possibility of  

foreigners in the room. Nonetheless, Adrian grew defensive that his ethnic identity was challenged. 

Curiously, Adrian’s response reflects the ideologies shaping his own notion of  ethnic identity. As 

described earlier, a lack of  Spanish fluency is associated with an increasingly less authentic ethnic 

identity, which then is no surprise why Adrian believed it was due to a lack Spanish fluency that he 

was not regarded as Mexican. All of  which resulted from his search of  the necessary vocabulary for 

the particular topic he was developing—Adrian’s assumption all the more seemingly credible. Later 

in the conversation when he clarifies that he is Mexican but was born in the United States, the 

interlocutor is bothered and clearly rejects this conceptualization by laughing in physical disbelief  

(lines 09-11). The interlocutor visibly mocks Adrian’s response, denouncing his approach to ethnic 

identity. As speakers assimilate these linguistic experiences, language choice and use may also be 

influenced. These interactions have the potential to leave lasting impressions, in particular on 

 There are many non-verbal markers that identify speakers as foreigners or non-Mexicans; these markers are fluctuating 11

and dependent on the social context and meaning ascribed to variables. 
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heritage speakers, who are inclined to be linguistically insecure in Spanish monolingual contexts. For 

example, Adrian’s response, as he assimilates the demoralizing comments, is to becoming 

increasingly recluse in the conversation thereafter (lines 11,12). The behavior that is motivated by 

language use and ethnic identity is influential; speakers can either flourish in their pursuit to learn 

Spanish or flounder depending on how they approach these situations.  

 Case 3 demonstrates how the experience in which Adrian’s ethnic identity was questioned, as 

illustrated in Case 2, affects him by leaving a lasting impression of  the event months later: 

(3) Sociolinguistic interview, Adrian on Mexican identity

01 Armando: ¿Qué ha sido lo más difícil estando en México?
    What has been the most difficult thing being in Mexico? 
 
02 Adrian: Lo más difícil para mí es no poder hablar bien 
    The most difficult thing for me is not being able to speak 

03 el español
    Spanish well 

04 Armando: Pero si hablas muy bien, ya casi eres todo
    But you already speak it very well, you’re almost 
 
05 un chilango
    a complete chilango 

06 Adrian: sí pero a veces no sé las palabras correctas y 
    yes, but sometimes I don’t know the correct words and 

07 tengo que parar, especialmente si empezamos a 
    I have to stop, especially if  we start to 

08 hablar de lo que está pasando con Ayotzinapa o 
    talk about what is happening with Ayotzinapa or 

09 algo así (.) y no conozco muy bien algunas 
    something like that (.) and I don’t know some words 
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10 palabras, no sé
    very well, I don’t know 

11 Armando: Pero eso nos pasa a todos
    But that happens to all of  us 

12 Adrian: P’ss, cuando me pasa y no conozco con quién 
    Well, when it happens and I don’t know who I’m with 

13 estoy me empiezan a preguntar de dónde soy…
    they start asking me where I’m from… 

14 Armando: ¿Qué les dices?
    What do you tell them? 

15 Adrian: Que soy mexicano, pero no me creen y eso
    That I’m Mexican, but they don’t believe me and that 

16 me molesta muncho, pero también por eso estoy 
    bothers me a lot, but that’s why I’m here 

17 aquí, para aprender a hablar mejor el español
    to learn to speak Spanish better 

The naturalistic data illustrates how the conceptualization of  ethnic identity among heritage speakers 

living in the diaspora is challenged by conflicting conceptualizations of  identity, particularly in  social 

contexts that approach ethnic identity distinctly. These examples demonstrate how ideologies shape 

heritage speaker language choice and use; the participant remaps the notion of  linguistic fluency 

onto a continuum of  ethnic authenticity—standard Spanish cements itself  as an utmost 

representation of  Mexican identity for Adrian (lines 16,17), non-standard Spanish thus represents 

the opposite extreme. Consequently, speakers are compelled to increase their language fluency with 

more robust linguistic resources in order to construct and negotiation a more authentic ethnic 

identity. For instance, knowledge of  political jargon for discussing politics more fluently.  
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 Additionally, speakers also tend to reduce the use of  linguistic variables which they perceive 

to denote less Spanish fluency, such as is the case with the use of  English loanwords. The use of  

English codeswitching in Spanish is linguistic production characteristic of  bilingual heritage 

speakers, as a result it’s also a salient marker when interacting with monolingual speakers, in the 

United States or Mexico. In monolingual contexts, bilingual codeswitching is frowned upon. As a 

result, speakers develop a keen awareness of  the indexing value attributed to its use; which is why 

participants generally avoided the use of  English loanwords while in Mexico. The aforementioned is 

particularly true when they were explicitly constructing and performing a Mexican ethnic identity. 

The desire to assimilate to Mexican culture and imitate Mexican behavior while in Mexico is 

overwhelming; language played a critical role in facilitating this process. The participants’ variable 

use of  language, particularly Adrian’s, is effectively manipulated to perform ethnic identity. The 

following subsection illustrates examples where non-standard Spanish plays a pivotal role in 

expressing and emobodying mexicanidad for heritage speakers. 

5.3.2. Non-standard Spanish in the construction of  mexicanidad  

The formal study of  Spanish impulses institutional socialization; students are influenced by the 

newly acquired awareness of  many monolingual language ideologies, which are recursive in the 

language classroom. The ideologies in the classroom are reconciled with previously held notions 

about language choice and use, many of  which is influenced by broader ideologies in society. The 

aggregate of  these ideologies influence speakers’ linguistic choices. As described above, ideologies 

about monolingual fluency and standard varieties of  Spanish ascertain speakers’ perception that a 

lack of  fluency equates to a diminished or “watered down” Mexican ethnic identity. In Case 1, 
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Adrian is confronted with the fact that he does not speak standard Spanish, which he then associates 

with a less authentic identity (lines 06,07). Naturally, Adrian assumes that in order to achieve 

personifying the ethnic identity authentically, he must aspire to language standardization in a 

classroom. As illustrated in the previous three cases, heritage speakers turn to linguistic 

standardization when there is a perceived lack of  fluency and they desire to perform a Mexican 

ethnic identity. Case 4, below, illustrates how Adrian equates the use of  particular non-Standard 

variables with less authenticity—the use of  an English loanword (pa’trás) and a characteristically rural 

or popular variant (haiga): 

(4) Sociolinguistic interview, Adrian on non-standard Spanish variables (my 

translation)

01 Armando: ¿Por qué dices que no hablas el español
    Why do you say that you don’t speak correct  

02 correcto?
    Spanish? 

03 Adrian: Porque no lo hablo bien, digo cosas como
    Because I don’t speak well, I say things like 
 
04 llámame pa’trás y haiga y eso no es correcto
    call me back (calque) and haiga and that is not correct 

05 Armando: ¿Quién te dice eso?
    Who tells you that? 

06 Adrian: Todos, y aquí hablan muy bien el español por 
    Everyone, and here they speak Spanish very well that’s 

07 eso estoy feliz de que vine al DF para 
    why I’m happy that I came to the DF (Mexico City) to 

08 aprender el español correcto y no decir cosas 
    learn correct Spanish and not say things  
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09 que no se dicen en español como pa’tras
    that you don’t say in Spanish like back (calque) 

Case 4 demonstrates the participant arguing that in order to achieve an authentic Mexican ethnic 

identity, individuals need to standardize their dialect of  Spanish. Particularly, speakers need to 

improve on their use of  English loanwords and general influence as well as rural and popular 

variables that are regarded as archaic . The participant associates not using “correct”, or standard, 12

Spanish as not performing ethnic identity faithfully; he argues that authenticity is achieved via the 

fluent use of  Spanish, especially as it is spoken by monolingual speakers (lines 03,04,06-09). He 

notes that it is his explicit use of  salient non-standard variables (particularly rural/popular variants 

and English influence) that initially motivated him to study Spanish abroad. The goal of  formally 

studying Spanish has been to express a more authentic ethnic identity through the use of  what he 

perceives as fluent Spanish. A lack of  familiarity of  the dialectal variation of  Spanish only 

perpetuates the notion that heritage Spanish does not support the expression of  a Mexican ethnic 

identity. However, metalinguistic knowledge of  linguistic variation and the indexing potential of  

linguistic variables shifts the participant’s relationship with language. The linguistic repertoire of  

these select heritage speakers is characteristically Mexican, a fact they embody when they are 

continuously challenged. The resilience of  the group to their ethnic identity is crucial for the 

development and continued use of  the language across speech communities.  

 The participants gradually became aware of  the social value that non-standard variables 

carried in a monolingual contexts. In many cases participants could choose to use these variables 

 It is common for language classrooms to refer to many rural/popular and working-class variants as archaic due to 12

their disuse in contemporary standard Spanish, though their use is frequent in non-standard Spanish(es). 
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strategically for identity purposes; ironically, the use of  non-standard Spanish was more influential to 

performing mexicanidad than Spanish fluency in general. The social benefits of  using non-standard 

Spanish is contradictory to the influence of  the linguistic ideologies recursive in Spanish language 

classrooms in the United States and Mexico. The rural and popular variables in the Spanish of  many 

heritage speakers are inherited from the originating Spanish communities in the United Sates. The 

Mexican diaspora in the United States is primarily from rural and popular communities in Mexico, as 

a consequence, many of  these linguistic features are acquired natively by speech communities in the 

United Sates. Case 5 is an excerpt from my field notes; in this interaction, Adrian reaches for known 

non-standard variants in his linguistic repertoire with the goal of  effectively negotiating a Mexican  

ethnic identity: 

(5) Field diary, rural and popular Spanish as authentically Mexican

01 Tonight was exciting because Adrian’s use of  haiga, aigre, and muncho sparked  

02 interest in an interlocutor that previously rejected the idea that if  you were from  

03 the United States you can also be Mexican. When Adrian said, vamos, aunque  

04 haiga aigre, no hace muncho frío (“let’s go, even though it’s windy, it’s not too  

05 cold”) – referencing going to a play in Xochimilco – a Mexican resident  

06 exclaimed, ¿dónde aprendiste esos mexicanismos? (“where did you learn those  

07 mexicanisms?”), making a reference/noticing the non-Standard forms. More  

08 interesting still, Adrian’s use of  non-Standard features increased when we went  

09 to the play, it seemed he became aware of  their indexical value as Mexican  

10 identity markers and used them despite his adamancy for standardization.  
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Case 5 illustrates that non-standard Spanish variants (line 01) become variable resources of  an 

ethnolinguistic repertoire used to perform a Mexican ethnic identity. At home, bilingual heritage 

speakers of  Mexican origin natively acquire Spanish varieties representative of  the rural and popular 

Spanishes in Mexico. Although Adrian had taken some language courses in Spanish, it was not until 

further standardization and metalinguistic awareness that these linguistic variables are functional. As 

a social agent, Adrian could engage these variables and variants in order to achieve particular social 

goals. The social recognition of  the stigmatized value of  these variants is productive with the 

awareness that these can index mexicanidad in Mexico due to their quick association with Mexican 

rural and popular populations in the country. Case 5 recalls Adrian noticing the indexical value that 

these features have to mark ethnic identity. The metalinguistic knowledge enables the speaker to 

exploits the indexes of  the variants. When the Mexican diaspora is in Mexico, they repudiate 

socioeconomic indexes attributed to rural, popular and working classes in Mexico that result from 

their use of  these linguistic variables. The fact is that when United States Americans are in Mexico, 

though they ethnically identify as Mexicans, are socioeconomically in a different situation that does 

not correspond with the reality of  the social classes of  their host country (or the motherland).  

5.3.3. The Mexican diaspora is English dominant 

The performance of  an authentic Mexican ethnic identity, particularly in Mexico, is strongly desired 

by Mexican heritage Spanish speakers. In the previous subsections, the data illustrated the role that  

the Standard, and Spanish fluency in general, plays in participants’ conceptualization of  ethnic 

identity. The use of  non-standard Spanish, also acquires new interpretations that support heritage 

speakers construction and negotiation of  mexicanidad. 
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 Mexican heritage speakers can also make use of  another resource in their ethnolinguistic 

repertoire, which also indexes mexicanidad within their conceptualization of  ethnic identity. Latina/o 

English (Chicanx English) and Black English also play a crucial role in indicating ethnic identity in 

the diaspora. Negrón (2014) shows that Latina/os in the United States can use the ethnic varieties 

of  English representative of  their community in order to perform ethnic-specific identities. English 

is necessary to the conceptualization of  a pan-Latina/o identity, the group speaks Spanish but lives 

out a significant portion of  their lives in English. Counterintuitively, participants variably use these 

ethnic varieties of  English to perform and reinforce a Mexican ethnic identity. This is peculiar, but 

characteristic of  the diaspora in the United States. The fact is that there are Latina/o and Mexican 

experiences exclusive to the community in the diaspora, many of  these experiences develop in 

English and thus can also index a Mexican ethnic identity. Mexicans in the diaspora are Mexicans 

too, and they appeal to their resources for social mobility, including English. The use of  Latina/o 

varieties of  English to index mexicanidad is prominent when other methods are rejected in Mexico.   

 Case 6 is an excerpt from my field notes, which highlights how this strategy may manifest 

itself  in situated actions: 

(6) Field diary, on Mexican authenticity 

01 During a heated debate about nationality and identity at las islas (a courtyard in  

02 UNAM), Adrian resorts to English to reject the notion that he is gringo when a  

03 Mexican resident argues that since he was born in the United States there’s no  

04 way he can be Mexican, then saying, bueno, eres tan mexicano como el Taco  

05 Bell (“well, you’re as Mexican as Taco Bell”). This heavily bothers Adrian and  

06 his footing is redirected to other Mexican Americans present in the conversation.  
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07 In English he tells one of  them, foo, they barely understand our struggle and  

08 where we come from and what we go through n’ shit, we hella Mexican, the  

09 interlocutor responds, yeah, we hella chunti.  

 Case 6 offers a glimpse on ways that Mexican Americans appeal to English within their 

ethnolinguistic repertoire to adamantly perform a Mexican identity. In this example Adrian is 

reminded that Mexicans cannot be born in the United States and that he is “as Mexican as Taco 

Bell”, emphasizing the lack of  Mexican authenticity even if  he has Mexican roots because of  his 

parents, which he argued during the debate. The body language and change of  footing is a way to 

reject this and reinforce a Mexican identity founded on Mexican American experience and 

trajectories. In choosing and using English, Adrian resorts to Black and Latino English style, 

lexemes, and prosody to index a Mexican identity (lines 07,08). This choice is very similar to the 

general strategies for the construction and negotiation of  a Latina/o identity in the United States, by 

Mexican Americans, Dominican Americans, and other Latina/os (Negrón 2014; Bailey 2000). 

5.4. DISCUSSION 

5.4.1. Ethnic identity & heritage speakers 

The participants’ responses to the preliminary questions on ethnic identity reveal how they position 

themselves ethnically, which sheds light on their affect toward mexicanidad. All participants noted that 
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they have previously met a Mexican national before coming to Mexico, which affirms their meta-

knowledge of  social cues that are meaningful to them and index the identity. There is a common 

experience, a consensus across participants. All participants have met a Mexican before coming to 

Mexico that meets their criteria for mexicanidad. In order to discern more social cues that index 

ethnic identity, the following questions were asked to probe deeper: Question 2, Question 3, and 

Question 5 specifically inquired about nationality and mexicanidad. In their responses, all but one 

participant agreed that “someone born in the United States can be Mexican”, all but four disagreed 

that in order “to be Mexican you have to be born in Mexico”, and half  agreed that in order “to be 

Mexican one of  your parents has to be born in Mexico”. These responses demonstrate the low 

priority that a Mexican nationality has for describing Mexican ethnic identity, much less perform it. 

Generally, participants do not restrict mexicanidad to any geography or nationality, to them, Mexicans 

are born anywhere. Nonetheless, this places the burden on other stylistic resources for performing 

and describing the identity.   

 When asked about the likability of  Mexicans in the United States, in Mexico and specifically 

in Mexico City, participants generally had favorable views, rating all three groups similarly. Most of  

the participants classified Mexicans as likable whether they are in Mexico (and Mexico City) or in the 

diaspora (United States), which illustrates that other markers are more significant to this evaluation. 

The comparable evaluation is due to an imperceptible distinction between the members of  the 

community when considering nationality. In their experience, they have had favorable encounters 

with Mexicans before studying in Mexico, which they then generalize to all Mexicans regardless of  

geographic location. 

 The responses to the question about mexicanidad and language proficiency were interesting. 

When asked, “to be Mexican you have to speak Spanish”, most participants disagreed. However, the 
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primary motivation to disagree with the statement is to reinforce the construction of  ethnic identity 

in the diaspora. The fact is that Latina/os, and Mexicans, in the United States acknowledge their 

perceived lack of  language fluency. Although a majority of  adult Latina/os speak Spanish—a 

staggering 82% and another 95% wish for future generations to speak it—linguistic insecurity of  

heritage Spanish continues to be widespread.  

5.4.2. Ethnic identity in stylistics practice: Spanish fluency, rural/popular Spanish, and English 

During the beginning of  the six-month stay in Mexico, speakers perceived standard Spanish as a 

major linguistic resource that had the potential to ascribe more ethnic authenticity in the 

construction of  a mexicanidad. The social value of  standardization is a consequence of  a United 

States-influenced remapping of  ethnic identity to a linguistic continuum of  authenticity, as illustrated 

in Case 1 (line 06). However, Mexican ideology and sense of  nationality is not solely guided by these 

notions of  language standardization; ideology in Mexico is shaped within different realms of  cultural 

representations. For instance, Mexicans are born in Mexico, grow up in Mexico, and simply live in 

Mexico; all intrinsically absent characteristics in the social lives of  Mexicans in the diaspora. These 

nationality-centric ideologies guide Mexicans in Mexico to further challenge heritage speakers’ 

conceptualization and adoption of  Mexican identity. Mexicans naturally ascribe a totalizing non-

Mexican identity to the diaspora because they were not born there. However, for Mexicans in the 

diaspora, language is unmistakably the most salient social tool for negotiating and challenging 

ascription to a totalizing identity. Despite the challenge by Mexicans, participants use linguistic 

resources in increasingly complex and evolving ways to persistently perform a Mexican ethnic 

identity despite the challenges and barriers to do so.  
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 The Mexican diaspora is socialized in the United States to construct identity in particular 

ways; a shared immigrant experience and a continuum of  authenticity based on language are both 

elements that are prioritized when describing the identity. The continuum of  authenticity is 

particularly significant because it creates a range of  different degrees of  mexicanidad, a phenomenon 

that is non-existent in non-indigenous Mexican communities in Mexico. The participant observation 

data presented above illustrate how those who are socialized in Mexico challenge this 

conceptualization of  identity. As previously described, in Mexico, Spanish is essential to mexicanidad, 

particularly monolingual fluency. A perceived lack of  fluency ascribes Mexicans in the diaspora a 

non-Mexican identity, such as gringa/o, norteamericana/o, or pocha/o, all of  which are unsatisfactory to 

this select community. Nevertheless, it is the continuum of  authenticity that motivates speakers to 

travel to Mexico in the first place, in order to become more authentic Mexicans. In the progression 

of  interactional use of  language with Mexican residents, speakers adapt to the challenges in an effort 

to reach this goal. The use of  non-standard Spanish challenges Mexicans in Mexico, these variables 

are used variably by the participants to counterintuitively index mexicanidad. Although speakers 

initially want to standardize these features in their Spanish (excerpt 1; lines 06,07), they also come to 

use them to “authenticate” Mexican identity as these features are perceived by Mexican residents as 

originating and spoken only by “true” Mexicans (excerpt 6; lines 06,08-10).  

 Moreover, English also plays a key role in performing Mexican identity, especially when 

faced with the challenges posed by Mexican residents (excerpt 6; lines 07-09,04,05). In much the 

same way that Latina/os use Latina/o English (Chicanx English) to index a non-White identity in 

the United States (Bailey 2000), the Mexican diaspora use it similarly to display a clear Mexican 

stance, despite the association of  English with the United States. The use of  English to perform 

mexicanidad illustrates the affinity to Mexico and Mexican identity in Mexican communities in the 
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United States; here other resources, including English, are affiliated with mexicanidad. Subsequently, 

these are used to perform such identity. In general, Mexicans in the diaspora rarely succumb to 

ascriptions to a non-Mexican identity in Mexico, a social reality that highlights the social significance 

of  the ethnic identity among Mexicans in the diaspora. Mexicanidad is an important aspect of  their 

identity in the United States, and in Mexico. As a result, linguistic resources take on new meaning in 

order to effectively perform the ethnic identity within the confines of  local and broader ideologies.  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6 
CHAPTER 6 | CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

The idea for this project was born out of  my stubbornness to be in Mexico; specifically, to better 

understand how we as Mexicans in the diaspora and Mexicans in Mexico could distance ourselves 

immensely while still feeling a strong affection for one another. We are not only separated by 

physical movement through migration, but also by changing social perspectives as a direct result of  

the local pressures and social norms expected of  us. Nevertheless, I was very excited when a pattern 

began to emerge from data I was collecting from smaller studies—speakers overwhelmingly consider 

ethnic identity synonymous with language, in this case, a mexicanidad identity synonymous with 

Spanish. Spanish plays an important role, though that importance was elusive since it seemed to 

change from one speaker to the next. It became clear that not all speakers had the same linguistic 

competency. However, despite speakers not having similar communicative competency, they did 

reach into similar linguistic repertoires. I was intrigued by the shared use of  these features because it 

was evidence for a United States variety of  Spanish, one that differed from Mexican Standard 

Spanish. Bucholtz & Hall (2004) describe identity as the outcome of  language use, so the shared use 

of  linguistic characteristics could shed light on important aspects of  ethnic identity.  

 In the United States there are unique ideas about identity, the emergent pan-Latina/o 

identity is just one example of  a very complex identity that comprises multiple nationalities, shared 

experiences, and language codes, among others. If  speakers are to challenge ascribed identities, as is 

the case when Mexicans in the diaspora visit Mexico, their country of  origin, they will have to 
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negotiate the meaning of  an important aspect of  their own conceptualization of  identity, language. 

It is intriguing to analyze how a speaker’s linguistic repertoire gets repurposed in these negotiations, 

and how features that once were relegated solely as rural and popular get new life when 

contemporarily used by the heritage speakers accustomed to its use in the diaspora.  

 I answered these questions through the observation of  speakers in contact with people that 

share form expression (language), but not all indexical meaning. Bucholtz & Hall (2004) explain that 

identity is most salient when people are least similar. The limits of  identity expression illustrate the 

power dynamics of  social groups in contract since they necessarily index social ideas of  power. 

Because the dynamics of  power are not static, it can follow that identities are attributes to situations 

rather than individuals or groups. Identity is an ongoing social and political process, which illustrates 

the aggregate of  a person’s situated actions, which invariably includes language-use. The dissertation 

set out to achieve two goals: describe the typology of  a speech community, with respect to the social 

recognition of  linguistic variables and to demonstrate the variable uses language plays in the 

construction of  a mexicanidad identity in Mexico City. 

6.1. THE SOCIAL RECOGNITION OF NON-STANDARD SPANISH AMONG HERITAGE SPEAKERS 

The social recognition of  non-standard variables—including rural and popular Spanish, Mexican 

Spanish colloquialisms, and English loanwords—provides a starting point for understanding the 

effect social factors have on speaker identity, and the role that language plays. The results indicate 

that speakers demonstrate a unique pattern of  social recognition when compared to both standard 

Mexican Spanish speakers and heritage speakers in Los Angeles with no formal instruction in 
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Spanish. Interestingly, the social recognition only dramatically changed toward the end of  the 

participants’ stay in Mexico City. The changes, however, were primarily to the recognition of  the 

social value of  rural and popular Spanish and English loanwords—Mexican Spanish colloquialisms 

were minimally affected. The rural and popular Spanish was influenced by speakers’ stay in Mexico 

City and subsequent enrollment at UNAM because of  the generalized stigmatization of  these 

variables among speakers of  standard Spanish. The participants, though previously having taken 

courses in Spanish, only through frequent contact became aware of  the stigmatized value of  these 

variables. Similarly, English loanwords were recognized negatively due to the difference in adaptation 

of  English loanwords, given that loanwords are prevalent in Standard Mexican Spanish as well 

(Guerrero 2013). In contrast, Mexican Spanish colloquialisms were not nearly as affected because 

these were not different enough to warrant negotiating like the rural and popular Spanish variables 

and the English loanwords.  

   

6.2. THE MEXICAN DIASPORA: HERITAGE SPANISH & ETHNIC IDENTITY 

The distribution of  social recognition of  non-standard variables set the starting point for 

understanding how speakers can adapt meta-linguistic awareness for use in the construction of  

ethnic identity. The difference between variants—heritage Spanish and Standard Mexican Spanish—

allows for their incorporation to an ethnolinguistic repertoire. Effectively, my participant 

observations illustrate how a speaker’s affect toward these values is shaped by the social context, and 

subsequent inclusion in stylistic practice. The findings illustrate six cases where language is central to 

the construction of  ethnic identity, particularly mexicanidad. These cases are significant because they 
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demonstrate a comprehensive embrace of  a Mexican ethnic identity among heritage speakers, 

though the description of  the findings focused on one participant, he was representative of  the 

sentiment across speakers. It is important to note that the ethnic identity that is performed is 

constructed in the United States, therefore it is also noteworthy to see the value language plays in 

this construction and subsequent negotiation.  

 The participant observations show a participant whose description of  ethnic identity is 

challenged by an incompatible approach to ethnic identity, one that is interconnected with 

nationality. However, these negotiations demonstrate the value that linguistic resources, and 

particular non-standard variables, have for speakers. In essence, heritage speakers can variably 

repurpose linguistic variants to perform other social functions, such as reaffirming ethnic identity. 

The participant observations are qualitative and empirical examples that illustrate how a heritage 

speaker can variably use non-standard variants in stylistic practice for the purpose of  performing 

ethnic identity. In addition, these observations also demonstrate the critical role that language plays 

in the formation of  ethnic identity—even within a United States context. It is no longer represents a 

social difference in the United States, in front of  English, but also in Mexico, in front of  standard 

Spanish. Nevertheless, the heritage speakers persist to describe ethnic identities within limits learnt 

in the diaspora.  

6.3. IMPLICATIONS 

The results demonstrate the role that language plays in the construction of  ethnic identity for 

heritage speakers. In particular, the value that non-standard variables have in stylistic practice for the 
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select group of  heritage speakers. The social reality of  Mexicans in the diaspora is complex and 

extensively influences language choice and use. However, the intimate interlaced relationship 

between ethnic identity and language has positive implications in the heritage language classroom. 

Cultivating an awareness that acknowledges the value of  non-standard Spanish to speakers promotes 

interest language courses. The goal is no longer to “correct” or “better” my Spanish, but rather to 

explicitly supplement current linguistic skills while illustrating the value of  non-standard variables. 

The findings show that speakers can variably value non-standard Spanish in Mexico City, this can 

also be achieve in the heritage language classroom, which can be consequential to the select group 

of  speakers.    

 The notion of  diaspora can also foster and strengthen in-group ethnic relationships. Mexican 

Americans are socialized to empathize with Mexico, their homeland. The United States creates a 

situation where ethnic identity is made salient through the arduous process of  differentiation—

Latina/o identity is marked as other. Nonetheless, there is a strong influence of  Mexican culture in 

the United States, as a result of  established histories and continuous migration. These influences can 

dominate regions in the United Staters, such as the city of  Lynwood in California, which further 

establish these cultural and social norms in the host country. Consequently, the United States 

becomes an imagined extension of  Mexico wherever Mexican immigrants live, work, and have a 

significant social presence in the diaspora. 
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6.4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The results describe the typology of  social recognition of  non-standard variables among a select 

group of  heritage speakers—students who enrolled at UNAM for a six-month semester. In future 

studies I would increase the number of  non-standard variables and variants to analyze in order to 

perform statistical analyses that can shed light on more generalized tendencies among heritage 

speakers. Equally interesting is to expand the project to include Spanish-use in more social contexts

—in the United States or Latin America. In Los Angeles, for example, a general typology of  the 

social recognition of  non-standard variables could have positive consequences to the various 

programs that offer Spanish courses to heritage speakers. 

 Although analyzing the stylistic practice of  one participant comprehensive provided detailed 

examples of  variable uses of  language, it would be enriching to analyze more individual participants. 

A comparative analysis can reveal additional ways of  achieving the same social outcome, given that 

there is a general affinity toward assuming a Mexican ethnic identity. An more complete 

understanding of  these variable uses enriches the field and positively affects heritage language revival 

efforts by demonstrating the productive use these stigmatized variables have in these contexts. The 

research design could benefit by asking additional questions and accommodating the methodology 

and procedures to achieve it. For instance, it is worthwhile to ask the following: What specific 

factors influence the choice and use of  linguistic resources, and how? What are the variable ways of  

performing mexicanidad linguistically? Are there quantifiable factors that influence a change in social 

recognition across a designated timeframe? The data presented here is a sample of  a Mexican 

American adamantly challenging ascriptions to totalizing categories; however, there are instances 
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where speakers choose to no longer challenge these ascriptions, what social factors influence such a 

difference among intra-group members? 

 In addition, it is fruitful to describe particular linguistic forms used for negotiation of  

identity that go beyond the non-standard variables studied here. What are the specific variable 

features available to the speaker with respect to Spanish? Fought (2003), Garcia (1984), and Bayley & 

Otto Santa Ana (2004a, 2004b) have made strides in describing Latina/o English (Chicanx English, 

and East Los Angeles Chicanx English), specifically the various linguistic characteristics emblematic 

of  the variety. However, there is still a vacuum with respect to the Spanish varieties spoken by 

United States Latina/os. Parodi (2010, 2011) and Parodi & Guerrero (2016) have successfully 

demonstrated that working-class Latina/o communities across Los Angeles evaluate a variety of  

Spanish uniquely. The variety is characteristically rural and popular, and she coins the term Los 

Angeles Vernacular Spanish (LAVS) to describe it. The current study effectively illustrates that 

varieties of  Spanish can be used in variably degrees to achieve specific social goals—express or 

produce Mexican identity. Nevertheless, how are these varieties used in different contexts in the 

United States, are these used in much the same way that other ethnic varieties are used by minority 

language speakers, such as is the case with Black English, Asian American English, and other ethnic 

varieties of  English? 

 The study of  linguistic choice and use of  United States Latina/os has made incredible 

progress, but more is still needed to continue to develop our sociological understanding of  the 

nuanced relationship between linguistic form—the interactional use of  language—and ideologies, 

local and broad. The relevant ideologies include those that encompass the form or function of  

Spanish among heritage speakers. Language is a social powerful tool that also sheds light onto the 

power dynamics affecting Latina/os communities in the United States and in the country of  their 
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heritage. The Mexicans in the diaspora adamantly assume Mexican ethnic identity, the pressures of  

otherness in the United States supports the desire. Consequently, Spanish also assumes new roles 

that serve the speaker in identity work. It is my goal that the Spanish heritage learner classroom be a 

space where not only standard Spanish is taught, but where heritage speakers can fully understand 

the scope of  their identities, but more importantly, the resources available to them for performing 

mexicanidad—in the United States and in Mexico.    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APPENDIX 1 

APPENDIX 1 

Biographical information sheet 

Travel: 

Language(s) spoken growing up: 

Language(s) currently spoken:  

Name Date of  Birth

Race/Ethnicity Place of  birth (city & state)

Country Frequency/reason

home: adults :siblings/cousins

school: adults :peers

neighborhood: adults :peers

home: parents/uncles/aunts :siblings/cousins

school: adults :peers

neighborhood: adults :peers
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APPENDIX 2 

APPENDIX 2 

Pre-interview questionnaire 

1. Have you met a Mexican national before coming to Mexico? (circle one) 

YES   NO 

2. To be Mexican you have to be born in Mexico. (circle one)  

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 

3. To be Mexican one of  your parents has to be born in Mexico. (circle one) 

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 

4. To be Mexican you have to speak Spanish. (circle one) 

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 

5. Someone born in the United States can be Mexican. (circle one) 

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 

6. Mexicans in the United States are likable. (circle one) 

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 

7. Mexicans in Mexico are likable. (circle one) 

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 

8. Mexicans in Mexico City are likable. (circle one) 

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 

9. Mexicans have a favorable view of  people from the United States. (circle one) 

(disagree)      •      •      •      ◎      •      •      •      (agree) 
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APPENDIX 3 

APPENDIX 3 

Sociolinguistic interview prompts (arrival) 

Question 1 Cuéntame un poquito de ti

Question 2 ¿Por qué decidiste estudiar en el extranjero? 

¿Por qué escogiste estudiar en México?

Question 3 ¿Cuál es tu primera memoria de México?

Question 4 ¿Conoces a algún mexicano?

¿Te consideras mexicano?

¿Qué esperas lograr mientras estudias en México?

Question 5 ¿Cómo te imaginaste el DF antes de llegar?

¿Cuáles fueron tus primeras impresiones?

¿Es parecido al México que conoces/has visitado?

¿Cómo te ha parecido la gente de la ciudad hasta el momento?

¿Es lo que te esperabas?

Question 6 ¿Si alguien te pregunta de donde eres, qué contestarías?

¿Si alguien te pregunta quién o qué eres, qué contestarías?
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APPENDIX 4 

APPENDIX 4 

Sociolinguistic interview prompts (departure) 

Question 1 ¿Cómo has estado?

Question 2 ¿Cómo te va en tus clases de la UNAM? 

¿Cómo son los estudiantes en comparación a los estudiantes de EEUU?

Question 3 ¿Cuál ha sido tu experiencia favorita del DF hasta ahora?

Question 4 ¿Ya tienes a algunos amigos defeños/capitalinos/mexicanos en la ciudad?

¿Qué dicen de tu estancia?

Question 5 ¿El DF ha sido lo que te imaginaste que iba a ser?

¿Cuáles son tus impresiones de la ciudad? ¿Te gusta, no te gusta?

¿Es parecido al México que conoces/has visitado?

¿Cómo te ha parecido la gente de la ciudad hasta el momento?

¿Es lo que te esperabas?

Question 6 ¿Te sientes a gusto en la ciudad?

¿Has tenido alguna mala experiencia durante tu estancia?
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APPENDIX 5 

APPENDIX 5 

Social recognition questionnaire: Non-standard Spanish

1 Ojalá no haiga mucha tarea para salir este fin de semana.

2 Los narcos son unos asesinos.

3 Ayer comites tacos de lengua.

4 Los lunes nadien quiere despertar porque somos unos huevones.

5 Si hay un problema en el bar alguien llamará a la polecía.

6 Caminé muncho ayer y me duelen las patas.

7 Me dio un aigre cuando caminé descalzo.

8 Mi mamá me dijo que está achicopalada y asina no me quiere hablar. 

9 ‘Bia harta gente ajuera de la clase en la UNAM. 

10 Semos varios estudiantes en el programa de EAP.

11 Vimos las noticias en la tele.

12 Ayer andábanos comiendo tamales en la marqueta.

13 Ninguno quiso meterse a nadar aunque hacía sol.

14 Seguramente Obama quedrá seguir siendo presidente.

15 Me gustan las flores rojas.

16 Aunque quiéramos casi nunca llueve en Los Ángeles.

17 Anteayer dijistes que te sentías mal después de comer lonche.

18 Pepe le dio de gritos a su hija re feo.

19 Los chavos se golpiaron y la universidad llamó al dotor.

20 Esas manchas de la carpeta se quitan con cloro.

21 Ojalá tengamos suficiente dinero para la comida.

22 No me llamó pa’trás el vendedor.

23 Me dio tristeza que mi vecinita se quedara güerfana.

24 Ana está muy guapa.

25 Rosa pasea a su vecino enfermo.
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